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Intelligence is based on how efficient a species became at doing the
things they need to survive.

— Charles Darwin





A B S T R A C T

While databases are the backbone of many software systems, database
components such as query optimizers often have to be redesigned to
meet the increasing variety in workloads, data and hardware designs,
which incurs significant engineering efforts to adapt their design.
Recently, it was thus proposed to replace Database Management Sys-
tem (DBMS) components such as optimizers, cardinality estimators,
etc. by Machine Learning (ML) models, which not only eliminates the
engineering efforts but also provides superior performance for many
components.

The predominant approach to derive such learned components is
workload-driven learning where ten thousands of queries have to be
executed first to derive the necessary training data. Unfortunately,
the training data collection, which can take days even for medium-
sized datasets, has to be repeated for every new database (i.e., the
combination of dataset, schema and workload) a component should
be deployed for. This is especially problematic for cloud databases
such as Snowflake or Redshift since this effort has to be incurred for
every customer.

This dissertation thus proposes data-efficient learned database com-
ponents, which either reduce or fully eliminate the high costs of
training data collection for learned database components. In particular,
three directions are proposed in this dissertation, namely (i) we first
aim to reduce the number of training queries needed for workload-
driven components before we (ii) propose data-driven learning, which
uses the data stored in the database as training data instead of queries,
and (iii) introduce zero-shot learned components, which can general-
ize to new databases out-of-the-box, s.t. no training data collection is
required.

First, we strive to reduce the number of training queries required for
workload-driven components by using simulation models to convey
the basic tradeoffs of the underlying problem, e.g., that in database
partitioning the network costs of shuffling tuples over the network
for joins is the dominating factor. This substantially reduces the num-
ber of training queries since the basic principles are already covered
by the simulation model and thus only subtleties not covered in the
simulation model have to be learned by observing query executions,
which we will demonstrate for the problem of database partitioning.
An alternative direction is to incorporate domain knowledge (e.g., in
a cost model we could encode that scan costs increase linearly with
the number of tuples) into components by designing them using dif-
ferentiable programming. This significantly reduces the number of
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learnable parameters and thus also the number of required training
queries. We demonstrate the feasibility of the approach for the prob-
lem of cost estimation in databases. While both approaches reduce
the number of training queries, there is still a significant number of
training queries required for unseen databases.

This motivates our second approach of data-driven learning. In
particular, we propose to train the database component by learning
the data distribution present in a database instead of observing query
executions. This not only completely eliminates the need to collect
training data queries but can even improve the state-of-the-art in
problems such as cardinality estimation or Approximate Query Pro-
cessing (AQP). While we demonstrate the applicability to a wide range
of additional database tasks such as the completion of incomplete rela-
tional datasets, data-driven learning is only useful for problems where
the data distribution provides sufficient information for the underlying
database task. However, for tasks where observations of query execu-
tions are indispensable such as cost estimation, data-driven learning
cannot be leveraged.

In a third direction, we thus propose zero-shot learned database
components, which are applicable to a broader set of tasks including
those that require observations of queries. In particular, motivated by
recent advances in transfer learning, we propose to pretrain a model
once on a variety of databases and workloads and thus allow the
component to generalize to unseen databases out-of-the-box. Hence,
similar to data-driven learning no training queries have to be collected.
In this dissertation, we demonstrate that zero-shot learning can in-
deed yield learned cost models which can predict query latencies
on entirely unseen databases more accurately than state-of-the-art
workload-driven approaches, which require ten thousands of query
executions on every unseen database.

Overall, the proposed techniques yield state-of-the-art performance
for many database tasks while significantly reducing or completely
eliminating the expensive training data collection for unseen databases.
However, while the proposed directions address the prevalent data-
inefficiency of learned database components, there are still many
opportunities to improve learned components in the future. First,
the robustness and debuggability of learned components should be
improved since as of today they do not offer the same transparency
as standard code in databases, which can render the components less
attractive to be deployed in production systems. Moreover, to increase
the applicability of data-driven models it is desirable to increase
the coverage of supported queries, e.g., queries involving wildcard
predicates on string columns, which are currently not supported
by data-driven learning. Finally, we envision that a broader set of
tasks should be supported in the future by zero-shot models (e.g.,
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query optimization) potentially converging towards complete zero-
shot learned systems.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Während Datenbanken das Fundament vieler Softwaresysteme bilden,
müssen Datenbankkomponenten wie Anfrageoptimierer häufig neu
entworfen werden, um der zunehmenden Vielfalt an Arbeitslasten,
Daten und Hardwaredesigns gerecht zu werden, was einen erhebli-
chen technischen Aufwand für die Anpassung ihres Designs bedeutet.
Vor kurzem wurde daher vorgeschlagen, DBMS-Komponenten wie
Optimierer, Kardinalitätsschätzer etc. durch ML-Modelle zu ersetzen,
wodurch nicht nur der Entwicklungsaufwand entfällt, sondern auch
eine bessere Leistung für viele Komponenten erzielt wird.

Der vorherrschende Ansatz zur Erstellung solcher gelernten Kom-
ponenten ist das Workload-getriebene Lernen, bei dem zunächst zehn-
tausende Abfragen ausgeführt werden müssen, um die erforderli-
chen Trainingsdaten zu erhalten. Leider muss die Erhebung von Trai-
ningsdaten, die selbst für mittelgroße Datensätze Tage dauern kann,
für jede neue Datenbank (d. h. Kombination aus Datensatz, Schema
und Arbeitslast) wiederholt werden. Dies ist vor allem bei Cloud-
Datenbanken wie Snowflake oder Redshift problematisch, da dieser
Aufwand für jeden Kunden anfällt.

In dieser Dissertation werden daher dateneffiziente gelernte Da-
tenbankkomponenten vorgeschlagen, die die hohen Kosten der Trai-
ningsdatenerhebung für gelernte Datenbankkomponenten entweder
reduzieren oder ganz eliminieren. Insbesondere werden in dieser
Dissertation drei Richtungen vorgeschlagen, nämlich zielen wir (i)
zunächst darauf ab, die Anzahl der benötigten Trainingsabfragen
für Workload-getrieben Komponenten zu reduzieren, bevor wir (ii)
datengetriebenes Lernen vorschlagen, das die in der Datenbank ge-
speicherten Daten als Trainingsdaten anstelle von Abfragen verwendet,
und (iii) gelernte Zero-Shot-Komponenten einführen, die out-of-the-
Box auf neue Datenbanken verallgemeinert werden können, d.h. bei
denen keine Trainingsdatenerfassung erforderlich ist.

Zunächst haben wir als Ziel, die Anzahl der für Workload-getriebene
Komponenten erforderlichen Trainingsabfragen zu reduzieren, indem
wir Simulationsmodelle verwenden, um die grundlegenden Effekte
des zugrunde liegenden Problems zu vermitteln, z.B. dass bei der
Datenbankpartitionierung die Netzwerkkosten für das Verteilen von
Tupeln über das Netzwerk für Joins der dominierende Faktor sind.
Dies reduziert die Anzahl der Trainingsabfragen erheblich, da die
grundlegenden Prinzipien bereits durch das Simulationsmodell ab-
gedeckt sind und somit nur noch die Feinheiten, die nicht durch
das Simulationsmodell erfasst sind, durch Beobachtung von Abfra-
geausführungen erlernt werden müssen, was wir für das Problem
der Datenbankpartitionierung demonstrieren werden. Eine alternative
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Richtung ist, Domänenwissen (z.B. könnten wir in einem Kostenmo-
dell kodieren, dass die Scankosten linear mit der Anzahl der Tupel
ansteigen) in die Komponenten einzubauen, indem wir sie mit diffe-
renzierbarer Programmierung entwerfen. Dies reduziert die Anzahl
der lernbaren Parameter und damit auch die Anzahl der erforderli-
chen Trainingsabfragen erheblich. Wir demonstrieren die Machbarkeit
des Ansatzes für das Problem der Kostenabschätzung in Datenbanken.
Obwohl beide Ansätze die Anzahl der Trainingsabfragen reduzieren,
ist immer noch eine erhebliche Anzahl von Trainingsabfragen für
ungesehene Datenbanken erforderlich.

Dies motiviert unseren zweiten Ansatz des datengetriebenen Ler-
nens. Wir schlagen insbesondere vor, die Datenbankkomponente zu
trainieren, indem wir die Datenverteilung in einer Datenbank lernen,
anstatt die Ausführung von Abfragen zu beobachten. Dies macht
nicht nur das Sammeln von Trainingsdaten überflüssig, sondern kann
sogar den Stand der Technik bei Problemen wie der Kardinalitäts-
schätzung oder AQP verbessern. Während wir die Anwendbarkeit
auf eine breite Auswahl zusätzlicher Datenbankaufgaben wie die Ver-
vollständigung unvollständiger relationaler Datensätze demonstrieren,
ist datengetriebenes Lernen nur für Probleme nützlich, bei denen
die Datenverteilung ausreichende Informationen für die zugrunde
liegende Datenbankaufgabe liefert. Für Aufgaben, bei denen Beobach-
tungen von Abfrageausführungen unverzichtbar sind, wie z.B. bei der
Kostenschätzung, kann datengetriebenes Lernen jedoch nicht genutzt
werden.

In einer dritten Richtung schlagen wir daher Zero-Shot-gelernte
Datenbankkomponenten vor, die auf eine breitere Palette von Auf-
gaben anwendbar sind, einschließlich solcher, die Beobachtungen
von Abfragen erfordern. Motiviert durch die jüngsten Fortschritte
im Transfer-Lernen schlagen wir vor, ein Modell einmalig auf einer
Vielzahl von Datenbanken und Arbeitslasten vorzutrainieren und so
der Komponente zu ermöglichen, sofort auf unbekannte Datenbanken
zu generalisieren. Ähnlich wie beim datengesteuerten Lernen müssen
also keine Trainingsabfragen gesammelt werden. In dieser Dissertation
zeigen wir, dass Zero-Shot-Learning tatsächlich gelernte Kostenmodel-
le hervorbringen kann, die Abfragelatenzen auf gänzlich unbekannten
Datenbanken genauer vorhersagen können als moderne Workload-
getriebene Ansätze, die zehntausende von Abfrageausführungen auf
jeder unbekannten Datenbank erfordern.

Insgesamt liefern die vorgeschlagenen Verfahren für viele Daten-
bankaufgaben eine Leistung auf dem neuesten Stand der Technik,
während die teure Erhebung von Trainingsdaten für unbekannte Da-
tenbanken erheblich reduziert oder ganz vermieden wird. Während
die vorgeschlagenen Richtungen die vorherrschende Datenineffizienz
von gelernten Datenbankkomponenten adressieren, gibt es jedoch
noch viele Möglichkeiten, gelernte Komponenten in Zukunft zu ver-
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bessern. Erstens sollten die Robustheit und die Debugging-Fähigkeit
der gelernten Komponenten verbessert werden, da sie derzeit nicht
die gleiche Transparenz wie Standardcode in Datenbanken bieten, was
die Komponenten für den Einsatz in Produktionssystemen weniger
attraktiv machen kann. Um die Anwendbarkeit von datengetriebenen
Modellen zu erhöhen, ist es außerdem wünschenswert, die Abdeckung
der unterstützten Abfragen zu erhöhen, z.B. Abfragen mit Wildcard-
Prädikaten auf String-Spalten, die derzeit nicht von datengetriebe-
nem Lernen unterstützt werden. Schließlich könnten in Zukunft viele
weitere Aufgaben durch Zero-Shot-Modelle unterstützt werden (z.B.
Abfrageoptimierung), was vollständige Zero-Shot-gelernte Systemen
ermöglichen könnte.
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Part I

S Y N O P S I S





1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Databases are the backbone for managing data in many software
systems deployed today. However, due to the increasing variety in
workloads, data and hardware designs, significant manual and en-
gineering efforts are required to adapt their design. Hence, it was
recently proposed to instead learn the design of database components,
which reduces the efforts to adapt databases and can even improve the
end-to-end system performance. However, state-of-the-art approaches
require a costly training data collection for every new database1 they
should be trained for.

In the following, we will first discuss how the diversity in workloads,
data and hardware deployments can be addressed in the database
design and afterwards discuss how learned database components
can be leveraged to address this challenge. We will then describe the
fundamental limitations of such approaches today and introduce the
concrete contributions of this dissertation.

1.1 the need for database adaption

In particular due to the widespread adoption of cloud databases [8, 30,
122, 189], there is an increasing diversity both in the observed data and
workloads [155, 174] but also in the different hardware configurations.
There are two main directions to address this increasing complexity
in the design of DBMSs: (i) configurable databases, which allow the user
to adapt and tune the system and (ii) specialization, where database
components are tailored to a particular deployment. However, both
approaches incur significant manual or engineering efforts and yet do
not always enable an optimal system performance.

First, many databases today offer configurability by introducing
tuning knobs [3, 18, 37] such as the buffer pool size and allowing
users to decide on the physical design, e.g., by creating indexes [171]
or materialized views [4]. While this enables the specialization of the
database to some extent, it comes with two major downsides: the
tuning itself is non-trivial due to the complex interactions of tuning
knobs, workloads and the physical design and thus a significant man-
ual effort is often required to tune the knobs. While there have been
approaches to alleviate this problem using automated configuration
[4, 6, 134], even with automation the end-to-end system performance

1 Throughout this dissertation, we will refer to a new schema along with the data and
workload as database. Hence, we explicitly do not refer to different database systems
using this term.

3
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might still be suboptimal. The reason is that the underlying database
components but also automation approaches heavily rely on heuristics
inherently in their design. For instance, automated physical design
advisors often propose designs, which are far from optimal and could
be improved significantly [4, 81, 99].

A second approach to cope with the increasing complexity is the
specialization of database components to specific deployment condi-
tions such as new types of hardware. This however incurs a significant
engineering overhead. For instance, query optimizers frequently have
to be adapted by engineers to reflect novel hardware setups with
different network or storage costs [93], new physical layouts such
as column stores [159] or optimizations such as materialized views
[55], all of which have a significant impact on which physical plans
are suitable for a particular query. Over the years, this resulted in
highly complex code that could only be maintained by a few experts
[112]. However, despite all the engineering efforts worth thousands of
person-engineering-hours [112], query optimizers still frequently do
not come up with efficient physical execution plans [91, 93].

Hence, both specialization and configuration incur significant man-
ual or engineering overheads but still cannot guarantee an optimal
system performance due to the reliance on heuristics.

1.2 towards learned database components

In contrast to database configuration or manual specialization, the idea
of learned database components is to leverage ML to tailor a component
to particular hardware, dataset and workload [83]. The core idea is
to replace previously manually designed parts of a database by a
ML model and thus learn a suitable design automatically. This not
only allows for automatic adaption of database components but also
often yields superior components. This is due to the fact that ML can
typically cope with the underlying complexity of the problem (e.g.,
the before mentioned interactions of physical design and workloads)
while not relying on heuristics. Hence, the search space of possible
designs is captured more holistically and thus the performance can
often be further improved.

In fact, many DBMS components have successfully been replaced
by learned counterparts including query optimizers [109, 112, 184],
cardinality [79, 185, 186] and cost estimators [113, 161] and even
indexes [34, 35, 48, 80, 84] or schedulers [107, 153]. In addition, ML-
based approaches have been devised to optimize the physical design
of databases, e.g., by selecting materialized views [59, 99, 188] or
indexes [33, 82, 140, 193]. We will now first describe the advantages of
learned DBMS components before we introduce the main paradigm
today, namely workload-driven learning.
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DB

Training 
On the same database

1) Execute workload 2) Collect results 
(e.g., cardinalities)

SELECT...

SELECT...

1M

1.8M

Inference 
Based on observing representative workload

3) Train model
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Unseen query Prediction (e.g.,
cardinality estimate)

Figure 1.1: Training and Inference of Workload-driven Models. For the train-
ing, we first have to observe a representative workload (e.g.,
queries along with their cardinalities). At inference time, the
model can be used on the same database to obtain predictions
(e.g., cardinalities for unseen queries).

The resulting learned DBMS components have several advantages
compared with manually designed ones. First, they reduce the en-
gineering effort to adapt the respective component. In particular, in
many cases, novel workloads, data distributions or hardware charac-
teristics, which have previously required to manually redesign the
component, can now be handled by simply retraining the respective
ML model. This significantly reduces the engineering efforts for such
adaptions.

Second, in some cases the learned counterparts can even outperform
existing DBMS components. The reason is that the latter are usually
based on general-purpose heuristics and hence not optimized for a
specific database instance that comes with a particular combination of
data, workload and hardware. In contrast, learned components can be
tailored to the peculiarities of a particular instance and are thus more
specialized. For instance, a learned query optimizer could observe
typical User-defined Functions (UDFs) that are used and observe their
selectivities which are useful for query optimization [155]. While it
is hard to reason about general UDFs, in the case of a single DBMS
instance, there are typical patterns that can be exploited, which a
specialized learned component can leverage. In general, it was shown
that in many cases such instance-optimized components outperform
classical designs [79, 83, 109].

The predominant approach of designing such learned DBMS com-
ponents today is workload-driven learning, where the main idea is to
first observe a representative set of queries executed on a database and
afterwards use these as training data for an ML model (cf. Figure 1.1).
For instance, for a learned cardinality estimator [79], we would run
thousands of queries with different join paths and predicates and
observe the result size (i.e., the cardinality). These pairs of queries and
cardinalities would then serve as training data for an ML model. If we
now want to estimate the cardinality of an unseen query at runtime,
we would feed it into the trained model, which would in turn output
a cardinality estimate. Since the model has internalized potential cor-
relations in the data by observing cardinalities of previously executed
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training queries, the result will likely be more accurate than those of
classical histogram-based approaches, which assume independence.

While a large class of the learned database components are based
on Reinforcement Learning (RL) [59, 82, 89, 99, 112, 184, 192], the
approaches generally still follow the workload-driven paradigm. In
particular, in RL, the idea is to solve a task by allowing an agent
to repeatedly interact with an environment by taking actions [148].
During training, the agent observes rewards and consequently learns
which actions likely result in high rewards. Over time, the agent will
thus be able to effectively solve the task at hand. To demonstrate how
RL can be leveraged for learning DBMS components, let us consider
the task of query optimization [112]. In this example, the environment
is a particular database, the state could be a partial physical query
plan and actions are to add a particular operator to the current plan.
Hence, the agent can incrementally add physical operations to the
current plan to derive the final execution plan. Our goal is to find
efficient execution plans and thus the reward is the negated execution
latency of the final resulting plan. During the training, the agent learns
to suggest efficient physical plans for the given queries by trial and
error. Importantly, the training data in such approaches is thus still
comprised of queries, which are executed on the database at hand,
and thus the resulting approaches are similarly workload-driven.

1.3 limitations of workload-driven learning

While workload-driven learned DBMS components have successfully
been applied to a large set of database tasks, they cause repeated high
costs for training data collection. We will next provide more details
on this fundamental limitation.

First, workload-driven learned DBMS components typically require
ten thousands of query executions as training data on the database
they should be used for. For instance, learned cardinality estimators
[79, 161] use approximately 100,000 training queries, i.e., pairs of
queries associated with their observed output cardinalities. Training
workloads of this size already take approximately 34 hours to be exe-
cuted on a medium-sized database of just several GBs using Postgres
[72]. These costs, of course, increase significantly for large databases
and can easily be a barrier to the use of learned database components.
For instance, it was reported that the training data collection of just
ten thousand queries for a database size of 1 TB would require more
than six months [173]. Such immense costs for training data collection
are unacceptable in many cases and render workload-driven learning
impractical especially for large-scale databases.

Second, these high costs of training data collection are repeated
every time the underlying database is updated [72]. For instance,
due to inserts the cardinalities of the training queries will no longer
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be valid and thus the output cardinalities of the trained model will
become inaccurate since they are based on stale training data. The
only way to refresh the underlying model is to retrain it using queries
that reflect the new data in the database and thus we again have to
run many queries on the updated database and use these to train the
model.

Finally, the resulting models are tied to a single database [62], i.e.,
a single schema, dataset and workload. As soon as we encounter a
new database, we will not be able to reuse the workload-driven model
and thus have to again incur the high costs of training data collection.
The reason is that the architectures of workload-driven models come
with the inherent assumption that the underlying database is fixed
and thus they will either not be usable at all for a new database or
the predictions will be very inaccurate since the model quality will
degrade heavily.

Overall, workload-driven models are thus not data-efficient since
they (i) require thousands of training data samples in the form of
query executions, which is costly for larger databases, and (ii) since
the training data becomes unusable in case of updates of the same
database or a new database. This renders workload-driven models
especially unusable for cloud database providers (e.g., Snowflake and
Redshift) since the high costs of training data collection are incurred
for every new customer that typically comes with a new schema,
dataset and workload.

1.4 data-efficient learned database components

The dissertation proposes data-efficient learned database components
that reduce or completely eliminate the previously described high
costs of training data collection. We believe this has the potential to
increase the traction of using learned components in practical systems -
especially for cloud databases, where costs can be significantly reduced
for new customers.

In this dissertation, instead of showing how the data-efficiency of
individual components can be improved, we will introduce three
conceptual approaches, that are applicable to a broad set of learned
components. To validate the feasibility, we will also demonstrate how
these can be used to instantiate learned approaches for concrete DBMS
tasks that outperform the state-of-the-art with significantly less or no
training queries at all for an unseen database. In particular, we have
intentionally chosen tasks that have are central in a DBMS system but
difficult to solve today such as cardinality estimation, cost estimation
or physical design tuning.

contributions We propose three different directions to enable
data-efficient learned DBMS components: (i) improving the data-
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efficiency of workload-driven approaches, (ii) data-driven learning and
(iii) zero-shot learned components. For each direction, the underlying
conceptual ideas are validated by solving particular database tasks as
additional individual contributions.

1. The first direction of this dissertation is to improve the data-
efficiency of workload-driven models. Specifically, we propose
to bootstrap learned components using simulation [69], which
allows the models to learn the basic principles of the underlying
database problem by interacting with a simulation instead of a
real system. This can already significantly reduce the necessary
number of training queries. Moreover, we suggest models that
explicitly encode domain knowledge about databases [67]. Since
this reduces the number of parameters, we can train such models
with orders of magnitude fewer training queries.

2. The second direction of this dissertation is to introduce a paradigm
called data-driven learning, where the idea is to completely
avoid the use of queries as training data. Instead, we aim to
learn the data distribution present in a concrete database, which
is used at runtime to solve the task at hand. Specifically, we
show how the tasks of cardinality estimation and AQP can be
solved with data-driven models, which outperform the state-of-
the-art without requiring any training queries [72]. Moreover,
we demonstrate that the underlying ability to learn the data
distribution of relational schemas also helps to correct the error
induced by incomplete datasets in analytics [63]. While the need
for training queries is eliminated, data-driven learning is only
applicable to a subset of tasks where it is sufficient to know the
data distribution.

3. The third direction of this dissertation is thus to suggest zero-shot
learned database components [62] that can be used also for tasks
where the data distribution alone is insufficient. The main idea
is to pretrain a learned component on a diverse set of databases
and workloads, which allows the model to generalize to unseen
databases and workloads out-of-the-box, i.e., without observing
additional training queries.

outline The synopsis continues in Chapter 2, where the three
directions along with the corresponding key ideas are set into per-
spective. Afterwards, we provide more details on each individual
direction in Chapters 3 to 5, which correspond to the publications
in Part ii. In particular, Chapter 3 introduces approaches to improve
the data-efficiency of workload-driven models using simulation and
incorporating domain knowledge. Chapter 4 introduces the idea of
data-driven learning along with the applications for cardinality esti-
mation, AQP and analytics over incomplete data. In Chapter 5, the
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contributions towards zero-shot learned database components are
summarized. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the synopsis with a per-
spective about the contributions towards data-efficient learned DBMS
components and proposes future research directions and open chal-
lenges.





2
D ATA - E F F I C I E N T L E A R N E D D ATA B A S E
C O M P O N E N T S

In the following chapter, we will provide an overview of the direc-
tions proposed in this dissertation to enable data-efficient learned
database components. The general structure follows the three direc-
tions previously introduced in Section 1.4, namely (i) improving the
data-efficiency of workload-driven learning, (ii) data-driven learning
and (iii) zero-shot learned components.

As depicted in Figure 2.1, in the first direction, the main criticism
of workload-driven learning of expensive training data collection is
already alleviated since the number of required training queries is
reduced significantly. In contrast, the latter two directions completely
eliminate the need to collect training data for unseen databases by
refraining from using queries as training data (data-driven learning) or
enabling models that generalize to unseen databases (zero-shot learned
components). While data-driven learning and zero-shot learning could
be seen as alternative paradigms for efficient data-driven learning, we
will demonstrate that depending on the concrete task, one or the other
approach should be applied and they can even be used in combination.

To validate each of the three directions, we implemented the ideas
for a concrete set of database tasks. This yielded data-efficient learned
database components that outperform the state-of-the-art approaches
while requiring fewer or no training queries at all. In this chapter, we
will similarly introduce the concrete database tasks that we tackled.

2.1 data-efficient workload-driven learning

In the first direction, we propose to alleviate the repeated high costs of
workload-driven learning by reducing the number of training queries
that have to be observed in order to train a model. In general, we
thus still rely on the paradigm of workload-driven models that are
specialized for a single database but reduce the costs of training data
collection.

In particular, we follow two approaches: simulation to bootstrap the
learned components for a new database, which reduces the number of
required training queries and differentiable programming where domain
knowledge about the component is incorporated. The two approaches
are validated on the important tasks of partitioning design as part of
the physical design tuning and the cost estimation task, respectively.

11
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Figure 2.1: Proposed Directions towards Data-Efficient Learned Database
Components. (i) We first aim at improving the data-efficiency of
workload-driven learning, which however merely alleviates the
need for training queries for every new database. We thus propose
the paradigms of (ii) data-driven learning where we learn from the
data distribution instead and (iii) zero-shot learned components,
which generalize to unseen databases out-of-the-box.

Simulation for Data-efficient Learned Partitioning

In workload-driven learning, a new model has to be trained for ev-
ery single database [79, 161]. Consequently, the general principles of
the database task have to be learned for every new database from
scratch. For instance, for database partitioning we have to observe
for every new database that network shuffles for joining large tables
are expensive [134]. This makes workload-driven learning particularly
costly since even basic principles of the underlying problem have to be
learned by observing many training queries for every new database.

Hence, the idea of simulation is to bootstrap the learned compo-
nent using a simplified model that reflects the basic principles of the
underlying database task, e.g., that a partitioning that requires many
large tables to be shuffled over the network is not optimal. In partic-
ular, the simulation model is used to generate training examples for
an unseen database without actually executing queries. While these
training samples cannot possibly convey all subtle trade-offs of the
underlying problem, they can reflect the basic principles. The learned
component will thus first be trained on this artificial training data to
learn the basic principles and afterwards on queries executed in the
real database to further learn the trade-offs, which are not reflected in
the simulation model. This can help to reduce the number of training
queries, which are required in total.
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In the context of this dissertation, we aimed at designing a learned
model to decide on the database partitioning. In this task, we are
interested in how tuples of tables should be distributed among nodes
in a distributed cluster (e.g., by replicating all tuples or sharding based
on some key column). This task is typically decided manually by users
in the cloud but is non-trivial and has a significant impact on the
overall performance of the system. The reason is that the partitioning
determines how many network shuffles of tuples are required in order
to execute distributed joins, which is a costly operation. Previous work
on automated partitioning [3, 127, 145] formalizes the problem as
an optimization problem and thus relies on cost models to estimate
the runtime of queries for different partitionings. Unfortunately, cost
estimators are often largely under- or overestimating the true query
runtime [91] and thus such approaches are prone to select suboptimal
partitionings.

In contrast, we propose to train a RL agent for partitioning, where
the agent explores different partitionings and their impact on the
workload runtime by trial-and-error. Hence, our approach is not af-
fected by inaccurate cost estimates. Over time, it will learn, which
partitionings are suitable for a particular workload. However, this
requires that many training queries are executed for various parti-
tionings, which is costly. Hence, we designed a simplified cost model
that approximates the query runtime by estimating the network cost
for a particular workload, which we then use to bootstrap the agent.
As we have shown, this can reduce the number of required training
queries. Overall, the agent was able to suggest partitionings, which
improve the system performance while outperforming state-of-the-art
approaches and heuristics. More details are presented in Section 3.1
and the corresponding publication in Chapter 7.

Incorporating Domain Knowledge using Differentiable Programming

In addition, we suggest including domain knowledge about the spe-
cific database task to be solved. This can significantly reduce the
number of parameters of the ML model and in turn the number of
required training queries. We will first describe the basic idea of differ-
entiable programs in databases and afterwards provide more details
on the concrete use case of cost estimation.

The approach is inspired by a recent shift in ML called differentiable
programming towards simpler white-box models [176] as opposed to
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) with increasingly many parameters.
For instance, differentiable programming has successfully been used
in computer vision [98] to include domain knowledge about image
features (e.g., edge detectors) or to learn a physics engine where the
laws of physics are encoded [9].
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The idea for deriving data-efficient learned database components
is that database developers sketch the design of the component by
implementing a differentiable program, i.e., a program that already
encodes the basic behavior of a component but with learnable param-
eters to specialize the code to a particular database, hardware and
workload. As such, the domain knowledge about the component is
already encoded. The parameters of the differentiable program are
then learned via backpropagation using training queries just like in
workload-driven models. However, since there are fewer parameters,
we only need to observe a fraction of queries required for workload-
driven learning.

As a concrete use case, we consider cost estimation, i.e., predicting
the latency of a query. In particular, we modeled the general run-
time complexity of different operators (e.g., by modeling the runtime
of a scan operation as a linear function) by defining differentiable
programs. We then used query latencies as training data to fit the
parameters and could afterwards predict the costs for other queries.
We could demonstrate that for simple queries we could predict the
latencies as accurately as workload-driven models [113, 161] but using
orders of magnitude fewer training queries. We provide more details
in Section 3.2 and the corresponding publication in Chapter 8.

Discussion

Both directions can significantly improve the data-efficiency of workload-
driven models for new databases. However, they still do not fully
eliminate the need for training queries on every new database. In
addition, simulation and in particular differentiable programming can
introduce a major engineering overhead.

In particular, the simulation approach requires a simplified model
that captures the basic trade-offs of the underlying database task,
which can be challenging to design. The reason is that ML is often
applied for database tasks with complex interactions, which are hard
to model explicitly even in a simplified model. However, even when
the simulation model is overly simplistic, the ML model can still learn
the more involved effects by observing training data. This is different
in the differentiable programming approach. Here, the general logic
has to be completely defined in the program which is challenging for
more complex problems. For instance in cost estimation, operators
are known to have complex interactions such as caching effects. Mod-
eling all such effects explicitly (which is necessary for differentiable
programming) is challenging.

Hence, the costly training data collection of workload-driven learn-
ing is not completely eliminated and additional complexity in the
development process of learned database components is introduced.
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2.2 data-driven learning

The main drawback of workload-driven training is the expensive
training data collection. While the previously introduced approaches
reduce the number of required query executions and thus improve the
data-efficiency, this effort is still a burden if models should be trained
for new databases. We thus propose a radically different approach,
where we only learn from the data in the database itself instead
of query executions, which completely eliminates the high costs of
training data collection.

In particular, in our approach of data-driven learning, which is the
second direction proposed in this dissertation, the idea is to instead
learn the data distribution to solve a database task, which completely
eliminates the need for training queries. We will now introduce two
concrete learned components based on this paradigm: DeepDB, which
enables cardinality estimation and AQP, as well as ReStore, which
tackles analytics over incomplete relational data.

DeepDB: Data-Driven Learning for Cardinality Estimation and AQP

In DeepDB, the idea is to learn generative ML models over the rela-
tional schema of a database to capture the data distribution. Hence,
the models only require samples of the data to be trained and no
training queries at all. We can then exploit this knowledge about the
data distribution at inference time to solve the tasks such as cardinality
estimation or AQP. We will now first introduce both tasks that are
tackled using DeepDB before we highlight the main contributions.

In cardinality estimation, the goal is to estimate the result size of
intermediate joins with predicates and it is crucial for join ordering
and query optimization [91]. Traditionally, cardinalities are estimated
using simple histogram-based methods that assume independence.
However, due to correlations in the data, which are not captured in
histograms, the cardinalities are orders of magnitude off in practice
[93]. Hence, workload-driven models [79, 126, 154, 161] were sug-
gested that observe ten thousands of different queries along with their
cardinalities to predict the cardinalities for unseen queries at runtime,
which can provide more accurate estimates but are costly due to the
training data gathering.

In contrast, in DeepDB, we only require samples of the database
to train the ML models. For instance, if we want to estimate how
many customers in our database are from Europe and younger than
thirty, we can approximate this query by estimating the probability
of the joint event (younger than thirty and from Europe) using the
generative model and multiplying it with the number of tuples in the
database to obtain an estimate. While this basic technique of reducing
the problem to probability estimation was previously suggested, prior
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approaches [60, 186] do not allow cardinality estimates for arbitrary
ad-hoc joins in the schema. In particular, the approaches do not scale
to larger schemas since all potential join paths of queries require a
different model and thus for larger schemas the number of models to
support different join paths grows combinatorically. In DeepDB, we
instead propose a method to support arbitrary equi-joins with a linear
number of models.

In AQP [22], the goal is to approximate the result of a potentially
long-running query quickly, which is in particular interesting for
interactive applications [2]. Analogously to cardinality estimation,
capturing the data distribution using generative models is sufficient to
approximate many queries. For instance, if we are now interested in
the average age of customers in Europe, we could query our generative
model for the conditional expectation of the age given that a customer
is from Europe. In contrast to DeepDB, prior approaches suffer heavily
from the curse of dimensionality and thus do not scale to larger
schemas or wider tables [20, 105].

DeepDB introduces two main contributions: Relational Sum-product
Networks (RSPNs) and probabilistic query compilation. RSPNs are
Sum-product Networks (SPNs) [118, 141] optimized for relational data,
i.e., generative models that model the probability distribution of joins.
Importantly, RSPNs can also be updated efficiently, which makes it
cheaper to adapt them to inserts, updates and deletes of the underlying
database. However, if used naively, we would require a single RSPN
for every possible join path in the schema (e.g., customer./order,
order./orderline, customer./order./orderline,. . . ) similar to prior
work [60, 186], which does not scale to larger schemas. Instead, we
introduce probabilistic query compilation, which enables arbitrary
equi-joins since we are able to combine RSPNs to approximate a
larger join and are also able to approximate a subjoin of an RSPN. In
the experimental evaluation, we demonstrate that DeepDB provides
cardinality estimates, which are orders of magnitude more accurate
than those of both traditional approaches based on histograms as well
as workload-driven models while requiring no training queries at all.
In addition, DeepDB also supports accurate AQP results for a large
class of analytical queries outperforming the state-of-the-art. DeepDB
is discussed in more detail in Section 4.1 and the corresponding
publication in Chapter 9.

ReStore: Data-Driven Completion of Incomplete Relational Datasets

In fact, learning the data distribution of a relational database is also
useful for other tasks beyond cardinality estimation and AQP. In par-
ticular, we also considered analytical queries over incomplete datasets,
where capturing the data distribution can help to compensate for
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errors due to incompleteness. We will now first provide an intuition
on the problem and afterwards discuss the concrete contributions.

Classically, databases for analytical query processing come with the
implicit assumption that the data in all tables is complete, i.e., that
no tuples are missing. Traditionally, this assumption often held since
the data mostly came from well-curated internal sources. However,
for analytics it is common to augment the datasets with open data,
which can quickly result in incomplete datasets. Consequently, the
query results can deviate significantly in incomplete datasets and
result in erroneous conclusions. For instance, let us assume we want
to derive a housing database in the US and have all neighborhoods
listed in the corresponding table but in the apartments table we only
have all entries for some states. The missing apartments could mainly
be located in neighborhoods with high average rents and thus if we
computed the average rent in a SQL query the result will be biased.

The only way to deal with missing tuples in a relational database
today is to manually complete the data, which is very time-consuming
and often not even possible. While there has been already signifi-
cant work to impute missing values (e.g., replace a missing attribute)
including learned approaches [146, 181, 187] or approaches to com-
pensate for missing tuples in a single table [131], there is no system
that can handle incomplete tables in a relational schema where tuples
are missing and might introduce a bias.

This task can be tackled using ReStore, which follows a data-driven
approach. The main idea is to use the complete tables in a database
as evidence to synthesize the missing tuples even if the missing data
introduces a bias in the incomplete table. For instance, in the housing
database example, we would synthesize apartment tuples for the
neighborhoods with potentially higher rents. Importantly, we exploit
the data distribution in this synthesis process. For instance, if we
know that in neighborhoods with a higher population density the
rents tend to be higher, we will also synthesize apartment tuples
with higher rents for such neighborhoods and thus compensate for
the bias. Hence, we can again leverage the data distribution in the
database to solve the database task. Specifically, we introduce neural
completion models which are tailored to the completion of relational
datasets. In the evaluation, we demonstrate that this helps to reduce
the error of aggregate queries by up to 390% on real-world data. We
detail the presentation of ReStore in Section 4.2 and the corresponding
publication in Chapter 10.

Discussion

Overall, data-driven learning realizes the vision of solving database
tasks without the expensive training data collection of workload-
driven learning. Interestingly, the results are often even superior to
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workload-driven alternatives, e.g., in cardinality estimation. To achieve
this, in fact we only have to train models on samples of the database
to capture the data distribution.

However, data-driven learning can only be applied to tasks where
knowledge about the data distribution is sufficient. Most importantly,
tasks that require information about the workload are not supported
since it is crucial to observe query executions for such tasks (e.g., to
solve cost estimation we have to observe queries to capture runtime
characteristics of operators). Note that while data-driven learning
cannot solve such tasks in isolation, it might still provide informative
features. For instance, the intermediate cardinalities of a query are an
important signal for cost predictions since they determine the size of
intermediate joins, which often dominate the runtime. We will provide
more details about this approach in the following chapter.

2.3 zero-shot learned components

As a third contribution, we propose so-called zero-shot learned database
components. As mentioned before, data-driven models eliminate the
costly training data collection in the form of query executions but are
not applicable to tasks that require information about the workload.
In contrast, workload-driven models support a broader range of tasks
(e.g., cost estimation) but are tied to a single database and thus the
costly training data collection is repeated frequently. As such, with
zero-shot learned components we strive to combine the benefits of
data-driven learning and the broad applicability of workload-driven
learning. We will first describe the general idea and discuss why
workload-driven models cannot simply be adapted to obtain zero-shot
models before we finally introduce our application of zero-shot cost
estimation.

The general idea behind zero-shot learning for databases is moti-
vated by recent advances in transfer learning such as GPT-3 [17]. In
particular, zero-shot database components are pretrained once on a va-
riety of different databases and thus allow the models to generalize to
unseen databases out-of-the-box, i.e., without having to run additional
training queries.

Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to derive zero-shot learned
components from workload-driven counterparts. The reason is that the
underlying assumption that the database is fixed is deeply embedded
in such model architectures and it is thus not sufficient to pretrain such
a model on several databases to obtain a zero-shot model. For instance,
to featurize that a certain column is queried, workload-driven models
typically one-hot encode the involved columns (by assigning a fixed
position in a binary vector to each column) [79, 112, 161]. However,
this featurization is inconsistent if applied to a different database since
the columns, which are assigned the same position in the vector, could
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have completely different data distributions or even data types. Hence,
even though the featurization seems to be identical to the model, the
actual encoded database is vastly different and thus the performance
of the model will deteriorate. Hence, to design zero-shot models, we
have to derive a representation of the database that is both informative
enough to solve the problem at hand but still has similar semantics
for different databases.

In our initial approach, we considered the task of cost estimation, i.e.,
predicting the query latency, which is important for query optimiza-
tion, physical design tuning, etc. Traditionally, this task is approached
using simplified cost models in the query optimizer [93]. However,
these are known to be a bad proxy for actual execution time. Moreover,
this task is non-trivial to solve due to complex interactions of operators
in the physical execution plan such as caching effects [113]. While
there has previously been research on learned cost estimation, exist-
ing approaches [112, 161] are workload-driven and thus the resulting
models cannot be generalized across databases.

As a core contribution to enable zero-shot cost estimation, we thus
introduce a model architecture that uses a representation of queries,
which generalizes across databases. Specifically, we suggest modeling
the query, for which we want to predict the costs along with the
involved tables, columns and predicates as a graph, where the graph
nodes are annotated with transferable features that can be derived from
any database. This enables a consistent representation across databases
and is the main prerequisite to enable a pretraining and generalization
across databases. In the experimental evaluation, we demonstrate
that zero-shot cost estimation enables accurate cost predictions for
unseen databases without any training queries on the test database.
In particular, workload-driven models require thousands of query
executions as training data to provide a similar performance.

As mentioned before, data-driven models provide the intermedi-
ate cardinalities as additional features for the graph representation,
which is an important signal to estimate the costs of potentially large
joins. Hence, rather than providing an alternative, we believe that in
many cases it can be beneficial to combine both zero-shot and data-
driven learning. We provide more details on our zero-shot learning in
Chapter 5 and the corresponding publication in Chapter 11.
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In this chapter, we summarize the first steps of this dissertation to
alleviate the high costs of training queries for workload-driven models.
Specifically, we suggest reducing the number of required training
queries by (i) bootstrapping the components using simulation-based
approaches and (ii) incorporating domain knowledge.

As the first contribution in Section 3.1, we introduce a simulation-
based approach where in the first step a component learns the basic
concepts by interacting with a simplified simulation model and is
only afterwards further trained on actual query executions to learn
effects not captured in the simulation. This requires fewer actually
executed training queries since the model can already learn the basic
tradeoffs from the simulation model. As a concrete task, we consider
the database partitioning problem, which we will tackle using the
derived data-efficient models.

As a second contribution, we propose to incorporate domain knowl-
edge into the design of workload-driven components in Section 3.2.
Specifically, we suggest implementing database components using
differentiable programs with parameters that are learned by observ-
ing queries. Since differentiable programs come with significantly
fewer learnable parameters compared to workload-driven models, less
training data is required and thus fewer queries need to be observed.

Finally, we discuss the key findings in Section 3.3. The full details
of the corresponding publications can be found in Chapters 7 and 8.

3.1 simulation for data-efficient learned partitioning

As the first contribution of this dissertation, we suggest bootstrapping
learned components using simulations to alleviate the high costs of
training data collection. In particular, we will focus on the task of
database partitioning, which is an important design problem for cloud
data warehouses. We will first provide details on the problem of
database partitioning in Section 3.1.1, which we will tackle using a
data-efficient workload-driven approach (cf. Section 3.1.2), before we
discuss the key findings in Section 3.1.4.

publication The work on data-efficient learned partitioning is
published in the peer-reviewed publication “Learning a Partitioning
Advisor for Cloud Databases” in the Proceedings of the 2020 International
Conference on Management of Data, SIGMOD Conference 2020, online
conference [Portland, OR, USA], June 14-19, 2020 [69], cf. Chapter 7.
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contributions of the author The contributions to the above
publication by Benjamin Hilprecht, the author of this dissertation, are
as follows. Benjamin Hilprecht is the leading author and was thus
responsible for the proposed approach for the learned partitioning ad-
visor, the experimental evaluation, and the manuscript. The co-authors
Uwe Röhm and Carsten Binnig contributed invaluable feedback. All
authors agree with the use of the publication for this dissertation.

3.1.1 Partitioning as a Physical Design Problem

We now first provide details on the problem of cloud database parti-
tioning. As previously mentioned, software-as-a-service offerings in
the cloud for data warehousing are becoming more and more popular.
Using these services, customers can easily deploy a database, define
their database schema, upload their data and then query the database
using a cluster of machines. While most steps of the provisioning are
automated, the partitioning, i.e., how tuples are physically distributed
to nodes in a distributed database, often has to be chosen manually
by customers in the cloud. For instance, in Azure’s Data Warehouse
but also in Amazon Redshift customers have to choose a partitioning
attribute of a table to split large tables horizontally across multiple
machines.

While optimally partitioning a database is a non-trivial task it has a
significant impact on the overall performance. For example, analytical
queries typically involve multiple joins over potentially large tables. If
two tables are co-partitioned on the join attributes they can be joined
locally on each node avoiding costly network transfers. Deciding for
complex schemata with many tables and possible join paths which
tables should be co-partitioned is a non-trivial task since this not only
depends on the schema but also on other factors such as table sizes,
the query workload (i.e., which joins are actually important and how
often tables are joined), or hardware characteristics such as network
speed and of course the database implementation itself.

There already exists a larger body of work to automate the physical
design of distributed DBMSs including the data partitioning [3, 127,
145]. These advisors formalize the problem as an optimization problem
and thus rely on cost models to estimate the runtime of queries
for different partitionings. However, this approach is unsuitable for
cloud providers: First, cloud providers typically allow customers to
deploy their DBMS solutions on various hardware platforms which
renders the problem of acquiring exact cost models a challenge on its
own. Second, even if the cost model is tuned for a given hardware
platform, optimizer cost estimates are still notoriously inaccurate [91]
resulting in non-optimal partitioning designs if existing automated
design approaches are used as we show in our experiments.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of RL-based approach to Learn a Cloud Partitioning
Advisor. First, the advisor is bootstrapped using a simulation
model (1). In an optional online training phase (2), the RL-agent is
fine-tuned using actual query executions on different partitioning.
Finally, at inference time (3), the advisor can be used to suggest
partitionings for unseen workload mixes.

3.1.2 Towards a Learned Partitioning Advisor

The basic idea of our approach is thus to train an RL agent for each
cloud customer that learns the tradeoffs of different partitioning de-
signs for a given database schema and different workloads by trial
and error. Learning these tradeoffs is appealing since cost models are
known to be notoriously inaccurate [91] and would thus over- or un-
derestimate the benefits of certain partitionings. In contrast, RL agents
learn by choosing actions and observing rewards, which they seek to
maximize. In our setup, the environment is the DBMS which the agent
manipulates with actions that change the partitioning of individual
tables. During the training phase, the agent learns to minimize the
runtime of a given workload consisting of a mix of representative
queries. The agents thus learns the effects of different partitionings on
individual query latencies.

Naïvely, we could train the agent on the customer database directly
but this would require a high effort to collect the training data. For
instance, repartitioning a large database table can take several min-
utes to complete. Unfortunately, during the training phase, the agent
requires several of these actions to learn the effects. We therefore
separate the training process into two phases: (1) offline and (2) online
training. An overview of our approach is depicted in Figure 3.1. In the
offline training phase, the agent solely interacts with a “simulation”
of the customer database. Since the network is typically the bottleneck
of distributed joins, we developed a simple yet generic cost model
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focused on the network overhead required to answer a query given a
certain partitioning. In combination with the metadata (schema and
table sizes) about the customer database, we can estimate the query
costs given a partitioning in our simulation. These estimates are used
as rewards for the agent. Though not precise, this bootstraps the agent
and enables it to already find a reasonable partitioning given a pro-
duction workload (i.e., a mix of SQL queries). In our experiments,
we show that an RL agent using this approach is already able to
find partitionings that are on par with traditional optimization-based
partitioning advisors that rely on DBMS internal cost models.

In an optional online training phase, the agent then does not just
interact with a simulation but with a real database. However, instead
of using the complete database we only use a sample of the data to
speed-up this step of the training phase. The benefit of this phase is
that it does not depend on the accuracy of our simple network-centric
cost model anymore. Instead, we can simply measure the runtimes
of queries on the sampled database to compute the rewards of the
agent. Consequently, the agent learns the effects of partitionings more
accurately.

Once the training is completed, we finally use the agent to make
actual partitioning decisions. As input, it requires a workload, i.e.,
which queries were submitted in a certain time window. Based on this
workload, the agent suggests partitionings, which we deploy on the
actual customer database.

3.1.3 Partitioning as an RL Problem

We now show how the partitioning problem can be formulated as
an RL problem including how we featurize the DBMS schema and a
SQL workload. In order to formulate the partitioning problem as an
RL problem, we model the database and the workload as state and
possible changes in the partitioning as actions. Rewards correspond
to the gain in performance for a given workload. During training,
the agent thus learns the impact of different partitionings on the
workload. Figure 3.2 shows an example of our encoding for a simple
database with three tables and a workload with two queries. Before
we introduce the details of our representation for the partitioning
problem, we provide a short overview of Q-learning, which we use to
realize the RL agent.

q-learning . A popular approach for RL is Deep Q-learning [115],
where we strive to learn a function Q(s, a) that approximates the
future rewards if we choose the action a in state s. Intuitively, if
we approximate the function correctly, we can in each state choose
an optimal action by selecting argmaxa∈A Q(s, a). However, during
training, we also have to select random actions such that there is a
tradeoff between exploration and exploitation of what we have learned
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Figure 3.2: State Representation of Simplified SSB Schema and Workload.
The current partitioning (a) is encoded by representing the cur-
rent partitioning state for each table and binary edges denoting
whether two tables are copartitioned for a particular join (b),
while the workload is represented as the frequencies of each
query in the workload mix. This representation is fed along with
a potential action into a Q-network that predicts the Q-value,
which can be used to decide on partitioning actions at inference
time.

so far. Usually, exploration is realized by picking a random action with
probability ε, which is decreased over time [164].

partitioning state . The most important part of the state is to
model a partitioning for a given database. For simplicity, we assume
that only one partitioning scheme is used (e.g., hash-partitioning)
that horizontally splits a table into a fixed number of shards (which
is equal to the number of nodes in the database cluster). Moreover,
replicated tables are also copied to all nodes in the cluster. In fact,
these are the partitioning/replication options supported by the two
DBMSs we used in our evaluation. However, in general, our approach
can easily be extended to more complex partitioning schemes as well.
Following the assumptions that a table Ti can either be replicated
or alternatively partitioned by one of its attributes ai1, ai2, . . . , ain, we
can encode the state as a binary vector using a one-hot encoding
s(Ti) =

(
ri, ai1, ai2, . . . , ain

)
, where ri encodes whether a table is repli-

cated and the remaining bits indicate whether an attribute is used for
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partitioning. For instance, if the part table in Figure 3.2a is replicated,
its state vector is (r3, a31) = (1, 0) whereas the customer table is parti-
tioned by the attribute a21 and the resulting vector is (r2, a21) = (0, 1)
(as shown in in Figure 3.2b).

To reduce the exploration of sub-optimal partitionings, we further
extend the state representation making it explicit which tables are
co-partitioned, i.e., the partitioning attributes of the tables match their
join attributes. For instance, if the customer and lineorder table in
Figure 3.2 are partitioned by the attributes lo_custkey and c_custkey

respectively, we can join them locally on each node without shuffling.
To explicitly encode co-partitioning we introduce the concept of edges;
i.e., if an edge between a pair of join attributes air and ajs of the corre-
sponding tables Ti and Tj is activated, it guarantees co-partitioning.
For instance, since the edge e1 in Figure 3.2b is active the customer and
lineorder tables are co-partitioned. The fixed set of possible edges E
can easily be extracted from the given schema and workload (i.e., all
possible join paths). Since every edge can either be active or inactive,
the edge states can be represented as a fixed-size binary vector. To
represent the features for the partitioning of a database with multiple
tables as input for our Q-Network, we append the state vectors of all
tables. For instance, the edge vectors and individual table vectors of
Figure 3.2b are appended in Figure 3.2c and fed into the Q-network.
Since this input is of fixed length, we are able to use a feed-forward
neural network to predict the Q-value.

workload state . Moreover, we need to model the workload
as part of the state since for the same database schema, different
workloads result in different partitioning strategies that should be
selected. Formally, a workload is a set of SQL queries Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn.
One way to model the workload is to encode each query using different
one-hot encoded vectors, i.e., one vector for the set of tables, join
predicates, where conditions, etc., similar to [79, 161]. However, this
modeling approach assumes that only queries of a typical pattern
occur (e.g., queries without nesting) and thus this approach is not
suited for our approach since a partitioning advisor should be trained
on arbitrary workloads where the query patterns are not known in
advance and complex queries involving nested queries and complex
predicate conditions appear.

Encoding nested queries with the featurization as proposed in [79,
161] would be in general possible but result in an overly complex en-
coding with many more input vectors and a neural network structure,
which requires extensive training. However, a more complex encod-
ing is still only able to represent a fixed class of queries. Moreover,
more complex encodings typically require orders of magnitude more
training data.
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We thus take a different route to featurize the workload based on the
observation that OLAP workloads are typically composed of complex
but recurring queries. We assume that a representative set of possible
queries qi in a workload of queries Q is known in advance which is not
uncommon in OLAP workloads. To encode a specific workload, we
use a vector where an entry encodes the current normalized frequency
fi of a query qi: s(Q) =

(
f1, . . . , fm

)
. That way, the input state can

represent different query mixes. For example, since the query q2 occurs
twice as often as the query q1 the frequency vector becomes (0.5, 1) in
Figure 3.2b.

Moreover, completely new queries can be supported in our state
encoding without the need to train a new RL agent from scratch. One
case that we typically see in analytical workloads is that the same
query is used with different parameter values resulting in different
selectivities. In order to support this case, we bucketize queries into
classes with different selectivity ranges and use different entries in
s(Q); i.e., one for each bucket. That way, if a query is used with a new
set of parameter values, it is supported by finding the corresponding
entry in s(Q) and increasing the query frequency fi. For supporting
completely new SQL queries and not just new parameter values of
existing queries in the workload, we provide entries in s(Q) that are
initially set to 0 (i.e., no query of this type occurs in the workload) and
use those entries for new queries if they occur.

actions . A small state space is essential to apply Q-learning be-
cause we have to compute the Q-values for all possible actions to
decide which action to execute in a state. We designed the actions to
affect at most the partitioning of a single table. More precisely, we
support two types of actions: (1) partitioning a table by an attribute or
(2) replicating a table. During training, the RL agent can only select
one of these actions at each step. This reduces the repartitioning costs
during training since similar partitionings are observed successively.

In addition, we provide an action for (de-)activating edges as a
shortcut to change the partitioning. Intuitively, activating an edge co-
partitions two tables while the de-activation of edges allows follow-up
actions to choose a new strategy (e.g., replication discussed above).
It is important that the set of edges to be activated is conflict-free.
For this, we solely allow activating an edge if there are no two edges,
which requires a table Ti to be partitioned by different attributes air
and air′ . For example, edge e2 cannot be activated in Figure 3.2 because
e1 is already active. First, the conflicting edge e1 would have to be
deactivated.

An action a is encoded similarly to the partitioning and workload
state: we use appended one-hot encoded vectors to capture the in-
formation required for an action, i.e., the kind of action (replicate,
partition, (de-) activate an edge, etc.), the affected table and attribute
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as well as the (de-)activated edge. Both the state s and an action a
are then used as input for the neural network to predict the Q-value
Q(s, a).

rewards . The overall goal of the learned advisor is to find a
partitioning that minimizes the runtime for the workload mix (queries
and their frequencies) modeled as part of the input state. This objective
has to be minimized by the RL agent and can be used as a reward.
Estimates of the simple network-centric cost model cm(P, qi) for the
queries qi given a partitioning P are used for the offline training and
actual runtimes cr(P, qi) for the online training. Since the RL agents
seeks to maximize the reward, we use negative costs in the reward
definition resulting in r = −∑m

j=1 f jc(P, qj).
We decided to exclude the costs of repartitioning the database as

rewards in our learning procedure since we aim for setups where
we expect that repartitioning does not happen that often and can
be executed in the background, especially for OLAP workloads and
thus does not have a negative effect on the actual workload execution.
In case repartitionings should be used more frequently, these costs
should be included in the rewards to prefer repartitionings that can
be applied with less cost.

3.1.4 Key Findings

We now present the key findings of the experimental evaluation. In
particular, we will study whether (i) the RL-based approach suggests
competitive partitionings and (ii) whether the offline phase using the
simulation model indeed reduces the number of required training
queries. Note that more details on the proposed RL approach as
well as a more extensive empirical evaluation including additional
benchmarks (SSB and TPC-DS) can be found in Chapter 7.

For the evaluation, we first trained the RL agent in the offline
training phase using our simplified cost model before we further
fine-tuned it using actual workload executions on actual partitionings
in the online training phase. We then use both the trained RL agent
as well as the baselines to suggest a partitioning and compare the
total workload runtime. As dataset and workload, we utilized the
challenging analytical queries of the TPC-CH benchmark [47]. As
baselines, we first evaluate heuristics, which are commonly used in
practice to select a suitable partitioning. In addition, we also select the
partitioning that minimizes the optimizer cost estimates, which would
be chosen by state-of-the-art automated approaches [3, 127, 145]. To
also quantify the benefit of the online phase, we in addition evaluate
the partitioning that is suggested by an RL agent that is only trained
offline, i.e., with the simulation model only.

As we can see in Figure 3.3, the partitioning suggested by the online-
trained agent is 20% superior to the partitioning of the offline-trained
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Figure 3.3: TPC-CH Runtimes for Partitionings found by both our RL Ap-
proach and Baselines. The RL-approaches outperform the base-
lines as well as the optimal partitioning suggested by the opti-
mizer cost model. The optional online phase further improves
the RL-agent, which suggests an even more suitable partitioning
afterwards.

agent and also significantly outperforms both the heuristics and the
partitioning identified by minimizing the optimizer costs. The reason
is that the baselines either rely on heuristics or optimizer costs, which
cannot tradeoff the impact of different partitionings accurately enough.
Analogously, the offline trained RL agent is affected by inaccuracies
of our simple network-centric cost model and thus does not select the
optimal partitioning. In contrast, the online phase is not affected by
the inaccuracy of our simulation model.

Finally, we want to quantify the data-efficiency of the proposed RL
approach for partitioning. The online-phase with all optimizations and
for a model that was bootstrapped offline took 13.3 hours of executed
workloads. In contrast, training an agent from scratch without the
offline phase (but all remaining optimizations suggested in Chapter 7)
would require 33.4 hours. Hence, the simulation-based approach in-
deed improves the data-efficiency of workload-driven models. We
believe that a training time of several hours is acceptable since the
model has to be trained only once for different workload mixes and
can afterwards be used as a partitioning advisor if the workload
changes. Moreover, especially in cloud setups, we can easily clone the
instances. Hence, setting up a similar cluster to retrain the agent for
several hours to obtain a refined model should be feasible considering
that customers usually have one cluster provisioned all the time to do
analytics.

We can thus conclude that simulation can indeed improve the data-
efficiency of workload-driven models while still solving the database
task of the component effectively.

3.2 differentiable databases

As a second contribution of this dissertation, we suggest incorporating
domain knowledge into workload-driven components to reduce the
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high costs of training queries. Specifically, we propose to implement
database components as differentiable programs with free parameters
that can be optimized for a specific database instance. This yields
so-called FITable DBMSs, which we will introduce in Section 3.2.1. We
will then present the key findings in Section 3.2.2.

publication The work on FITable DBMSs is published in the
peer-reviewed publication “DBMS Fitting: Why should we learn what
we already know?” in the 10th Conference on Innovative Data Systems
Research, CIDR 2020, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, January 12-15, 2020,
Online Proceedings [67], cf. Chapter 8. The source code and data [68]
are publicly accessible for reproducibility and future research.

contributions of the author The contributions to the above
publication by Benjamin Hilprecht, the author of this dissertation, are
as follows. Benjamin Hilprecht is the leading author and was thus
responsible for the idea of the proposed approach as well as the imple-
mentation and evaluation of the fittable cost models, and the respective
parts of the manuscript. The co-authors Carsten Binnig, Tiemo Bang,
Muhammad El-Hindi, Benjamin Hättasch, Aditya Khanna, Robin
Rehrmann, Uwe Röhm, Andreas Schmidt, Lasse Thostrup, and Tobias
Ziegler contributed the implementation of the actual pipelines, for
which the costs were modeled in the experiments, the remaining parts
of the manuscript, as well as invaluable feedback and discussions. All
authors agree with the use of the publication for this dissertation.

Listing 3.1: Fittable Function for Simple Cost Model

# table-size = size in Byte / no-tuples = number of tuple in table

def cost_scan_op(params, table_size, no_tuples):

# piecewise linear model

if table_size< params[’cache-size’]:

slope = params[’a_in’]

intercept = params[’b_in’]

cost_per_tuple = slope * table_size + intercept

else:

slope = params[’a_out’]

intercept = params[’b_out’]

cost_per_tuple = slope * table_size + intercept

return no_tuples * cost_per_tuple

3.2.1 FITable DBMSs

The vision of a FITable DBMSs is that DBMS components (or parts of
them) are implemented as differentiable functions that allow us to adapt
the behavior of the component to optimally support a concrete work-
load and hardware. For instance, a simplified cost model to estimate
the execution time of a scan operator in a main-memory DBMS can
be modeled as a differentiable function cost_scan_op as shown in
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Listing 3.1. The main idea of this function is that the costs for read-
ing a tuple depend on the table size which can be represented by a
piece-wise linear function using two segments for tables that fit into
the cache and for those, which spill out of the cache.

The main benefit of fittable code is that it not only leverages the
domain knowledge of the developer (e.g., that the tuple-access cost can
be modeled as a piece-wise linear function in our example) but more
importantly that the concrete behavior can be fitted automatically to
the actual behavior.

The fittable part of the code is captured by parameters that can
be learned from concrete behavior. In our example, the learnable pa-
rameters are the slope (i.e., params[’a_in’] and params[’a_out’])
and intercept (i.e., params[’b_in’] and params[’b_out’]) of both seg-
ments. For fitting the cost model, the actual costs of running the scan
operator on different table sizes need to be collected. Since functions
are differentiable, normal gradient-based optimization can be used to
fit the parameters (i.e., minimizing the error of the cost function) as
shown in Figure 8.2. Once the parameters are fitted they can be used
at runtime of a DBMS, just like fully specified source code.

The power of differentiable programming stems from the fact that
the database developer does not have to come up with the gradients
herself. Instead, frameworks such as Autograd1 support automatic
differentiation [176] of ordinary code, which may contain all the usual
control structures, including loops, if statements, recursion, and clo-
sures. In our example, the code for the cost function in Listing 3.1 is
implemented using a normal if-else control flow that can be differenti-
ated automatically.

Overall, fittable code in contrast to black-box DNN models thus
provides many advantages: First, fittable code is more data-efficient, i.e.
we require much less training data since the differentiable function
already defines the basic shape of a function that needs to be learned.
Furthermore, fitting a differentiable function does not always need
to rely on gradient-based methods that typically require multiple
passes over the training data. Instead, it can often be implemented
by computationally much simpler approaches that only require a
single pass [48]. Second, fittable functions typically generalize better
and are less susceptible to small changes in the input, since they
already define a reasonable behavior based on their shape. Finally,
fitted code is explainable and debuggable. If the behavior is unexpected,
the developer can debug the DBMS code (as usual) since the general
code structure reflecting the domain knowledge is still interpretable
and remains unchanged.

1 https://github.com/HIPS/autogradr
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Figure 3.4: Basic idea of our fittable cost model - The total cost of a query
plan is estimated based on fitted cost models for each pipeline
type. In this example, the build-pipeline type is used in two
instantiations over tables S and T and the probe-pipeline type
is used in one instantiation over table R, which probes into the
hash tables HTS and HTT , created by the other two pipelines. The
cost models for each pipeline type are based on general features
of a pipeline, such as the size of the input table, tuple-width,
selectivity of operators, etc.

3.2.2 Key Findings for Fittable Cost Models

As a concrete use case to validate the vision of FITable DBMSs, we
consider the task of cost estimation, i.e., predicting the query latency.
The main idea of fittable cost models is to encode knowledge about the
general shape of cost functions for individual operators. We will now
provide more details on the evaluation with a particular emphasis
on the data-efficiency of the approach. A more extensive description
of the approach, as well as additional experiments, can be found in
Chapter 8.

The model is targeted towards DBMSs that execute SQL queries in a
pipelined manner, which is the case for most commercial DBMSs that
either implement a classical iterator model (for individual tuples or
blocks of tuples) or DBMSs that rely on pipeline-based code generation
for query execution, such as Hyper. In order to estimate the execution
time of complete query plans, the model estimates the costs of each
pipeline and then aggregates the cost to compute the total cost of that
query plan. The core components of our model are thus fitted cost
models that we use to estimate the costs of individual pipelines (cf.
Figure 3.4). For the actual fitting of the cost models of the different
pipeline types, we collect the actual runtime for a variety of pipeline
instances for a given hardware platform. We use this collected training
data for gradient-based optimization to fit the cost model and learn
the parameters of pipelines end-to-end.

In an initial experiment, we now demonstrate the data-efficiency
of fittable cost models. In particular, we train both our fittable cost
model as well as a state-of-the-art workload-driven approach for cost
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Figure 3.5: Exp. 2 - Data-efficiency of our fittable cost model. This plot shows
the result for the scan-pipeline comparing the median q-error of
our model-based (white-box) to a DNN-based model (black-box)
based on [161], when using only x% of the original training data.

estimation [161] with a varying number of training queries for a
scan-pipeline. Note that we conducted more extensive experiments on
additional pipelines in Chapter 8. We then compare how accurately the
models can predict the actual latencies for the pipeline using unseen
configurations, i.e., on different datasets. In particular, we report the
commonly used median q-error [79], which denotes the factor the
estimation differs from the actual runtime in the median, i.e., a q-error
of one would be a perfect estimation and more inaccurate estimates
yield higher q-errors.

The results for learning the cost model for simple query plans on a
single table are shown in Figure 3.5. We can see that our white-box
model can already achieve a low q-error with only 5% of the training
data. In contrast, the black-box model requires much more training
data to achieve a low q-error even for these simple queries. More
interestingly, if we provide the full training data to the black-box
model, it is not able to reach the same accuracy that our white-box
model achieves with only 5% of the training data.

Finally, we can thus conclude that differentiable programming can
indeed significantly reduce the number of required training data
queries of workload-driven models and still provide a competitive
accuracy.

3.3 discussion

As demonstrated in the previous sections, the proposed contribu-
tions can in fact reduce the required number of training queries for
workload-driven learning significantly. In particular, for the simulation-
based approach, we required 2.5x fewer training query executions
and orders of magnitude less training data for the differentiable
programming-based approach for cost estimation.
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However, these savings come at the cost of an increased engineering
effort since the basic effects of the tasks have to be explicitly encoded
by developers either in the simulation model (for the simulation-based
approach) or in the differentiable program (in FITable DBMSs). While
in the first case, an imprecise simulation can still be compensated by
more query executions at the cost of a more expensive online training
phase, for FITable DBMSs the complete behavior of the component
has to be explicitly encoded. For instance, for more broadly applicable
fittable cost models we would also have to manually encode complex
caching effects or interactions among queries for inter-query paral-
lelism which is hard to model explicitly. Hence, overall the savings
for a new unseen database depend on the nature of the underlying
task, i.e., whether the basic tradeoffs are known and can be encoded.
For some problems, it might even be impossible to explicitly model
all underlying effects and thus differentiable programming would not
even be applicable.

Finally, while the training queries can be reduced, we still require
query executions to gather training data for an unseen database. For
instance, for the learned partitioning advisor, we still required 13.3
hours of observed workload to train a model for the TPC-CH bench-
mark. In the case of cloud vendors, these might still be unacceptably
high costs since the query executions would be incurred not only
for every new customer but even in case of significant updates for a
single customer. This motivates the further directions proposed in this
dissertation.
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D ATA - D R I V E N L E A R N I N G

Data-efficient workload-driven learning does not fully eliminate the
need for training queries for unseen databases. This motivates the
second direction of this dissertation of data-driven learning, which
is a new paradigm for learned database components. In particular,
the idea is to only learn the data distribution by training on samples
of the original database instead of running a representative training
workload. The data distribution is then used at runtime for the task at
hand.

This chapter summarizes the contributions of this dissertation to-
wards data-driven learning. First, in Section 4.1, we will introduce our
system DeepDB, which outperforms the state-of-the-art for cardinality
estimation and AQP without requiring any training queries. Second,
in Section 4.2, we will demonstrate that data-driven learning is more
broadly applicable. In particular, we will consider analytical queries
over incomplete relational datasets, which can be biased due to in-
completeness. We will introduce our system ReStore that leverages
the data distribution to compensate for this bias.

Finally, we discuss our results in Section 4.3. The full details on the
corresponding publications can be found in Chapters 9 and 10.

4.1 deepdb : data-driven learning for cardinality esti-
mation and aqp

As a first contribution towards data-driven learning, we introduce
our system DeepDB, which supports both cardinality estimation and
AQP solely by learning from the data instead of a representative work-
load. We will first provide an overview of the system and discuss
applications in Section 4.1.1 before we discuss details on the model ar-
chitecture in Section 4.1.2 and present the key findings in Section 4.1.3.
We provide more details as well as more experiments on updates and
AQP in Chapter 9.

publication The work on data-efficient learned partitioning is
published in the peer-reviewed publication “DeepDB: Learn from Data,
not from Queries!” in the Proc. VLDB Endow. [72], cf. Chapter 9. The
source code and data [71] are publicly accessible for reproducibility
and future research.

contributions of the author The contributions to the above
publication by Benjamin Hilprecht, the author of this dissertation, are
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Figure 4.1: Overview of DeepDB. RSPNs capture the data distribution
present in the database at hand. At runtime, these can be used to
solve tasks such as cardinality estimation or AQP. Probabilistic
query compilation allows to flexibly combine several models at
runtime to handle such queries for ad-hoc join paths.

as follows. Benjamin Hilprecht is the leading author and was thus
responsible for the proposed approach for data-driven learning for
cardinality estimation and AQP, the experimental evaluation, and
the manuscript. Andreas Schmidt contributed the implementation
of updates of RSPNs. Note that preliminary version work covering
only AQP on a single table was published as a workshop paper [86].
Hence, the author of this dissertation had to introduce significant
new contributions to support arbitrary joins over relational datasets,
cardinality estimation and also extensions of SPNs yielding RSPNs,
which are the main contributions of the full paper. The co-authors
Andreas Schmidt, Moritz Kulessa, Alejandro Molina, Kristian Kersting,
and Carsten Binnig contributed invaluable feedback. All authors agree
with the use of the publication for this dissertation.

4.1.1 Overview and Applications

overview As shown in Figure 4.1, the main idea of DeepDB is
to learn a representation of the data offline. An important aspect of
DeepDB is that we do not aim to replace the original data with a model.
Instead, a model in DeepDB augments a database similar to indexes
to speed-up queries and to provide additional query capabilities while
we can still run standard SQL queries over the original database.

To optimally capture relevant characteristics of relational data in
DeepDB, we developed a new class of models called Relational Sum
Product Networks (RSPNs). In a nutshell, RSPNs are a class of deep
probabilistic models that capture the joint probability distribution over
all attributes in a database that can then be used at runtime to provide
the answer for different user tasks.

While RSPNs are based on Sum Product Networks (SPNs) [117, 141],
there are significant differences: (1) While SPNs support only single
tables and simple queries (i.e., no joins and no aggregation functions),
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RSPNs can be built on arbitrary schemata and support complex queries
with multi-way joins and different aggregations (COUNT, SUM, AVG).
Moreover, RSPNs also go beyond the idea of other recent learned
data models that need to know join paths a priori such as [105, 186]
since RSPNs allow true ad-hoc joins by combining RSPN models. (2)
Another major difference is that RSPNs support direct updates, i.e.,
if the underlying database changes the RSPN can directly ingest the
updates without the need to retrain the model. (3) RSPNs also include
a set of database-specific extensions such as NULL-value handling
and support for functional dependencies.

Once the RSPNs are created offline, they can be leveraged at runtime
for a wide variety of different applications, ranging from user-facing
tasks (e.g., to provide fast approximate answers for SQL queries) to
system-internal tasks (e.g., to provide estimates for cardinalities).

In order to support these tasks, DeepDB provides a new so-called
probabilistic query compilation procedure that translates a given task
into evaluations of expectations and probabilities on RSPNs. A key
difference of DeepDB in contrast to previous approaches, which model
the data distribution [105, 186], is that it supports ad-hoc joins in
the schema, i.e., we do not require a single model per join path
but can combine models flexibly at runtime. Our probabilistic query
compilation is thus crucial to support larger schemas and was used by
many follow-up publications [185, 195]. We now give a brief overview
of the applications currently supported by the query compilation
engine of DeepDB.

cardinality estimation The first task DeepDB supports is
cardinality estimation for a query optimizer. Cardinality estimation is
needed to provide cost estimates but also to find the correct join order
during query optimization. A particular advantage of DeepDB over
existing learned approaches for cardinality estimation [79, 161] is that
we do not have to create dedicated training data, i.e. pairs of queries
and cardinalities. Instead, since RSPNs capture the characteristics of
the data independent of a workload, we can support arbitrary join
queries without the need to train a model for a particular workload.
Moreover, RSPNs can be kept up to date at low costs similar to
traditional histogram-based approaches, which is different from other
workload-driven learned approaches for cardinality estimation such
as [79, 161] which require retraining.

approximate query processing (aqp) The second task we
currently support in DeepDB is AQP. AQP aims to provide approxi-
mate answers to support faster query response times on large datasets.
The basic idea of how a query on a single table is executed inside
DeepDB is simple: for example, an aggregate query AVG(X) with a
where condition C is equal to the conditional expectation E(X | C)
which can be approximated with RSPNs. In DeepDB, we implement a
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Figure 4.2: Customer Table and corresponding SPN. Recursive row and col-
umn clusterings (b) yield sum and product nodes in the resulting
SPN (c), which can afterwards be used to compute probabilities
and expectations over predicates on arbitrary columns.

more general AQP procedure that leverages the fact that RSPNs can
support joins of multiple tables. A major difference to other learned
approaches for AQP such as [105, 167] is again that DeepDB supports
ad-hoc queries and is thus not limited to the query types covered by
the training set.

4.1.2 Learning a Deep Data Model

In this section, we introduce Relational Sum Product Networks (RSPNs),
which we use to learn a representation of a database and, in turn, to
answer queries using our query engine explained in the next section.
We first review Sum Product Networks (SPNs) and then introduce
RSPNs. Afterwards, we describe how an ensemble of RSPNs can be
created to encode a given database multiple tables.

4.1.2.1 Sum Product Networks

Sum-Product Networks (SPNs) [141] learn the joint probability distri-
bution P(X1, X2, . . . , Xn) of the variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn in the dataset.
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They are an appealing choice because probabilities for arbitrary condi-
tions can be computed very efficiently. We will later make use of these
probabilities for our applications like AQP and cardinality estimation.

For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our attention to Tree-SPNs, i.e.,
trees with sum and product nodes as internal nodes and leaves. Intu-
itively, sum nodes split the population (i.e., the rows of dataset) into
clusters and product nodes split independent variables of a population
(i.e., the columns of a dataset). Leaf nodes represent a single attribute
and approximate in the present paper the distribution of that attribute
either using histograms for discrete domains or piecewise linear func-
tions for continuous domains [118]. For instance, in Figure 4.2c, an
SPN was learned over the variables region and age of the corresponding
customer table in Figure 4.2a. The top sum node splits the data into
two groups: The left group contains 30% of the population, which is
dominated by older European customers (corresponding to the first
rows of the table), and the right group contains 70% of the population
with younger Asian customers (corresponding to the last rows of the
table). In both groups, region and age are independent and thus split
by a product node each. The leaf nodes determine the probability
distributions of the variables region and age for every group.

Learning SPNs [50, 118] works by recursively splitting the data
into different clusters of rows (introducing a sum node) or clusters of
independent columns (introducing a product node). For the clustering
of rows, a standard algorithm such as KMeans can be used or the data
can be split according to a random hyperplane. To make no strong
assumptions about the underlying distribution, Randomized Depen-
dency Coefficients (RDCs) are used for testing the independence of
different columns [101]. Moreover, independence between all columns
is assumed as soon as the number of rows in a cluster falls below a
threshold nmin. As stated in [117, 141], SPNs in general have a polyno-
mial size and allow inference in linear time w.r.t. the number of nodes.
However, for the configurations we use in our experiments, we can
even bound the size of the SPNs to linear complexity w.r.t. the number
of columns in a dataset since we set nmin = ns/100 (i.e. relative to the
sample size), which turned out to be a robust configuration.

With an SPN at hand, one can compute probabilities for conditions
on arbitrary columns. Intuitively, the conditions are first evaluated
on every relevant leaf. Afterwards, the SPN is evaluated bottom up.
For instance in Figure 4.2d, to estimate how many customers are
from Europe and younger than 30, we compute the probability of
European customers in the corresponding blue region leaf nodes (80%
and 10%) and the probability of a customer being younger than 30

(15% and 20%) in the green age leaf nodes. These probabilities are then
multiplied at the product node level above, resulting in probabilities
of 12% and 2%, respectively. Finally, at the root level (sum node), we
have to consider the weights of the clusters, which leads to 12% · 0.3 +
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2% · 0.7 = 5%. Multiplied by the number of rows in the table, we get
an approximation of 50 European customers who are younger than
30.

4.1.2.2 Relational Sum-Product Networks

One important issue with SPNs is that they can only capture the data
of single tables but they also lack other important features needed for
DeepDB. To alleviate these problems, we now introduce RSPNs.

extended inference algorithms The first and most important
extension is that for many queries such as AVG and SUM expectations
are required (e.g., to answer a SQL aggregate query, which computes
an average over a column). In order to answer these queries, RSPNs
allow computing expectations over the variables on the leaves to
answer those aggregates. To additionally apply a filter predicate, we
still compute probabilities on the leaves for the filter attribute and
propagate both values up in the tree. At product nodes, we multiply
the expectations and probabilities coming from child nodes whereas
on sum nodes the weighted average is computed. In Figure 4.3, we
show an example of how the average age of European customers
is computed. The ratio of both terms yields the correct conditional
expectation. A related problem is that SPNs do not provide confidence
intervals. We also developed corresponding extensions on SPNs.

database-specifics Finally, SPNs lack support for important
database specifics: (1) First, SPNs do not provide mechanisms for
handling NULL values. Hence, we developed an extension where
NULL values are represented as a dedicated value for both discrete
and continuous columns at the leaves during learning. Furthermore,
when computing conditional probabilities and expectations, NULL
values must be handled according to the three-valued logic of SQL.
(2) Second, SPNs aim to generalize the data distribution and thus
approximate the leaf distribution, abstracting away specifics of the
dataset to generalize. For instance, in the leaf nodes for the age in Fig-
ure 4.2c, a piecewise linear function would be used to approximate the
distribution [118]. Instead, we want to represent the data as accurately
as possible. Hence, for continuous values, we store each individual
value and its frequency. If the number of distinct values exceeds a
given limit, we also use binning for continuous domains. (3) Third,
functional dependencies between non-key attributes A → B are not
well captured by SPNs. We could simply ignore these and learn the
RSPN with both attributes A and B, but this often leads to large SPNs
since the data would be split into many small clusters (to achieve
independence of A and B). Hence, we allow users to define functional
dependencies along with a table schema. If a functional dependency
A→ B is defined, we store the mapping from values of A to values of
B in a separate dictionary of the RSPN and omit the column B when
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Figure 4.3: Process of computing E(c_age | c_region=’EU’). The predicates
are pushed down to the leaf nodes and in a bottom-up pass prob-
abilities are either combined by multiplication (product nodes) or
weighted summation (sum nodes).

learning the RSPN. At runtime, queries with filter predicates for B are
translated to queries with filter predicates for A.

updatability Finally, a last important extension of RSPNs over
SPNs is the direct updatability of the model. If the underlying database
tables are updated, the model might become inaccurate. For instance,
if we insert more young European customers in the table in Figure 4.2a,
the probability computed in Figure 4.2d is too low and thus the RSPN
needs to be updated. As described before, an RSPN consists of product
and sum nodes, as well as leaf nodes, which represent probability
distributions for individual variables. The key idea to support direct
updates of an existing RSPN is to traverse the RSPN tree top-down
and update the value distribution of the weights of the sum-nodes
during this traversal. For instance, the weight of a sum node for a
subtree of younger European customers could be increased to account
for updates. Finally, the distributions in the leaf-nodes are adjusted.

4.1.3 Key Findings

We now present the key findings of the experimental evaluation. In
particular, we will demonstrate that DeepDB outperforms the state-
of-the-art cardinality estimation approaches while at the same time
not requiring any training queries. Note that an extensive evaluation
including update, generalization, and AQP experiments can be found
along with more details on our approach in Chapter 9.

To evaluate the cardinality estimation performance, we chose the
JOB-light benchmark [79, 91], which is more challenging than tradi-
tional benchmarks such as TPC-H since the underlying dataset comes
with complex correlations, which also make cardinality estimation
hard in practice. As baselines, we used the following learned and
traditional approaches: First, we trained a Multi-Set Convolutional
Network (MSCN) [79] as a learned baseline, which is a state-of-the-art
workload-driven approach. As a representative of a synopsis-based
technique, we implemented an approach based on wavelets [21]. Fi-
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Table 4.1: Estimation Errors for the JOB-light Benchmark. DeepDB offers
orders of magnitude more accurate cardinality estimates both in
the median but also in the tail performance.

median 90th 95th max

DeepDB 1.34 2.50 3.16 39.63

MCSN 3.22 65 143 717

Wavelets 7.64 9839 15332 564549

Postgres 6.84 162 817 3477

IBJS 1.67 72 333 6949

Random Sampling 5.05 73 10371 49187

nally, we use the standard cardinality estimation of Postgres 11.5 as
well as online random sampling and Index-Based Join Sampling (IBJS)
[92] as non-learned baselines.

estimation quality The resulting cardinality estimation accu-
racies are depicted in Table 4.1. The prediction quality of cardinality
estimators is usually evaluated using the q-error [79, 116], which is
the factor by which an estimate differs from the real execution join
size. For example, if the real result size of a join is 100, the estimates
of 10 or 1k tuples both have a q-error of 10. In Table 4.1, we depict the
median, 90-th and 95-th percentile and max q-errors for the JOB-light
benchmark of our approach compared to the other baselines. As we
can see DeepDB outperforms the best competitors often by orders
of magnitude. While IBJS provides a low q-error in the median, the
advantage of learned MCSNs is that they outperform traditional ap-
proaches by orders of magnitude for the higher percentiles and are
thus more robust. DeepDB not only outperforms IBJS in the median,
but provides additional robustness having a 95-th percentile for the
q-errors of 3.16 vs. 143 (MCSN). The q-errors of both Postgres and
random sampling are significantly larger both for the medians and
the higher percentiles. Finally, wavelets have the highest error since
they suffer from the curse of dimensionality.

training overhead In contrast to other learned approaches for
cardinality estimation [79, 161], no dedicated training data is required
for DeepDB. Instead, we just learn a representation of the data. The
training of the base ensemble including all data preparation steps takes
48 minutes. In contrast, for the MCSN [79] approach, 100k queries
need to be executed to collect cardinalities resulting in 34 hours of
training data preparation time (when using Postgres). Moreover, the
training of the neural network takes only about 15 minutes on a
Nvidia V100 GPU. As we can see, our training time is much lower
since we do not need to collect any training data for the workload.
Another advantage is that we do not have to re-run the queries once
the database is modified.
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Finally, we can conclude that DeepDB indeed eliminates the high
costs for training data collection of workload-driven approaches and
still provides more accurate cardinality estimates. In Chapter 9, we
will demonstrate that a similar observation holds for AQP and that
DeepDB supports efficient updates in addition.

4.2 restore : data-driven completion of incomplete re-
lational datasets

As a second application of data-driven learning, we tackle the problem
of data completion for incomplete relational datasets. Our goal is
to alleviate potential biases due to the incompleteness of the data
to enable users to still draw conclusions if only incomplete data is
available. The idea is to again only exploit the data distribution to
solve this task yielding a data-driven learned component. We will
first provide a detailed problem statement for the underlying task
and afterwards give an overview of our system called ReStore in
Section 4.2.1.1. We will finally discuss the key findings in Section 4.2.3.

publication The work on data-driven completion of incomplete
relational datasets is published in the peer-reviewed publication “Re-
Store - Neural Data Completion for Relational Databases” in SIGMOD
’21: International Conference on Management of Data, Virtual Event, China,
June 20-25, 2021 [63], cf. Chapter 10. The source code and data [64] are
publicly accessible for reproducibility and future research.

contributions of the author The contributions to the above
publication by Benjamin Hilprecht, the author of this dissertation, are
as follows. Benjamin Hilprecht is the leading author and was thus
responsible for the proposed approach for relational data comple-
tion, the experimental evaluation, and the manuscript. The co-author
Carsten Binnig contributed invaluable feedback and agrees with the
use of the publication for this dissertation.

4.2.1 Overview

In this section, we introduce the problem statement before we give an
overview of our approach and discuss the general assumptions.

4.2.1.1 Problem Statement

We are given an incomplete database Di that consists of complete
tables T1, T2, . . . and incomplete tables Tj, Tj+1, . . . . The goal is to gen-
erate data for the incomplete tables Tj, Tj+1, . . . based on the available
data that allows us to answer a query workload Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn of
aggregate queries such that query results on the completed database
Qi(Dc) are close to the query results on the true (complete) database
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Landlord [Complete]

id age TFApartments

1 50 1

2 60 ?

...

Apartment [Incomplete]

neighborhood_id landlord_id rent

1 1 2000$

1 2 3000$

Systematically missing: All
apartments available for NYC

Neighborhood [Complete]

id state pop_density TFApartments

1 NYC 27,000 2

2 CA 254 ?

...

(a) Annotated Example Schema.

Output: Missing Tuple

Input: Evidence Tuple Output: Missing Tuple

Landlord Tuple

id age TFApartments

2 60 3

Completion Model (Neighborhood→Apartment)

Completion Model (Landlord→Apartment)

Input: Evidence Tuple

Neighborhood Tuple

id state pop_density TFApartments

2 CA 254 3

Apartment Tuple

neighborhood_id rent

2 3200$

Apartment Tuple

landlord_id rent

2 2000$

(b) Models Synthesize Missing Tuples.

SELECT AVG(rent) FROM neighborhood  
  NATURAL JOIN apartment  
  GROUP BY state;

Query on completed Join:

Neighborhood ⋈ Apartment [Completed]

neighborhood_id state pop_density apartment_id rent

1 NYC 27,000 1 2000$

1 NYC 27,000 2 3000$

2 CA 254 3 3200$

2 CA 254 4 2000$

2 CA 254 5 1000$

(c) Incompleteness Join.

Figure 4.4: Overview of ReStore to synthesize missing data (green) from
existing data (blue and red). (a) Based on the annotated schema
and the available data, the completion models are learned. (b)
The learned schema-structured model can be used to synthesize
a missing apartment tuple using a complete neighborhood tuple
as input. (c) The model generates missing data for a given user
query at runtime to answer queries over incomplete tables. The
generated tuple factors (TFs) allow us to estimate the number of
missing tuples.
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Qi(D). Note that this formulation allows us to generate missing data
individually for each query to answer the given query as accurately
as possible. However, we can still cache generated data such that we
do not need to generate new data for every query individually as we
discuss later.

An important question for this problem is how to measure success.
Based on our problem definition, a natural metric is how much the
relative error of a query result on the incomplete database can be
reduced by completing the data; i.e., how much more accurate the
query results are after the completion. The relative error reduction for
a given query Qi can thus be defined as follows:

Rel. Error Reduction = Er(Qi(Di), Qi(D))− Er(Qi(Dc), Qi(D)) (4.1)

where the relative error Er is the difference between the two query re-
sults normalized by the true query result. While for aggregate queries
without a group-by, the relative error is trivial, for group-by queries
we use the average relative error over all result tuples [72].

A limitation of the relative error reduction metric is that it does not
show how well the bias of the incomplete database can be reduced
independent of a given workload. We thus use a second metric called
bias reduction to measure the success of data completion. This metric
shows how well the true data distribution of a given attribute could
be restored. For continuous attributes X, the bias reduction is defined
as follows:

Bias Reduction = 1− |AVGc(X)−AVG(X)|
|AVG(X)−AVGi(X)| (4.2)

where AVGc(X), AVGi(X), AVG(X) are the averages of attribute X on
Dc, Di and D, respectively. Hence, the bias reduction is normalized in
the interval [0, 1] where larger values are preferable. For categorical
attributes, we use the fraction of the biased attribute value since an
average cannot be computed.

4.2.2 Our Approach

Our approach called ReStore to tackle this problem consists of the
two steps depicted in Figure 4.4: First, a user has to (once) annotate a
database schema before we train neural completion models that can
be used to generate the missing data required to execute aggregate
queries over the completed database.

schema annotation. In the annotation step, a user must indi-
cate for a given incomplete database which tables are complete and
which ones are incomplete. An example for an annotated schema is
depicted in Figure 4.4a which consists of three tables of a housing
database where two tables are marked as complete (landlord and
neighborhood) and one table (apartment) is marked as incomplete.
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In addition, information about the relationships between tables
needs to be annotated. Here, the user has to provide information
on whether there are any complete foreign-key relationships between
tuples from a complete table and an incomplete table. For example, in
Figure 4.4a all apartments of neighborhoods in NYC are available but
not those for CA. In many of the application scenarios, the information,
which relationships are complete, is known a priori and thus does not
cause additional manual annotation overhead. For example, often a
complete subset of data (e.g., apartments of a certain state) is available.

Based on the annotation, so-called tuple factors (TF) [72] can now be
automatically computed to capture information about the relationships
across complete and incomplete tables as shown in Figure 4.4a (e.g.,
how many apartments a complete neighborhood has). Based on the
available data and the computed tuple factors, we then learn our
completion models.

The user might also have other additional information, which can
help to further enhance the quality of the synthesized data. Among
these are table sizes for incomplete tables or aggregate statistics (e.g.,
average rental prices in certain states). Using techniques like iterative
proportional fitting [131], this information can be used to improve our
generated data. These techniques are orthogonal to our approach and
we thus exclude those in the remainder.

model training and data completion. Given an annotated
schema, we can now learn the completion models. As depicted in
Figure 4.4b, two completion models have been learned that can ei-
ther take data from the complete neighborhood table or the complete
landlord table to synthesize missing apartment tuples. By taking com-
plete tables as evidence our models synthesize missing tuples even
if there is a bias in the missing data since we capture correlations
across tables (e.g., which types of apartments are expected based on
the characteristics of the neighborhoods).

These completion models can now be used at runtime to complete
the missing data for a given user query. For instance, if a user wants to
know the average rent per state, we first compute the completed join
neighborhood ./ apartment. More precisely, we introduce a new oper-
ator called incompleteness join to join complete and incomplete tables
that generate the missing tuples needed to make the join complete.
In our example, the incompleteness join would generate apartments
for neighborhoods where the data is missing using the appropriate
completion model of Figure 4.4b. Once the missing tuples for the
join are generated (i.e., the incompleteness join produced its output),
we can compute the aggregated result using a normal aggregation
operator.

We decided to complete data on a per-query basis at runtime since
completing the full database might be too expensive (and actually not
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needed) for large datasets. However, it is important to note that the
models are not query-dependent and only have to be learned once for
an incomplete schema and can be reused across queries. Moreover,
the generated data can still be materialized or even generated a priori.

supported schema and queries . In general, our approach
supports any relational schema where tables are connected via foreign-
key relationships. For the workload, we currently limit ourselves to
acyclic Select-Project-Aggregate-Join (SPJA) queries where joins are
equi-joins along foreign-key relationships which are typical queries for
decision making. An important aspect is that we can support arbitrary
filter predicates or aggregate functions as well as any number of group-
by attributes. The reason is that once data is completed for a join,
we use normal query operators (e.g., filter or aggregate operators) to
compute the query results. Supporting other types of queries, however,
is indeed possible. For example, other join types (e.g., non-equi joins)
could be added by deriving tuple factors that represent these join
conditions.

4.2.2.1 Discussion

The central assumption of our approach is that both missing and
available tuples have consistent correlations; i.e., while there can be
a bias in the available tuples, it is required that the missing tuples
have the same correlations between attributes as the remaining tuples.
This is not a requirement specifically for ReStore but for any system
that uses ML to complete a dataset since otherwise the available
tuples cannot be used as evidence to predict the missing tuples. More
technically, the conditional distributions of missing tuples tm given
an evidence tuple te should be equivalent for remaining and missing
tuple distributions, i.e., Pm(tm | te) ≈ Pr(tm | te). If this assumption
holds the main factor determining how accurately the original query
result can be restored is the predictability of the query attributes as we
will later show in our experimental evaluation. If the attributes are not
predictable given the evidence tuples, our models will complete the
data with lower confidence.

4.2.3 Key Findings

We now present the key findings, where we will demonstrate that
ReStore can significantly reduce the bias in incomplete real-world
datasets. Additional experiments on synthetic data that study which
characteristics determine the extent to which the data can be debiased
as well as accuracy and performance aspects and experiments on full
analytical queries can be found in Chapter 10.

We now analyze how well ReStore can debias two real-world
datasets, namely a housing and a movies dataset with different in-
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Figure 4.5: Bias Reductions for Real-World Data using the Setups of the
Housing (Hi) and Movies (Mi) Datasets.

complete setups. In particular, we vary which tables are incomplete
and which attribute is biased due to the incompleteness: we use five
different setups denoted as Hi and Mi for the housing and movie
data, respectively (cf. Chapter 10). In addition, we vary how much
data is removed (i.e., varying the keep_rate parameter) as well as
how much bias is introduced by the removed tuples (i.e., varying the
removal_correlation). We then report the bias reduction as defined in
Eq. 4.2 that expresses how well the original dataset could be restored
and how much bias could be removed.

The results are shown in Figure 4.5 for all five setups given a variety
of keep rates (between 20% and 80%) and removal correlations. As
we see, the bias can significantly be reduced for all setups indicating
the high quality of our completion models. This especially holds for
the setups of the movies dataset where up to 100% of the bias can
be removed. In general, a lower removal correlation is beneficial for
our approach. The reason is that the lower the correlation, the more
examples of high attribute values (for continuous attributes) remain
in the training set and thus the model can learn more precisely what
leads to those higher values. During the completion, it can then predict
more accurately whether larger values are likely to occur. The keep
rates do not seem to have a significant impact. The reason is that
there are two opposing effects. On the one hand, a larger keep rate
leads to a larger training dataset and the model can thus learn the
distribution more accurately. On the other hand, the absolute error
|AVGcomplete(X)−AVGincomplete(X)| becomes smaller and the model has
to predict more extreme values to correct the bias. Consequently, we
do not see more accurate completions for larger keep rates.

Finally, we can conclude that ReStore can in fact reduce the bias
in incomplete relational datasets by exploiting the data distribution.
As we will show in Chapter 10, ReStore can also compensate errors
due to incompleteness in analytical query results while providing
confidence estimates on how accurate the completion likely is. Since
ReStore is also a data-driven approach, we again do not require any
query executions to train the models.
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4.3 discussion

As demonstrated in this chapter, data-driven learning indeed fulfills
the promise of state-of-the-art performance for many database tasks
(cardinality estimation, AQP and relational dataset completion) while
fully eliminating the high costs of training data collection for an
unseen database. We have shown that for solving these tasks a learned
representation of the data distribution is in fact sufficient. In the
subsequent paragraphs, we will highlight the challenges one has to
solve to leverage data-driven learning for a particular database task.
Finally, we will discuss why data-driven learning is no silver bullet
for all database tasks.

It is in general not straightforward to use a model that has learned
the data distribution to solve a concrete task. In fact, both DeepDB and
ReStore require extensive algorithms to determine how the models
should be queried to support a particular task. For instance, DeepDB
requires probabilistic query compilation to support arbitrary ad-hoc
cardinality and AQP queries in the schema, i.e., without knowing
all join paths beforehand. In contrast, ReStore requires specialized
completion algorithms that determine what combination of models
are used to complete the data for a specific query.

Another aspect is that for data-driven learning we typically cannot
use off-the-shelf ML models but have to extend the models signifi-
cantly to be a good fit for the learned component. For instance, for
DeepDB it is crucial to be able to update the underlying models ef-
ficiently. Analogously, for ReStore we had to modify autoregressive
models to also incorporate the entire relational schema as evidence.
Hence, while it is appealing to realize a learned database component
using data-driven learning, it is often not straightforward, which ML
techniques should be used and how they have to be extended to
support the particular task.

Finally, data-driven learning is not applicable to every database task,
most importantly tasks that require knowledge about the executed
workloads. For instance, for cost estimation, we have to observe query
executions to learn about the operator characteristics. Merely knowing
the data distribution is not sufficient for such tasks since it does
not provide sufficient information. This motivates the third direction
proposed in this dissertation. As mentioned before, while data-driven
learning cannot solve such tasks in isolation, it might still provide
useful features as we will discuss in the next chapter.





5
Z E R O - S H O T L E A R N E D C O M P O N E N T S

While data-driven learning eliminates the need to collect training
queries for unseen databases, it is not applicable to database tasks that
require knowledge about query executions. This motivates the third
proposed direction of this dissertation - zero-shot learned database
components. In contrast to data-driven learning, zero-shot learned
components are applicable to a broader set of database tasks including
those that require knowledge about workload executions such as cost
estimation. The general idea is to first pretrain a model on a diverse
set of databases and workloads to then allow the model to generalize
to unseen databases out-of-the-box. Hence, zero-shot learned com-
ponents avoid the high costs of training data collection similarly to
data-driven learning.

In the following, we will first reference the two publications intro-
ducing zero-shot learned components and describe the contributions
of the author of this dissertation. Thereafter, in Section 5.1, we will
provide an overview of zero-shot learning in general and the key
challenges before we provide an overview of our proposed zero-shot
model for cost estimation (cf. Section 5.2). We will then present the
key findings in Section 5.3 and finally discuss the contributions in Sec-
tion 5.4. For full details on the publications, we refer to the Chapters 11

and 12.

publications The work on zero-shot learned database compo-
nents is published in two peer-reviewed publications. A broader vision
paper outlining potential use cases and key challenges is published
as “One Model to Rule them All: Towards Zero-Shot Learning for
Databases” in the 12th Conference on Innovative Data Systems Research,
CIDR 2022, Chaminade, CA, USA, January 9-12, 2022 [62], cf. Chap-
ter 11. A significantly extended full paper that focuses on zero-shot
cost estimation exclusively is published as “Zero-Shot Cost Models
for Out-of-the-box Learned Cost Prediction” in the Proc. VLDB En-
dow. [66], cf. Chapter 12. The source code and data [65] are publicly
accessible for reproducibility and future research.

contributions of the author The contributions to the above
publications by Benjamin Hilprecht, the author of this dissertation,
are as follows. Benjamin Hilprecht is the leading author of both pub-
lications and was thus responsible for the proposed approach for
zero-shot learning, the experimental evaluation, and the manuscript
for both publications. The co-author Carsten Binnig contributed in-
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Figure 5.1: Overview of zero-shot learning for databases. In line with other
zero-shot approaches such as GPT-3 which enables zero-shot
learning for NLP, a zero-shot model for databases can generalize
to a completely new database and workload without the need to
be trained on that particular database.

valuable feedback and agrees with the use of the publications for this
dissertation.

5.1 zero-shot learned database components

In this section, we introduce the general idea behind zero-shot learned
database components before we discuss the key challenges associated
with it.

5.1.1 Overview

Figure 5.1 shows the high-level idea that is behind the general paradigm
of zero-shot learning for databases. During the learning phase, sim-
ilar to workload-driven learning, for zero-shot learning, we have to
execute a representative workload and collect training data.

The main difference to workload-driven learning though, which
makes our approach attractive, is that zero-shot models generalize to
unseen databases out-of-the-box. To allow a zero-shot model to make pre-
dictions about unseen databases without the need to retrain the model
for this particular database, we require a new method of representing
queries as we discuss below (cf. Key Challenges). A transferable repre-
sentation is at the core of learning zero-shot models in a generalizable
way and thus enables them to make predictions for queries on a new
database (e.g., for physical cost estimation) that the model has never
seen before.

Moreover, for being able to generalize to new databases, a zero-shot
model is trained on different databases. While this might seem to
cause high upfront costs before a zero-shot model can be used, it is
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important to note that the training data collection is a one-time-effort
which is very different from workload-driven learning that needs
to collect training data for every new database a model should sup-
port. Moreover, cloud database providers such as AWS, Microsoft, or
Google, typically already have significant amounts of such information
available since they keep logs of their customer workloads and could
thus apply zero-shot learning right away without the need to collect
training data in the first place.

Finally, a last important aspect is that zero-shot learning is not only
generalizable across databases but is a new learning approach that
can be applied to a variety of database tasks that range from physical
cost estimation, design tuning or knob tuning to query optimization
and scheduling. To enable zero-shot models to generalize to different
tasks though, the models need to be capable of capturing not only
information about query plans and their runtimes but also information
about other aspects (e.g., how indexes or changes in the database
configuration influence the query runtime) as we discuss later.

5.1.2 Key Challenges

In the following, we discuss the key challenges that we think are at the
core to make zero-shot learning for databases efficient and accurate.

transferable representation of database and queries .
State-of-the-art workload-driven models [79, 161] can only leverage
training data from a single database and thus they cannot simply
be trained on a variety of databases to obtain zero-shot models. The
reason is that the query representation is not transferable to an unseen
database. For instance, attributes names (e.g., those used in filter
predicates) are typically encoded using a one-hot encoding assigning
each column present in the database a specific position in a feature
vector. Hence, the column production_year of the IMDB dataset might
be encoded using the vector (0, 1, 0) (assuming that there are only three
columns in total). If the same model is now used to predict query
costs for the SSB dataset, the second column in the database might be
region, which has very different semantics (i.e., very different data
distributions or even a different data type). As such, cost models based
on non-transferable representations will produce estimates that are
most likely way off. In fact, such non-transferable feature encodings
are used in various places of query representations such as table
names as part of plan operators or literals in filter predicates. Hence,
for zero-shot models, we require a novel representation of queries that
is transferable across databases while still being expressive enough to
enable accurate estimations. The specific representation depends on
the concrete task at hand. In the subsequent Section 5.2 we will derive
such an architecture for the task of cost estimation.
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training data collection and robustness . A second key
challenge to enable zero-shot learning is clearly the training data col-
lection for learning a zero-shot cost model. An important question is
how many and which databases and workloads a zero-shot model
needs to observe during training to make robust decisions on unseen
databases. As we show in our initial experiments for zero-shot cost
estimation in Section 5.3, for example, already a relatively small num-
ber of databases along with the respective workload information (e.g.,
the featurized query plans and runtimes) is sufficient to generalize
robustly and even outperform existing workload-driven approaches.

In Chapter 12, we also provide theoretical arguments to recognize
cases when a zero-shot model has seen sufficiently many databases
to generalize robustly. Intuitively, we evaluate the model on test
databases that have not been used during training similar to the
common practice in ML to evaluate a model on a holdout set.

separation of concerns . Finally, a last important aspect of
zero-shot models is to decide what should be learned by the model to
fulfill its core promise and when to separate concerns. For example,
workload-driven approaches often prefer end-to-end learning, i.e., to
make predictions for a query plan (e.g., the runtime), they internalize
both the data characteristics (e.g., the data size and distributions) as
well as the system characteristics (e.g., the runtime complexity of
database operators) in one model.

However, since the data characteristics can be entirely different for
a new database, such an end-to-end approach will not work for zero-
shot learning. Hence, we suggest that data characteristics for zero-shot
learning should be captured by separate data-driven models (such as
[72, 185]). For example, a feature that can be captured by a data-driven
model are the input- and output-cardinalities of operators in a query
plan. That way, when using cardinalities as input features for the
zero-shot models, these models learn to predict the runtime behavior
of operators based on input/output sizes that can be derived for any
database which again enables a transferable representation of queries
that does not depend on the concrete data distribution of a single
database. In particular, for the task of cost estimation (cf. Section 5.2)
we will demonstrate that leveraging data-driven models to predict
intermediate cardinalities as features yields more precise zero-shot
cost estimation models.

One could now argue that this violates the core promise of zero-
shot learning since data-driven models need to be learned for each
new database. However, data-driven models can be derived from a
database without running any training query and typically a sample of
the database is enough to train these models. Moreover, for cardinality
estimation, we could even use simple non-learned estimators (e.g.,
histograms) as input for the zero-shot models. As we show in our
initial results in Chapter 12 and the subsequent Section 5.2, even those
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simple estimators often provide sufficient evidence for our zero-shot
cost models to produce accurate estimates.

To summarize, a key question in this context is to decide what a
zero-shot model should learn and which aspects should be treated
separately. Clearly, a guide for this question is to think about what is
tied to a particular data distribution and which aspects hold in general
which should then be included in the zero-shot model. Moreover, as
we discuss in more detail in Chapter 11, for design tuning or query
optimization another question is how to combine zero-shot models
with optimization procedures or other learning approaches (e.g., value
networks) to implement efficient search strategies.

5.2 zero-shot learned cost estimation

In this section, we specifically focus on the problem of cost estima-
tion, which we tackle using zero-shot learning. We first introduce the
problem of zero-shot cost estimation and then present an overview
of our approach before we discuss the underlying assumptions and
limitations.

5.2.1 Problem Statement

The overall goal of zero-shot cost estimation is to predict query laten-
cies (i.e., runtimes) on an unseen database without having observed
any query on this unseen database. As before we use the term database
to refer to a particular dataset (i.e., a set of tables with a given data dis-
tribution). Note that the problem of zero-shot cost estimation is thus in
sharp contrast to the problem addressed by state-of-the-art workload-
driven cost models, which train a model per database. Finally, while
we believe that zero-shot learning for DBMSs is more generally appli-
cable, we restrict ourselves to cost estimations for relational DBMSs
(both single-node and distributed). In particular, zero-shot cost mod-
els for other types of systems such as graph-databases or streaming
systems are interesting avenues for future work.

5.2.2 Our Approach

A key challenge for developing zero-shot cost models is the question
how to design a model that generalizes across databases. Here, we
draw inspiration from the way classical cost models in DBMSs are
designed. Typically, these consist of two models: a database-agnostic
model to estimate the runtime cost and a database-dependent model
(e.g., histograms) to capture data characteristics. When predicting the
cost of a query, the estimated cardinalities and other characteristics
(i.e., outputs of the database-dependent models) serve as input to
the general database-agnostic cost model, which captures the general
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Figure 5.2: Overview of Zero-Shot Cost Estimation. The zero-shot cost model
is trained once using a variety of queries and databases. At in-
ference time, the model can then provide cost estimates for an
unseen database and queries without requiring additional train-
ing queries. Enabling zero-shot cost estimation is based on two
key ideas: (1) a new transferable query representation and model
architecture is used to enable cost predictions on unseen databases
and (2) we separate concerns, i.e., a zero-shot model learns a gen-
eral database-agnostic cost model, which takes database-specific
characteristics as input.

system behavior (e.g., the costs of a sequential scan grows linearly
w.r.t. the number of rows). While the classical models are lightweight,
they often largely under- or overestimate the true costs of a query
since models are too simple to capture complex interactions in the
query plan and data.

Hence, in our approach, we also separate concerns but use a much
richer learned model, which similarly takes data characteristics of the
unseen database as input to predict query runtimes in a database-
agnostic manner. As depicted in Figure 5.2 (upper part), for training
such a zero-shot cost model we provide different query plans along
with the runtime as well as the data characteristics of the plan (such
as tuple width as well as intermediate cardinalities) to the zero-shot
cost model. Once trained, the model can be used on unseen databases
to predict the query runtime as shown in Figure 5.2 (lower part).

As mentioned before, to predict the runtime of a query plan on a
new (unseen) database, we feed the query plan together with its data
characteristics into a zero-shot model. While data characteristics such
as the tuple width can be derived from the database catalogs, other
characteristics such as intermediate cardinalities require more complex
techniques. To derive intermediate cardinalities of a query plan in
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our approach we thus make use of previously proposed data-driven
learning [72, 185] that can provide exact estimates on a given database.
Note that this does not contradict our main promise of zero-shot
learning since data-driven models to capture data characteristics can
be learned without queries as training data.

Another core challenge of enabling zero-shot cost models that can
estimate the runtime of a plan given its data characteristics is how to
represent query plans, which serve as input to the model. While along
with workload-driven cost models, particular representation methods
for query plans have already been proposed, those are not applicable
for zero-shot learning. The reason is that the representations are not
transferable across databases as discussed in Section 5.1.2. For instance,
literals in filter predicates are provided as input to the model (e.g.,
2021 for the predicate movie.production_year=2021). However, the
selectivity of literals will vary largely per database since the data
distribution will likely be different (e.g., there might not even exist
movies produced in 2021 in the test database).

Hence, as a second technique, we propose a new representation for
queries that completely relies on features that can be derived from any
database to allow the model to generalize to unseen databases. For
example, predicates for filter operations in a query are encoded by the
general predicate structure (e.g., which data types and comparison
operators are used in a predicate) instead of encoding the literals.
In addition, data characteristics of a filter operator (e.g., input and
output cardinality to express the selectivity) are provided as additional
input to a zero-shot model. That way, a zero-shot model can learn
the runtime overhead of a filter operation based on database-agnostic
characteristics.

Finally, a last important aspect of zero-shot cost models is that they
can easily be extended to few-shot learning. Hence, instead of using
the zero-shot model out-of-the box (which already can provide good
performance), one can fine-tune the model with only a few training
queries on an unseen database.

5.2.3 Assumptions and Limitations

While we expect zero-shot cost models to support a variety of dif-
ferent databases and workloads out-of-the-box, we next discuss the
assumptions for a successful generalization.

Our main assumption is that we only focus on the transfer of
learned cost models across databases for a single database system on a
fixed hardware. We think that this is already challenging and allows for
many interesting use cases. For instance, with zero-shot cost models
cloud DBMSs (such as Redshift or Snowflake) can use learned cost
models for new customer databases and workloads with significantly
lower training overhead compared to the existing workload-driven
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models that require that a model is trained per new database. While
we believe that zero-shot cost models can be extended to support
also the transfer of cost models between different hardware setups
and DBMSs by adding additional transferable features, we leave this
to future work and assume a fixed hardware and DBMSs in this
dissertation.

Furthermore, while zero-shot cost models can generalize to unseen
query patterns as we show in our experiments, it is clearly required
that the training queries have a certain coverage, i.e., come with a
diverse set of workloads and databases. For instance, it is a minimum
requirement that every physical operator is observed in the training
data s.t. the model can internalize the overall characteristics. Moreover,
if there are extreme differences between training and test workloads,
we expect the zero-shot model accuracy to degrade. We discuss how
to detect and mitigate such cases by fine-tuning a zero-shot model in
Chapter 12.

5.3 key findings

We now present the key findings of the evaluation of zero-shot cost
models. In particular, we will demonstrate that our approach provides
accurate cost estimates on entirely unseen databases and state-of-
the-art workload-driven approaches require ten thousands of query
executions for a similar accuracy on an unseen database. Note that
an extensive evaluation including generalization experiments and
ablation studies can be found along with more details in Chapter 12.

generalization to unseen databases . To evaluate zero-shot
cost models, we first require a benchmark that includes a variety of
databases and workloads to pretrain the zero-shot models. We provide
more details on the benchmark in Chapter 12. Note that the benchmark
also encompasses established datasets and workloads such as JOB
on IMDB, TPC-H and SSB, which are commonly used to evaluate
learned cost estimation approaches. To validate that zero-shot cost
models generalize to unseen databases, we trained a zero-shot model
using workloads on 19 out of these 20 datasets of the benchmark
as training data and evaluated the model on the workload of the
unseen (remaining) database. In particular, we use the trained model
to predict the runtimes of the queries on the unseen database and
report the median q-error [79, 116].

As described in Section 5.2, zero-shot cost models require interme-
diate cardinalities as features as a result of the separation of concerns.
In this experiment, we either used predictions of data-driven cardi-
nality estimators or the actual cardinalities, which are not available in
practice prior to execution but serve as an interesting upper baseline
for zero-shot learning (i.e., how accurate the predictions become with
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Figure 5.3: Zero-Shot Generalization across Databases. The zero-shot models
are trained using workloads on 19/20 databases and tested on
the remaining unseen database. Overall, zero-shot models are
significantly more accurate than the scaled estimates of the opti-
mizer cost model. In addition to using workloads as defined by
our benchmark (left), we repeated this experiment with standard
benchmark workloads (SSB and TPC-H on the right) to further
show the generalization potentials of zero-shot cost models.

perfect cardinality estimates). For the data-driven cardinality estimator,
we trained DeepDB [72] models, which worked best in preliminary
experiments. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose
zero-shot cost estimation and thus no other learned approaches are
included as a direct baseline in this first experiment where we aim to
analyze the accuracy on unseen databases.

The results can be seen in Figure 5.3. In general, the zero-shot
models offer robust performances for all of the databases despite
the varying complexity. In fact, all median q-errors are below 1.54
for the version using DeepDB cardinality estimates (vs. 8.62 in the
worst case for the Scaled Optimizer cost). Finally, we can see that zero-
shot cost models using DeepDB cardinalities are almost matching the
performance with perfect cardinalities. This suggests that the models
can cope with partially inaccurate cardinalities.

Overall, we can see that the zero-shot cost models are significantly
more accurate than the scaled optimizer estimates outperforming
these on 18 out of 19 datasets and being on par for the last remaining
dataset (Airline). The reason is that zero-shot cost models capture
subtleties in operator performance and interactions of operators in
the plan more accurately than simplistic cost models. The results are
just on par for the remaining database since the optimizer costs are
relatively accurate because it is merely a star schema, i.e., a relatively
simple schema structure.

comparison with workload-driven learning . In the fol-
lowing, we contrast the performance of zero-shot cost models with
workload-driven approaches. An interesting question is how many
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Figure 5.4: Estimation Errors of Workload-Driven Models for a varying Num-
ber of Training Queries compared with Zero-Shot Cost Models.
Even the most accurate workload-driven model (E2E) requires
approximately 50k query executions on an unseen database for a
comparable performance with zero-shot models, which is roughly
equivalent to 66 hours of executed workload. Since zero-shot mod-
els do not require any additional queries it is significantly cheaper
to deploy them for a new database.

training queries are required for workload-driven learning on an un-
seen database to match the performance of zero-shot learning, which
we will study next. In particular, in this experiment, we evaluate the
q-errors for the scale, synthetic, and JOB-light workloads (IMDB). As
before zero-shot models are not trained on IMDB at all (but on the
other 19 databases) while workload-driven models are trained on a
varying number of training queries on IMDB.

As baselines, we use the state-of-the-art models for workload-driven
cost estimation, namely the E2E model proposed by Sun and Li [161]
as well as the MSCN model by Kipf et al. [79]. Furthermore, as the
last baseline, we again employ the scaled costs of the Postgres query
optimizer.

In Figure 5.4, we depict the median q-error of comparing our zero-
shot performance to the baselines as discussed before for the IMDB
benchmark workloads for a varying number of training queries. As we
can see, the zero-shot cost models can estimate the runtimes accurately
even though queries on the IMDB dataset were not observed in the
training data. In particular, E2E requires about 50k training queries on
the IMDB database to be on par with zero-shot cost models. As we
can see in the lower right plot in Figure 5.4, this amount of queries
takes approximately 66 hours to run, which is a significant effort given
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that it has to be repeated for every new database. Another interesting
comparison is to use the training queries also to fine-tune the zero-shot
models on the IMDB database; i.e., we use zero-shot models in the
few-shot mode discussed in the paper. As we can see, few-shot cost
models that are fine-tuned on the IMDB database can further improve
the cost estimation accuracy of zero-shot models. It is thus beneficial
to also leverage fine-tuning in case training queries for the unseen
database are available.

Finally, we can see that the MSCN models are not equally accurate,
which is likely due to the fact that they do not consider the physical
plan that was run to execute a given query. Still, all learned approaches
are more accurate than the scaled optimizer in the median after only
a few queries. Furthermore, we can observe that zero-shot and few-
shot cost models not only outperform workload-driven models in the
median but also in the tail performance, i.e., on the 95th percentile
q-error. We can observe similar effects for the maximum q-error.

5.4 discussion

Our above results indicate that zero-shot learned database components
can indeed generalize to unseen databases out-of-the-box without
requiring additional training data. In particular, for cost estimation,
comparable workload-driven approaches require 50k query executions
on the unseen database for a comparable performance with zero-shot
models, which is roughly equivalent to 66 hours of executed workload.
Hence, when deployed for cloud vendors, zero-shot models have the
potential to significantly reduce the costs for training data collection -
potentially no training data has to be collected at all since query logs
are available and sufficient for training.

As mentioned above, we believe that data-driven learning and zero-
shot learning can be combined effectively. In fact, we have demon-
strated that the intermediate cardinalities predicted by data-driven
models can serve as informative features for zero-shot cost models.
However, this requires that a data-driven model is available for an
unseen database. In cases where this additional cost of training a
data-driven model per database is not acceptable, we can fall back to
using optimizer cardinality estimates as features, which we have also
shown to yield competitive accuracies.

While we believe that our initial results on zero-shot cost estimation
are promising, there are many open research questions to derive zero-
shot models for other database tasks. We will provide a discussion in
Section 6.2.1.
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C O N C L U S I O N A N D O U T L O O K

We now conclude with the contributions of this dissertation towards
data-efficient learned database components in Section 6.1. Afterwards,
we will provide an outlook on the open challenges for learned database
components in Section 6.2, which further motivates future research in
this field.

6.1 data-efficient learned database components

This dissertation addresses the problem of the high costs of training
data collection for state-of-the-art learned database components. In
particular, for each unseen database that should be supported ten
thousands of queries have to be executed to gather sufficient training
data for the underlying models. This dissertation thus introduced
three directions to alleviate this problem: (i) data-efficient workload-
driven learning, (ii) data-driven learning and (iii) zero-shot learned
database components.

First, in Chapter 3, we introduced two techniques to reduce the
number of required training queries for workload-driven models -
simulation models to bootstrap the components without query exe-
cutions and differentiable programming, which allows incorporating
domain knowledge in the design. While these techniques reduced the
cost of workload-driven learning, the need for training queries for
unseen databases is still not completely eliminated. In addition, both
the simulation model and the differentiable programming require an
explicit modeling of the underlying task, which can be hard to achieve.

Hence, we proposed two alternative paradigms of learned com-
ponents throughout this dissertation. First, in Chapter 4, we intro-
duced data-driven learning where the learned components leverage
the data distribution instead of a representative workload. This in fact
completely eliminates the need for training queries and can achieve
state-of-the-art performance in cardinality estimation, AQP and com-
pletion of relational datasets. However, data-driven approaches are
not as broadly applicable as workload-driven models since they only
leverage the data distribution as a signal and cannot solve tasks that
require knowledge about workload executions.

We thus proposed zero-shot learned database components in Chap-
ter 5. The idea is to pretrain the models on a variety of databases
and workloads to enable those to generalize to unseen databases
out-of-the-box, i.e., without observing an additional training work-
load. We have demonstrated that the key challenge of such models

63
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is to derive a transferable representation and have thus proposed
such a novel architecture for the task of cost estimation. In fact, we
have demonstrated that zero-shot cost models can predict costs on
unseen databases out-of-the-box and comparable workload-driven
models require ten thousands of query executions as training data for
a comparable performance.

Overall, we can thus conclude that the proposed techniques substan-
tially improve the data-efficiency of learned database components. In
particular, for data-driven learning training, a model on a sample of the
database is sufficient to support an unseen database whereas for zero-
shot learning the same model can be used for a variety of databases,
and thus no additional effort is incurred. Hence, the high costs of
supporting unseen databases, which are required for workload-driven
models, are completely eliminated, which we believe could be crucial
for cloud DBMS vendors since this significantly reduces the effort to
support a large number of customers.

We have validated the directions by solving individual database
tasks such as cardinality estimation. Importantly, we were not only able
to achieve a comparable performance but outperformed the state-of-
the-art workload-driven models even if a large set of training queries
is provided for training such models. While the individual tasks
are providing evidence that the proposed directions are viable, we
believe that our ideas are general and could be used for many learned
database components for a variety of tasks. For instance, we expect
that the applicability of zero-shot learning is not limited to the cost
estimation task but is a broader concept that could also be used
for tasks such as query optimization, scheduling or physical design
advisors.

6.2 outlook

While the contributions of this dissertation significantly improve the
data-efficiency of learned database components, there are many more
challenges and interesting research directions that have to be solved be-
fore learned components can be broadly adopted in database systems.
We see several research challenges in the areas of (i) a broader coverage
of tasks for zero-shot learning eventually resulting in full zero-shot
databases (cf. Section 6.2.1), (ii) improvements for data-driven models
to support a broader set of query classes and an increased efficiency (cf.
Section 6.2.2) and (iii) robustness and debugability, which is especially
important for the use in production systems (cf. Section 6.2.3).
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6.2.1 End-to-End Zero-Shot Databases

While we have demonstrated that cost estimation can be solved with
zero-shot learning, we believe that many more tasks can be supported
in the future finally yielding full zero-shot database systems.

The first step towards this vision should be to support tasks, which
are commonly required in cloud databases, where zero-shot learning
is particularly interesting since training data in the form of query logs
is already available. Important tasks include physical design decisions
such as materialized view or index selection, which have a significant
impact on the workload runtime but are non-trivial to automate due
to the complex interactions of physical design and query executions.
In addition, zero-shot query optimizers are particularly interesting
since workload-driven learned optimizers have already been shown
to yield more efficient query plans [109, 112, 184] while reducing the
immense engineering efforts required to maintain and improve query
optimizers.

An important question is how the search space is represented for
such zero-shot tasks and how the data distribution can be encoded.
For instance, for query optimization, there is an immense design space
of physical plans for a particular logical plan. Analogously, there are
many possible materialized views that can potentially speed up a
workload. While there have already been initial works to represent
this search space for workload-driven models as an RL problem [59, 99,
112], it is not straightforward to implement this as zero-shot models
since a key requirement is that the underlying representation is trans-
ferable. We believe that the transferable graph encoding suggested
for cost estimation can already be a good starting point for additional
tasks.

Another interesting question is how the data distribution should be
encoded. For the cost estimation problem, we have used intermediate
cardinalities as features and were thus able to logically separate the
general cost estimation model from a particular data distribution of a
single database. However, this technique is not generally applicable.
For instance, for query optimization, selecting the right join ordering
is an important subproblem, which depends on complex correlations
that determine the result sizes of subjoins. It is not viable to provide
the expected cardinalities for all subjoins as features to the model.
However, again workload-driven solutions to this problem cannot
directly be leveraged for zero-shot models since these implicitly also
learn the data distribution of the training database and would thus not
be transferable. One solution could be generally to provide the data
distribution and correlations in the dataset as features for the zero-
shot optimization model. Both traditional histogram-based approaches
that capture the distribution of a single attribute or a set of attributes
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or modern representations that have been suggested for pretrained
cardinality estimation models [102] could be useful for this problem.

Finally, we believe that the zero-shot components could be com-
bined to obtain an entire database system that automatically adapts
to a particular database and workload with none or only a few ob-
served queries. This could potentially allow significant speedups since
state-of-the-art systems are typically one-size-fits-it-all solutions based
on heuristics that can be specialized heavily for a particular database.
However, this not only requires that more components can be ex-
pressed as a zero-shot component but also architectural approaches
that ensure that the components jointly yield a robust system that
offers a sufficient performance.

6.2.2 Practical Data-Driven Learning

As demonstrated for cost estimation, we believe that zero-shot learned
components can often make use of data-driven models that provide
informative features based on the data distribution. However, in order
to be practically applicable, we see two main research challenges
regarding training efficiency and query coverage.

First, while data-driven models do not require observing any train-
ing queries, we still have to train a single model for every database.
This means that we do not incur the cost of running a representative
workload for every customer as for workload-driven learning but
the cost of training a data-driven model. Since especially for cloud
database vendors this cost has to be incurred for every customer, this
motivates further research on efficient data-driven models. In par-
ticular, generating statistics in the form of histograms in traditional
systems is usually very efficient. In contrast, data-driven learning
requires training times in the order of minutes as demonstrated for
the DeepDB system and thus leaves a potential for optimizations. Of
particular interest could again be initial work on pretrained models for
cardinality estimation [102] that allows to efficiently obtain a represen-
tation of the data distribution of a single table that can afterwards be
used to predict selectivities. An additional direction could be to com-
bine more traditional approaches (e.g., synopsis such as histograms)
with ML to obtain both efficient to construct and accurate estimators.
For instance, such classical statistics could serve as a feature for ML-
based techniques. In these cases, the distinction between data-driven
learning and zero-shot learning is less clear since pretraining might
also play an important role.

Second, as of today data-driven models only support a subset of all
possible queries and are thus inferior to workload-driven models in
this regard. For instance, predicates including wildcards on strings,
nested queries or acyclic joins are typically not directly supported.
While we could fall back to more traditional techniques for queries that
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come with such predicates, broader coverage of data-driven models
would enable a broader set of workloads to benefit and also justify the
cost of creating the models in the first place.

6.2.3 Robustness and Debuggability

Finally, it is crucial for database developers and vendors to have a cer-
tain robustness and debuggability in case the learned component does
not behave as expected. Specifically, the derived components should
also provide a sufficient and predictable performance for previously
unseen data and workload characteristics. Moreover, in cases where
problems occur, it should be possible for developers to reason about
the learned component to eventually stabilize the system.

This is challenging to achieve with state-of-the-art learned com-
ponents since these rely on ML models, in particular in many cases
DNNs, which are black boxes and often do not enable a closer inspec-
tion of the inner workings of the models. While explainable ML [19]
has seen some progress in recent years, it is still hard to reason why
a particular model output came to be. We believe that there are two
main strategies to alleviate this problem.

First, a major design question is what parts of the learned compo-
nent have to be learned. In general, while an end-to-end formulation
is appealing since the model has more degrees of freedom to solve
the problem, it will be harder to reason about individual decisions.
For instance, for materialized view selection, we could formulate the
entire problem as a single RL problem solved by a single DNN. This
would make it very hard to explain why a particular materialized view
was preferred over another one. In contrast, we could also formulate
the problem as an optimization problem and only estimate the benefit
of a particular materialized view (i.e., how much the performance of
a single query can be improved) using a learned model. If an unex-
pected materialized view is selected in the end, we would be able to
inspect whether the benefit was overestimated or the optimization
problem was the root cause - for instance, due to a budget that did
not allow other materialized view candidates to be chosen.

Second, the class of ML models has a significant impact on the ex-
plainability and predictability of the learned component. For instance,
for linear models, it is straightforward to examine the impact of a
single feature on the model output and the behavior is less brittle
w.r.t. minor perturbations of the input. This robustness could be very
desirable for learned components. In contrast, while a DNN can po-
tentially achieve superior results, it is harder to reason about it and
more prone to unpredictable behavior. Hence, in the design of learned
database components, explainability, robustness and performance are
a tradeoff, where the choice of models can have a significant impact.
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Overall, we believe that the robustness and debuggability of learned
components is a particularly challenging research direction and at the
same time of high importance for practitioners.
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L E A R N I N G A PA RT I T I O N I N G A D V I S O R F O R C L O U D
D ATA B A S E S

abstract

Cloud vendors provide ready-to-use distributed DBMS solutions as a
service. While the provisioning of a DBMS is usually fully automated,
customers typically still have to make important design decisions
which were traditionally made by the database administrator such as
finding an optimal partitioning scheme for a given database schema
and workload. In this paper, we introduce a new learned partitioning
advisor based on Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) for OLAP-
style workloads. The main idea is that a DRL agent learns the cost
tradeoffs of different partitioning schemes and can thus automate the
partitioning decision. In the evaluation, we show that our advisor is
able to find non-trivial partitionings for a wide range of workloads
and outperforms more classical approaches for automated partitioning
design.
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7.1 introduction

motivation : Providing data solutions as a service is a growing
field in the cloud industry. Cloud platforms such as Amazon Web
Services or Microsoft Azure provide multiple ready-to-use scale-out
DBMS solutions for OLAP-style workloads as a service. Using these
services, customers can easily deploy a database, define their database
schema, upload their data and then query the database using a clus-
ter of machines. While the provisioning is usually fully automated,
many design decisions which were traditionally made by the database
administrator remain a manual effort. For example, in Azure’s Data
Warehouse but also in Amazon Redshift customers have to choose
a partitioning attribute of a table to split large tables horizontally
across multiple machines. Partitioning the database can dramatically
improve the performance of analytical workloads since data-intensive
SQL queries can be farmed out to multiple machines.

While partitioning a database in an optimal manner is a non-trivial
task it has a significant impact on the overall performance. For exam-
ple, analytical queries typically involve multiple joins over potentially
large tables. If two tables are co-partitioned on the join attributes they
can be joined locally on each node avoiding costly network transfers.
Deciding for complex schemata with many tables and possible join
paths which tables should be co-partitioned is a non-trivial task since
this not only depends on the schema but also other factors such as
table sizes, the query workload (i.e., which joins are actually important
and how often tables are joined), or hardware characteristics such as
network speed and of course the database implementation itself.

There exists already a larger body of work to automate the physical
design of distributed DBMSs including the data partitioning [3, 127,
145]. These advisors formalize the problem as an optimization problem
and thus rely on cost models to estimate the runtime of queries for
different partitionings. However, this approach is unsuitable for a
cloud providers: First, cloud providers typically allow customers to
deploy their DBMS solutions on various hardware platforms which
renders the problem of acquiring exact cost models a challenge on its
own. Secondly, even if the cost model is tuned for a given hardware
platform, optimizer cost estimates are still often notoriously inaccurate
[91] resulting in non-optimal partitioning designs if existing automated
design approaches are used as we show in our experiments.

contributions : In this paper, we propose a different route and
make the case to use Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) to realize a
cloud partitioning advisor as a service that can be used for internal
and external DBMS solutions. The advantage for DRL is that a DRL
agent learns by trial and error, and thus they do not rely on the
fact that an accurate cost model is available. Instead, by deploying
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different partitionings and observing query runtimes, they learn the
tradeoffs for varying workloads. Once trained, our learned advisor
can be queried to obtain a partitioning for the observed workload.

One could now argue that instead of learning a DRL agent, we
could simply learn a neural cost model that predicts the runtime for
different partitionings and then use an optimization procedure similar
to [127] to select a suitable partitioning. Recently, learned cost models
have also been used for query optimization [112] or cardinality esti-
mation [79]. The main reason why we use DRL for the partitioning
problem is that it inherently addresses the exploitation vs. exploration
tradeoff (i.e., it efficiently navigates the space of possible partitionings
instead of relying, for example, on naïve random sampling from the
space of possible solutions to collect training data). This is especially
important for learned cost models, where collecting training data can
be immensely expensive since a representative set of queries has to be
executed over a potentially large database. In our case, the high train-
ing costs are amplified since we need to run the same set of queries
over a representative set of different partitionings of the database
where repartitioning itself is a costly operation. The exploration/ex-
ploitation behavior of DRL thus helps us concentrating on “promising”
partitionings by exploitation and repartitioning intelligently if we ex-
plore (i.e., we try out promising partitions in the neighborhood first).
This general advantage of RL was exploited in the data management
community for similar problems as well [110, 192].

To summarize, we make the following contributions:

1. We first formalize a framework that translates the partitioning
problem to a DRL problem.

2. We present a two-step learning procedure to efficiently reduce
the training time of our DRL agent that first bootstraps a DRL
agent offline (with a simple network-centric cost model) and
then refines the agent online by actually running real workloads.

3. Moreover, we propose an extension that makes use of a commit-
tee of DRL agents to improve the adaptivity of our approach for
dynamic workloads. This also allows us to extend the advisor
using an incremental approach if new queries are added to the
workload or the database schema changes.

4. In our evaluation, we show that our approach can handle a vari-
ety of different database schemata and workloads. We also com-
pare our approach to classical optimization-based approaches
and show that our approach is able to find non-obvious solutions
that outperform classical optimization-based approaches even if
accurate cost estimates would be available.

outline : The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
First, in Section 7.2 we provide an overview of our approach to use
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DRL to learn a partitioning advisor. In Section 7.3, we formalize
the partitioning problem as a DRL problem before we introduce our
training procedures in Section 7.4. We then explain how to obtain
partitionings at inference time in Section 7.6, explain optimizations
for workload changes in Section 7.5 and present the results of our
experimental evaluation in Section 7.7. Finally, we conclude with
related work in Section 7.8 and a summary in Section 7.9.

7.2 overview

The basic idea of this paper is to train a Reinforcement Learning (RL)
agent for each cloud customer that learns the tradeoffs of using differ-
ent partitionings for a given database schema for different workloads.
Learning these tradeoffs is appealing since cost models are known to
be notoriously inaccurate [91] and would thus over- or underestimate
the benefits of certain partitionings. To this end, we propose to train
a DRL agent that learns the tradeoffs of using different partitionings
and thus can be used to suggest a partitioning for a given customer
workload. An overview of our approach is depicted in Figure 7.1.

In order to make use of our learned partitioning approach, the
customer only needs to provide the DBMS (schema and data) and a
sample workload that reflects the set of typical queries in a production
workload. Based on this information, we train a DRL agent in an
offline- and online phase (step 1 and 2). After training, the DRL
agent can then be used in the production DBMS to decide which
partitionings to deploy by monitoring the actual workload (observed
workload). Changes in the workload might then trigger the DRL agent
to suggest new partitionings that are more suited for a given workload
(without retraining the agent).

In the following, we describe the high-level design of our training
procedure for the DRL agent which is the core contribution of this
paper. A detailed discussion about the training procedure can be
found in Section 7.4. In general, DRL agents learn by interacting with
an environment by choosing actions and observing rewards which
they seek to maximize. In our setup, the environment is the DBMS
which the agent manipulates with actions that change the partitioning
of individual tables. During the training phase, the agent learns to
minimize the runtime of a given workload consisting of a mix of
representative queries. In the training phase, the agents thus learns
the effects of different partitionings on individual query latencies.

Naïvely, we could train the agent on the customer database directly
but this would require a high effort to collect the training data. For in-
stance, repartitioning a large database table can take several minutes to
complete. During the training phase the agent requires several of these
actions to learn the effects. We therefore separate the training process
into two phases: (1) offline and (2) online training. In the offline training
phase, the agent solely interacts with a “simulation” of the customer
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database. Since the network is typically the bottleneck of distributed
joins, we developed a simple yet generic cost model focused on the
network overhead required to answer a query given a certain parti-
tioning. In combination with the metadata (schema and table sizes)
about the customer database, we can estimate the query costs given a
partitioning in our simulation. These estimates are used as rewards for
the agent. Though not precise, this bootstraps the agent and enables it
to already find a reasonable partitioning given a production workload
(i.e., a mix of SQL queries). In our experiment, we show that a DRL
agent using this approach is already able to find partitionings that are
on par with traditional optimization-based partitioning advisors that
rely on DBMS internal cost models.

In an optional online training phase, the agent then does not just
interact with a simulation but with a real database. However, instead
of using the complete database we only use a sample of the data to
speed-up this step of the training phase. The benefit of this phase is
that it does not depend on the accuracy of our simple network-centric
cost model anymore. Instead, we can simply measure the runtimes
of queries on the sampled database to compute the rewards of the
agent. Consequently, the agent learns the effects of partitionings more
accurately.

Once the training is completed, we finally use the agent to make
actual partitioning decisions. As input, it requires a workload, i.e.
which queries were submitted in a certain time window. Based on
this workload, the agent suggests partitionings which we deploy on
the actual customer database. In many cases, the agent can be used
directly to suggest an optimized partitioning without any further
training. However, in case the database schema changes or completely
new classes of queries occur in a workload our advisor needs to be
retrained. In order to optimize for this case, we provide an incremental
training procedure that we discuss in Section 7.5.

7.3 partitioning as a drl problem

As discussed before, in this paper we use DRL to tackle the partition-
ing problem of databases. While DRL is typically used for sequential
decision making, it has successfully been applied to solve classical
combinatorial optimization problems [12, 78, 132] as well. The intu-
ition of this paper is similar since the partitioning problem is indeed
a combinatorial optimization problem. The main reason why RL has
proven to be beneficial when applied to optimization problems is that
it efficiently tackles the exploitation vs. exploration tradeoff (i.e., it
more efficiently navigates the space of possible solutions instead of
relying, for example, on naïve greedy search). This is especially impor-
tant in our domain where collecting training data can be extremely
expensive since a representative set of queries has to be executed over
a potentially large database. We now discuss the required background
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on Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) before we show how the
partitioning problem can be formulated as a DRL problem including
how we featurize the DBMS schema and a SQL workload.

7.3.1 Background on DRL

In Reinforcement Learning (RL), an agent interacts with an environ-
ment by choosing actions. Specifically, at each discrete time step t, the
agent observes a state st. By choosing an action a ∈ A, it transitions
to a new state st+1 and obtains a reward rt. Mathematically, this can
be modeled as Markov decision process. The way the agent picks the
actions depending on the state is called policy π. The goal of the agent
is to maximize the rewards over time. However, the greedy policy, i.e.
selecting the action with the highest immediate reward, might not be
the best strategy. Instead, the agent might select an action that enables
higher rewards in the future. Consequently, when selecting actions
the agent should always keep the long-term rewards in mind [164].

One approach to solving this problem is Q-learning. With the Q-
function, the expected discounted future rewards are approximated
as follows if we pick action a at state s:

Q(s, a) = E

(
∞

∑
t=0

rt(st, at)γ
t|s0 = s, a0 = a

)
.

In Q-learning, the rewards are discounted with a factor γ < 1 to
account for a higher degree of uncertainty for future states. The Q-
function is learned during training. Note that if the approximation
is good enough we can choose an optimal action for a state s as
argmaxa∈A Q(s, a).

During training we also have to select random actions such that
there is a tradeoff between exploration and exploitation what we have
learned so far. Usually, exploration is realized by picking a random
action with probability ε. This probability is decreased over time [164]
by multiplication with a factor called epsilon decay.

There are different ways of realizing the Q-function. For Deep Q-
learning [115] (or Deep Reinforcement Learning), a neural network
Qθ(s, a) with weights θ is used for the approximation. Having ob-
served a state st and an action at, the corresponding immediate re-
ward rt and the future state st+1 the network is updated via Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD) and the squared error loss

(rt + γ argmaxa∈A Q(st+1, at)−Q(st, at))
2.

The intuition is that the expected discounted future rewards when
selecting action at in step t should be the immediate reward rt to-
gether with the maximum expected discounted future rewards when
selecting the best action a in the next step t + 1 discounted by γ, i.e.
argmaxa∈A Q(st+1, at).
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lineorder
a11:lo_key 
a12:lo_custkey 
a13:lo_partkey 
 

part
a31:p_partkey 

customer
a21:c_custkey 

e1

e2

q1: SELECT * FROM customer c, lineorder l 
                     WHERE l.lo_custkey=c.c_custkey; 
q2: SELECT * FROM part p, lineorder l 
                     WHERE l.lo_partkey=p.p_partkey; 

(a) Database and Workload
Foreign-Key Edges:
Edge e1 for lo_custkey→ c_custkey: active
Edge e2 for lo_partkey→ c_partkey: inactive
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)
=
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)
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=
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)
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)
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q2 occurs twice as frequently as q1
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(
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)

(b) State Representation
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(c) Q-Network with Encoded State

Figure 7.2: State Representation of Simplified SSB Schema and Workload.
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7.3.2 Problem Modeling

In order to formulate the partitioning problem as a DRL problem we
model the database and the workload as state and possible changes
in the partitioning as actions. Rewards correspond to the gain in
performance for a given workload. During training, the agent thus
learns the impact of different partitionings on the workload. Figure 7.2
shows an example of our encoding for a simple database with three
tables and a workload with two queries.

partitioning state : The most important part of the state is to
model a partitioning for a given database. For simplicity, we assume
that only one partitioning scheme is used (e.g., hash-partitioning)
that horizontally splits a table into a fixed number of shards (which
is equal to the number of nodes in the database cluster). Moreover,
replicated tables are also copied to all nodes in the cluster. In fact,
these are the partitioning / replication options supported by the two
DBMSs we used in our evaluation. However, in general our approach
can easily be extended to more complex partitioning schemes as well.
Following the assumptions that a table Ti can either be replicated
or alternatively partitioned by one of its attributes ai1, ai2, . . . , ain, we
can encode the state as a binary vector using an one-hot encoding
s(Ti) =

(
ri, ai1, ai2, . . . , ain

)
, where ri encodes whether a table is repli-

cated and the remaining bits indicate whether an attribute is used for
partitioning. For instance, if the part table in Figure 7.2a is replicated,
its state vector is (r3, a31) = (1, 0) whereas the customer table is parti-
tioned by the attribute a21 and the resulting vector is (r2, a21) = (0, 1)
(as shown in in Figure 7.2b).

To reduce the exploration of sub-optimal partitionings, we further
extend the state representation making it explicit which tables are
co-partitioned, i.e., the partitioning attributes of the tables match their
join attributes. For instance, if the customer and lineorder table in
Figure 7.2 are partitioned by the attributes lo_custkey and c_custkey

respectively, we can join them locally on each node without shuffling.
To explicitly encode co-partitioning we introduce the concept of edges;
i.e., if an edge between a pair of join attributes air and ajs of the corre-
sponding tables Ti and Tj is activated, it guarantees co-partitioning.
For instance, since the edge e1 in Figure 7.2b is active the customer and
lineorder tables are co-partitioned. The fixed set of possible edges E
can easily be extracted from the given schema and workload (i.e., all
possible join paths). Since every edge can either be active or inactive,
the edge states can be represented as a fixed-size binary vector. To
represent the features for the partitioning of a database with multiple
tables as input for our Q-Network, we append the state vectors of all
tables. For instance, the edge vectors and individual table vectors of
Figure 7.2b are appended in Figure 7.2c and fed into the Q-network.
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Since this input is of fixed length, we are able to use a feed-forward
neural network to predict the Q-value.

workload state : Moreover, we need to model the workload
as part of the state since for the same database schema, different
workloads result in different partitioning strategies that should be
selected. Formally, a workload is a set of SQL queries Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn.
One way to model the workload is to encode each query using different
one hot encoded vectors, i.e., one vector for the set of tables, join
predicates, where conditions etc., similar to [79, 161]. However, this
modeling approach assumes that only queries of a typical pattern
occur (e.g., queries without nesting) and thus this approach is not
suited for our approach since a partitioning advisor should be trained
on arbitrary workloads where the query patterns are not known in
advance and complex queries involving nested queries and complex
predicate conditions appear.

Encoding nested queries with the featurization as proposed in [79,
161] would be in general possible but result in an overly complex en-
coding with many more input vectors and a neural network structure
which requires an extensive training. However, a more complex en-
coding is still only able to represent a fixed class of queries. Moreover,
more complex encodings typically require orders of magnitude more
training data.

We thus take a different route to featurize the workload based on the
observation that OLAP workloads are typically composed of complex
but recurring queries. We assume that a representative set of possible
queries qi in a workload of queries Q is known in advance which is not
uncommon in OLAP workloads. To encode a specific workload, we
use a vector where an entry encodes the current normalized frequency
fi of a query qi: s(Q) =

(
f1, . . . , fm

)
. That way, the input state can

represent different query mixes. For example, since the query q2 occurs
twice as often as the query q1 the frequency vector becomes (0.5, 1) in
Figure 7.2b.

Moreover, completely new queries can be supported in our state
encoding without the need to train a new DRL agent from scratch.
One case that we typically see in analytical workloads is that the same
query is used with different parameter values resulting in different
selectivities. In order to support this case, we bucketize queries into
classes with different selectivity ranges and use different entries in
s(Q); i.e., one for each bucket. That way, if a query is used with a new
set of parameter values, it is supported by finding the corresponding
entry in s(Q) and increasing the query frequency fi. For supporting
completely new SQL queries and not just new parameter values of
existing queries in the workload, we provide entries in s(Q) that are
initially set to 0 (i.e., no query of this type occurs in the workload) and
use those entries for new queries if they occur. We support this case in
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our approach by using a committee of DRL agents that we can extend
incrementally. As we show in our experiment in Section 7.7, the time
required for this is only a small fraction of the original training time.

actions : A small state space is essential to apply Q-learning be-
cause we have to compute the Q-values for all possible actions to
decide which action to execute in a state. We designed the actions to
affect at most the partitioning of a single table. More precisely, we
support two types of actions: (1) partitioning a table by an attribute
or (2) replicate a table. During training, the RL agent can only select
one of these actions at each step. This reduces the repartitioning costs
during training since similar partitionings are observed successively.

In addition, we provide an action for (de-)activating edges as a
short-cut to change the partitioning. Intuitively, activating an edge co-
partitions two tables while the de-activation of edges allows follow-up
actions to choose a new strategy (e.g., replication discussed above). It
is important that the set of edges to be activated is conflict-free. For
this, we solely allow to activate an edge if there are no two edges
which require a table Ti to be partitioned by different attributes air and
air′ . For example, edge e2 cannot be activated in Figure 7.2 because
e1 is already active. First, the conflicting edge e1 would have to be
deactivated.

An action a is encoded similarly to the partitioning and workload
state: we use appended one-hot encoded vectors to capture the in-
formation required for an action, i.e., the kind of action (replicate,
partition, (de-) activate an edge etc.), the affected table and attribute
as well as the (de-)activated edge. Both the state s and an action a
are then used as input for the neural network to predict the Q-value
Q(s, a).

rewards : The overall goal of the learned advisor is to find a
partitioning that minimizes the runtime for the workload mix (queries
and their frequencies) modeled as part of the input state. This objective
has to be minimized by the DRL agent and can be used as a reward.
Estimates of the simple network-centric cost model cm(P, qi) for the
queries qi given a partitioning P are used for the offline training and
actual runtimes cr(P, qi) for the online training. Since the DRL agents
seeks to maximize the reward, we use negative costs in the reward
definition resulting in r = −∑m

j=1 f jc(P, qj).
We decided to exclude the costs of repartitioning the database as

rewards into our learning procedure since we aim for setups where
we expect that repartitioning does not happen that often and can be
executed in the background especially for OLAP workloads and thus
does not have a negative effect on the actual workload execution. In
case repartitionings should be used more frequently, these cost should
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be included into the rewards to prefer repartitionings that can be
applied with less cost.

7.4 training procedure

In the following, we discuss the details of the offline and the online
phase of our DRL-based training procedure. At the end of this section,
we further discuss optimizations of our approach that allow us to
provide a higher accuracy for changing workloads (i.e., if the frequency
of queries change) and to incrementally add new unseen queries (and
tables).

7.4.1 Phase 1: Offline Training

For training a partitioning advisor, the DRL agent interacts with the
state reflecting the current partitioning by selecting different actions
and observing rewards as described before in Section 7.3. During
the offline training phase, the database partitioning is simulated and
the runtimes are estimated using our network-centric cost model
cm(P, qi) approximating computation and network transfer costs of
a given query qi for a partitioning strategy P. In particular, similar
to an optimizer the cost model enumerates different join orderings.
For each individual join in the plan, it estimates the optimal join
strategy (symmetric repartitioning join, symmetric repartitioning join,
broadcast single table or co-located join) and the resulting network
and computation costs. The sum of the costs is finally returned as cost
estimate for the query. In our experiments, we show that based on
this simple network-centric cost model, we can already train an DRL
agent that is able to suggest reasonable partitionings.

Using our simple network-centric cost model as well as the state/ac-
tion representation introduced before, we can train the DRL agent as
described in Algorithm 1. The training is divided into sequences of
states and actions of length tmax called episodes. The selected actions
change the partitioning used for the cost estimation cm(P, qi). Similar
to typical RL implementations, the DRL agent returns to the state s0 at
the end of every episode. To guarantee that the DRL agent can find a
suitable partitioning we have to make sure that it can reach any other
partitioning within tmax steps starting from the initial partitioning s0.
Since for every table we need just one action to partition it by any
attribute or to replicate it, any state can be reached within at most |T|
actions (where |T| denotes the number of tables in the schema). Hence,
we need to set tmax ≥ |T|. However, as tmax influences the training
time it is also a hyperparameter and can similarly be tuned.
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Algorithm 1 Offline Training
1: Randomly initialize Q-network Qθ

2: Randomly initialize target network Qθ′

3: for e in 0, 1, . . . , emax do . Episodes
4: Reset to state s0
5: for t in 0, 1, . . . , tmax do . Steps in Episode
6: Choose at = argmaxa Qθ(st+1, a) with

probability 1− ε, otherwise random action
7: Execute action at (i.e., simulate what the next

state st+1 and partitioning Pt+1 would be)
8: Compute reward with cost model cm:

rt = ∑m
j=1 f jcm(Pt+1, qj)

9: Store transition (st, at, rt, st+1) in B
10: Sample minibatch (si, ai, ri, si+1) from B
11: Train Q-network with SGD and loss

∑b
i=1(ri + γ argmaxa∈A Qθ′(si+1, a)−Qθ(si, ai))

2

12: Decrease ε
13: Update weights of target model: θ′ = (1− τ)θ′ + τθ

7.4.2 Phase 2: Online Training

In contrast to offline training, the idea of online training is to de-
ploy the partitionings Pi on a database cluster and measure the true
runtimes cr(Pi, qi) to compute the reward. However, the naïve ap-
proach is way too expensive to be used in practice. Imagine for exam-
ple that we need 1200 episodes for training each having tmax = 100
steps. Assume we have just a few queries and a small schema such
that the total workload takes around 20 minutes and the reparti-
tioning takes another 20 minutes on average. If we simply executed
every action, i.e., we repartition the tables and measure the work-
load runtimes on a cluster, we would end up with a runtime of
(20mins + 20mins) ∗ 1200 ∗ 100 ≈ 9years.

Therefore, online training is intended to (only) serve as refinement
in addition to offline training. This has no effect if we use the same
degree of exploration, i.e. if we choose random actions with the same
probabilities 1− ε. Note that ε is multiplied with a certain factor called
epsilon decay after every episode to decrease it over time. For online
training, we start with the ε value that we would reach after 600

episodes (i.e. half of the usual amount of episodes) in the offline phase.
This already significantly reduces the training costs as we will show in
our experiments. However, this does not suffice to effectively reduce
the time of the online phase in practice. We therefore use further
optimizations which aim to minimize the online training time of the
DRL agent as discussed next.

sampling : Instead of using all tuples of a database, we just use
a sample for every table. This speeds up both the runtime of the
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queries and the time needed to repartition or replicate any table. In
addition, we found it useful not to use the runtimes of a query cr(P, qi)

directly but to multiply this with a certain factor for every query. The
intuition is that some queries scale better than others on the full dataset.
Hence, runtime improvements of queries that scale better and thus also
run fast on the full dataset should weigh lower than improvements
of queries which are very slow on the full dataset. To this end, we
measure the runtimes of each query qi for the partitioning Poffline found
in the offline phase once for the full dataset cfull(Poffline, qi) and once for
the sample csample(Poffline, qi). Afterwards, we scale the costs for each

query qi with the corresponding factor Si =
cfull(Poffline,qi)

csample(Poffline,qi)
.

One question is how many tuples have to be sampled per table, i.e.
how the sampling rate is chosen. Higher sampling rates result in a
longer runtime of the online phase since both the query runtimes as
well the repartitioning times will increase. In contrast, smaller sam-
pling rates might lead to suboptimal partitionings. This can happen
if partitionings P′ have shorter weighted runtimes Sicsample(P′, qi) on
the sample than a superior partitioning P∗ for the full dataset. We
can account for these cases by selecting several partitionings P1, . . . , Pn

and measure their runtime both for the sample and for the full dataset.
If partitionings with shorter weighted runtimes on the sample also
lead to shorter runtimes on the full dataset size the sampling rate
is sufficient. If not, the sample size has to be increased. As a simple
heuristic one can empirically determine a threshold below which table
sizes should not fall below after sampling. This guarantees that tables
have a certain minimum size. If this threshold is large enough, optimal
partitionings on the samples will also be optimal on the full dataset
with high probability. A cloud provider could empirically determine
this threshold for every database and hardware setup.

query runtime caching : If the DRL agent visits two states si
and sj during training which have the same corresponding partition-
ing P, the runtimes do not have to be measured twice. Hence, we
can cache query runtimes to faster compute recurring reward values.
Additionally, if the partitionings of the states si and sj differ only for a
certain set of tables {Ti1, Ti2, . . . , Tin} we only have to measure the run-
times of queries qi that contain at least one of these tables. In particular,
the runtime of every query qi containing the tables {Ti1, Ti2, . . . , Tin}
depends only on the states of these tables, i.e. s(Ti1), s(Ti2), . . . , s(Tin).
Hence, for every query we can maintain a table containing the differ-
ent state combinations s(Ti1), s(Ti2), . . . , s(Tin) and the runtime of the
query on the sample dataset. In summary, when visiting a new state
we examine the state of every table s(Ti); i.e. whether it is replicated
or hash-partitioned by a certain attribute, and run only the queries qi
for which we do not have a runtime entry for the state combination of
relevant tables s(Ti1), s(Ti2), . . . , s(Tin).
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lazy repartitioning : The approach of lazy repartitioning is to
keep track of the partitioning deployed on the database Pactual and the
partitioning Pt of the state st the agent is currently at. Every time the
agent chooses an action and we reach a new state we first check which
queries {qj1, . . . , qjn} have to be executed on the database. Especially
in later phases of training this will be significantly fewer queries than
the full set Q since many runtimes will be in the Query Runtime
Cache. For this set we determine the set of tables {Ti1, . . . , Tim} which
are contained in these queries. Only if Pactual and Pt do not match for
one of the tables, we actually repartition the table.

timeouts : The idea of this optimization is that a partitioning
where a single query exceeds a certain time limit cannot be optimal.
Hence, we can safely abort the query execution and move on with
training. Recall that the reward for a partitioning P for online training
is defined to be r = −∑m

j=1 f jSjcsample(P, qj). We can similarly compute
the (online) reward roffline of the partitioning Poffline found in the offline
phase. If a query qi takes longer than −roffline/(Si · fi) we can safely
abort it since the corresponding partitioning will definitely result in a
lower reward. If we are aware of a partitioning with an even higher
reward r′, the timeout can further be reduced to −r′/(Si · fi).

7.5 optimizations for workload changes

In the following, we discuss two enhancements for training the parti-
tioning advisor: (1) using a committee of experts rather than a single
agent to further increase the capacity for workloads with many tables
and queries, (2) using incremental training to adjust a learned advisor
if new queries occur in the workload.

committee of experts : The main goal of our approach is to
train a DRL agent just once such that it generalizes over different
workload mixes (i.e., different query frequencies). If the workload mix
changes, we want to use inference of the trained DRL agent and obtain
a new partitioning that works better for the new workload mix.

A more advanced approach enabling more accurate results for a
wide variety of workloads (i.e., large query sets) is not to train only
a single RL agent to suggest partitionings for all possible frequency
vectors but to use several expert models for subsets of all possible
workload mixes. Using more models allows experts to specialize on
certain aspects of the problem and moreover increases the overall
capacity of the model. The related ensemble approach is a common
optimization in machine learning to optimize the model performance.
The question is how the workload space can be partitioned efficiently
into different expert models. In the following, we explain our approach
called DRL subspace experts.
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The main idea of DRL subspace experts is to first obtain so called
reference partitionings P̃1, · · · P̃n which are optimized for certain work-
loads. To find these, we use the inference procedure of the naïve model
(i.e., the RL agent which was trained for the whole workload space)
and ask this agent for the optimal partitioning using m frequency vec-
tors where one query qi is over-represented: f1, . . . , fi−1, fi, fi+1, . . . , fm

with f j = flow for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i− 1, i + 1, . . . , m} and fi = fhigh. The
main intuition is that individual queries might favor opposing par-
titioning strategies that we aim to simulate by “extreme” frequency
vectors. Since many queries share the same reference partitioning, the
number of distinct partitionings n is much smaller than the number
of queries m (i.e., n << m). The distinct partitionings resulting from
this step is the set of reference partitionings P̃1, · · · P̃n.

For example, for a given workload with 10 queries we would sample
10 frequency vectors each representing a workload were one query
is over-represented. We then use these to obtain the reference par-
titionings from a naïve model with only one agent. Based on these
10 frequency vectors, we might end up having just three different
reference partitions P̃1, P̃2 and P̃3.

Once we determined the reference partitionings, we can separate
the workload space, i.e. the set of different frequency vectors. We say
that a frequency vector ( f1, . . . , fm) belongs to the frequency subspace
of one of these reference partitionings P̃i if

P̃i = argmaxP̃∈{P̃1,···P̃n}−
m

∑
j=1

f jSjcsample(P̃, qj),

i.e., if the reward of the naïve RL agent is the maximum among
P̃1, · · · P̃n for this frequency vector. Afterwards, we then train one
DRL agent for each of these subspaces. The resulting DRL agents
can be considered experts for their frequency subspace. For each of
the frequency subspaces the training is similar to training the DRL
agent for the naïve approach. The only difference is that the DRL
agents are only trained for frequencies of their dedicated subspace.
One problem is how to sample more frequency vectors from the same
subspace. To obtain frequency vectors for different subspaces, we
sample frequencies uniformly and assign each frequency vector to the
DRL agent for the respective reference partitioning P̃i.

An important aspect is that the training of these subspace expert
models does typically not require any actual execution of queries on
the database cluster since we can reuse query runtimes in the Query
Runtime Cache of the naïve approach. When training the subspace
expert models, however, we might encounter partitionings that were
not seen when training the naïve model. For these cases, we have
no entries in the Query Runtime Cache and the queries need to be
actually executed. However, these cases are rare since the naïve agent
visits all optimal or near-optimal partitionings with high probabilities
already.
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incremental training : A final interesting aspect of our online
approach is that we can easily support new queries by incremental
training. The main idea is that if new queries are added to a workload,
we do not have to train a new model from scratch. Instead, we add
new inputs representing the query frequencies to the input state of the
naïve model and retrain it only with frequency vectors that include the
new queries. Again, the Query Runtime Cache can be reused and we
only require actual runtimes for the new queries. Afterwards the naïve
model can be used again to obtain the new reference partitionings.
Only if a new reference partitioning is found, we have to train a new
expert agent for that subspace. Otherwise, it is sufficient to refine the
existing subspace experts with the cached query runtimes.

7.6 model inference

Having trained the learned partitioning advisor, we now describe how
it can be used to suggest a partitioning. This can either be the case
if an initial partitioning of the database should be suggested or the
workload changes. We first assume that only one DRL agent is trained
before we explain how the inference works if a committee of experts
is used.

inference with one drl agent : We assume that a frequency
vector is given that represents the current workload mix. The intuition
is to fully exploit the knowledge of the trained agent by always select-
ing the partitioning action with maximum expected future rewards,
i.e. the highest Q-value.

When applying the inference procedure, we always start with the
same initial state s0 also used during training. From the initial state
s0, we iteratively choose the action that maximizes the Q-function,
i.e., at = argmaxa Qθ(st+1, a). For this, we enumerate all possible
actions in that state and evaluate the neural network for each action.
Since we designed the action space to be small, this is very efficient.
Every time we choose an action, this changes the state s and thus the
partitioning. Note that we do not have to deploy every state in this
sequence. Instead, we use the same simulation that is also used in the
offline phase. Consequently, we execute tmax actions and thus obtain a
sequence of actions (s0, a0, r0, s1, . . . , stmax , atmax , rtmax). Afterwards, we
do not simply suggest the partitioning represented by the last state
stmax , since the DRL agent tends to oscillate around the best partitioning
P∗ (i.e, the partitioning with the highest reward is not necessarily
represented by the last state). Instead, we identify the state st in the
sequence above with a maximum reward and return the corresponding
partitioning P∗.

inference with a committee of drl agents : If we want to
obtain a new partitioning when a committee of experts was trained,
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we first determine which subspace P̃i of the frequency space the
vector belongs to: P̃i = argmaxP̃∈{P̃1,···P̃n} −∑m

j=1 f jSjcsample(P̃, qj). The
DRL agent is selected by choosing the DRL agent for the reference
partitioning with the lowest estimated runtime (which is the same
procedure we use when training the expert models). Afterwards, we
use the inference procedure discussed before with the corresponding
expert model for P̃i.

7.7 experimental evaluation

In the following, we evaluate the benefits of using learned partitioning
advisors for databases with schemas of varying complexity. We study
the following aspects of our approach:

1. Performance after Offline Training. In the first experiment (Sec-
tion 7.7.2), we validate that DRL agents that are trained purely
offline find partitionings outperforming typical heuristics and
are competitive with those found by state-of-the-art partitioning
advisors.

2. Improvement due to Online Training. Furthermore, if addition-
ally trained online, the DRL agent clearly outperforms state-
of-the-art systems and finds non-obvious partitionings with su-
perior runtime as we demonstrate in our second experiment
(Section 7.7.3). We moreover study the isolated runtime savings
of our suggested optimizations of the online phase.

3. Adaptivity to Data and Workload. Another benefit of our ap-
proach is the flexibility w.r.t. changes in the workload (Section
7.7.4). Hence, in the third experiment we first show that the com-
mittee of experts can suggest partitionings that improve over the
naïve model for changing workloads. Furthermore, we examine
the additional training time required if new queries are added
to a workload and the effect of database updates.

4. Other Learned Approaches. We empirically validate that using
DRL for the partitioning problem is superior to learning a neu-
ral cost model (Section 7.7.5) which is minimized for a given
workload to find suitable partitionings.

5. Adaptivity to Hardware Characteristics. Finally, in the last ex-
periment (Section 7.7.6) we show that our agent can also adapt
to changes in the deployment (i.e., if hardware characteristics
change) which is not trivial with existing approaches.

7.7.1 Workloads, Setup and Baselines

For the experiments, we used different databases and workloads that
we explain in the following. Moreover, we also discuss the learning
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Parameter Value

Learning Rate 5 · 10−4

τ (Target network update) 10−3

Optimizer Adam

Experience Replay Buffer Size 10000

Batch Size for Experience Replay 32

Epsilon Decay 0.997

tmax (Max Stepsize) 100

Episodes 600/1200

Network Layout 128-64

γ (Reward Discount) 0.99

Table 7.1: Hyperparameters used for DRL training.

setup that we used for training the partitioning advisors as well as the
baselines.

data and workloads : We evaluated the partitioning advisor on
three different database schemas and workloads varying in complexity:
(1) As the simplest case, we used the Star Schema Benchmark (SSB)
and its workload [129]. SSB is based on TPC-H and re-organizes the
database in a pure star schema with 5 tables (1 fact and 4 dimension
tables) and 13 queries. (2) The second database and workload we used
was TPC-DS [168]. TPC-DS comes with a much more complex schema
of 24 tables (7 fact and 17 dimensions tables) and 99 queries (including
complex nested queries). For Postgres-XL, which is one of the systems
used in the evaluation, only 60 of the 99 queries could be executed
due to restrictions in which queries it supports. (3) In cloud data
warehouses such as Amazon Redshift, customers are not required to
use a star schema but can design an arbitrary schema for their database.
To test how well our learned advisor can cope with more complex
schemata which are not based on a star-schema, we additionally
used the TPC-CH benchmark [47], which is the combination of the
schema of the TPC-C benchmark with analytical queries of the TPC-
H schema (adopted for the TPC-C schema). Originally, the TPC-CH
benchmark combines analytical queries and transactions in a mixed
workload. For the purpose of this paper, we only used the analytical
queries to represent the workload in our evaluation. Furthermore, in
the standard version of TPC-CH all tables can be co-partitioned by
the warehouse-id. While our DRL agents also propose this solution
when using the original TPC-CH schema, we do not think that such a
trivial solution is realistic for many real-world schemata. Hence, we
further added complexity and decided to restrict possible partitionings
such that tables cannot be partitioned by warehouse-id only. For all
benchmarks (SSB, TPC-DS, and TPC-CH), we used the scaling factor
SF=100.
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setup : The partitionings for different analytical schemas were eval-
uated on two database systems. To show that our learned approach
is in general applicable to both disk-based and memory-based dis-
tributed databases, we used Postgres-XL 10R1.1 (a popular open-
source distributed disk-based database) [142] and System-X (a com-
mercial distributed in-memory database). For running the databases in
a distributed setup, we used CloudLab [28], a scientific infrastructure
for cloud computing research. For our experiments, we provisioned
clusters of different sizes ranging from 4 to 6 nodes. Each node was
configured to use 128GB of DDR4 main memory, two Intel Xeon Silver
4114 10-core CPUs and a 10Gbps interconnect. The partitioning advi-
sor is built using neural networks implemented in Keras. In particular,
the neural network to approximate the Q-functions used 2 hidden
layers with 128 and 64 neurons, respectively. We used the standard
ReLU activation function in every layer and a linear function for the
output (to represent the Q-value) which is a common combination for
DRL. An overview of all hyperparameters which we found to work
best for training can be seen in Table 7.1. The only hyperparameter we
changed for the different databases was the amount of episodes we
used to train the model. Since SSB has a significantly lower amount of
tables and queries we only trained the DRL agents for 600 episodes
instead of 1200 episodes for TPC-DS and TPC-CH.

baselines : Previous approaches typically use the optimizer cost
estimates or heuristics to optimize the partitioning design [3, 127, 145].
We additionally compared the partitionings found by our approaches
to heuristics that are typically used by a database administrator [191].
For both simple and more complex star schemata (SSB and TPC-DS)
this means that usually fact tables are co-partitioned with either the
most frequently joined dimension table (Heuristic (a)) or the largest
dimension table (Heuristic (b)). For the more complex schema TPC-CH,
we either naïvely replicated small tables and partitioned larger tables
by primary key (Heuristic (a)) or greedily co-partitioned the largest
pairs of tables while still replicating smaller tables (Heuristic (b)).

Automated partition designers [3, 127, 145] usually make use of the
optimizer cost estimates, i.e. they enumerate different physical designs,
let the optimizer estimate the costs for all queries in the workload and
choose the partitioning candidate with minimal costs. While several
optimizations exist that make the integration of the optimization and
the database cost estimation tighter (e.g., Nehme et al. [127] make
use of the MEMO data structure in Microsoft SQL server), they still
suggest the partitioning with minimal query optimizer cost estimates.
As a second baseline, we thus implemented a similar optimization
algorithm enumerating candidate solutions and minimizing the opti-
mizer cost estimates for Postgres-XL. However, for System-X this was
not possible because the optimizer cost estimates are not accessible.
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Figure 7.3: Offline RL vs. Baselines.

Cloud providers offering multiple commercial DBMS systems face
similar problems and thus this approach is not available for System-X.

7.7.2 Exp. 1: Offline Training

For each database mentioned before in the setup, we trained a dedi-
cated DRL agent with offline training, i.e. using our simple network-
centric cost model. We report the averaged total runtime of all queries
for five runs for the partitionings suggested by our advisor and the
baselines in Figure 7.3.

results for ssb : For the SSB benchmark, the two heuristics co-
partition the fact table with either the most frequently joined dimen-
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Figure 7.4: Online RL vs. Baselines.

sion table (Date) or the largest dimension table (Customer). The opti-
mizer predicts minimal costs when partitioning the lineorder table by
primary key and replicating all dimension tables. Our learned advisor
also suggests to co-partition the fact table with the largest dimension
table for Postgres-XL (same as Heuristic (b)). For System-X our learned
advisor additionally suggests to partition the Part dimension table by
its primary key leading to a minimal runtime improvement.

results for tpc-ds : For TPC-DS, which is a more complex
schema composed of several fact tables with shared dimensions, the
DRL agents finds superior solutions that are non-obvious. Here, the
improvements are more significant reducing the runtime over Heuris-
tic (a) by approximately 50%. For both Postgres-XL and System-X, the
DRL agents propose to co-partition the fact tables with a medium-
sized dimension table, i.e. Item. This has the advantage that local
joins are possible if two fact tables are joined, e.g. the fact tables for
StoreSales and StoreReturns. Moreover, for System-X the Customer

table is co-partitioned with the CustomerAddress table allowing local
joins. In contrast, the partitioning with the minimal optimizer costs
for Postgres-XL leads to a suboptimal partitioning. This is due to the
high query complexity resulting in erroneous cost estimates.

results for tpc-ch : As discussed before, TPC-CH uses a sig-
nificantly more complex schema than SSB and TPC-DS since it is
not similar to a star schema. While Heuristic (b) has better runtimes
than Heuristic (a) on Postgres-XL, Heuristic (a) outperforms Heuris-
tic (b) on System-X. This counter-intuitive result is due to the fact that
partitioning a table by district-id (as Heuristic (b) does) results in
skewed partition sizes in System-X. Compared to the two heuristics,
the DRL-agent proposes improved partitionings. For Postgres-XL it
proposes to co-partition the Customer, Order, NewOrder and addition-
ally the Orderline table by district-id but to replicate the Stock

table. This avoids that Orderline has to be shuffled over the network
for a join. For System-X, the DRL agent additionally partitioned the
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Optimizations Training Time Speedup

None 4621h -

+ Runtime Cache 1160.4h 4.0

+ Lazy Repartitioning 60h 19.3

+ Timeouts 33.4h 1.8

+ Offline Phase 13.3h 2.5

Table 7.2: Training Time Reduction of Optimizations.

Stock table but also used a compound key combining warehouse-id

and district-id to mitigate the skew (which was reflected in the
simple network-centric cost model).

7.7.3 Exp. 2: Online Training

In this experiment we evaluate whether DRL agents trained online are
superior over purely offline-trained agents. We focus on the most com-
plex schema, i.e. TPC-CH, and Postgres-XL to analyze the additional
online phase that leverages actual runtimes instead of cost estimates.
For the online training we refine the DRL agent that was already
bootstrapped with our simple network-centric cost model offline.

The runtime of the benchmark queries using the suggested par-
titionings on the full TPC-CH database are shown in Figure 7.4a.
The partitioning suggested by the online-trained agent is 20% su-
perior to the partitioning of the offline-trained agent. The online-
trained DRL agent suggests a new partitioning where the NewOrder,
Order and Orderline table are co-partitioned by Order-Id and the
Customer table is replicated in addition. Interestingly, this partitioning
has higher costs according to our simple network-centric cost model.
However, the online phase is not affected by the inaccuracy of our
simple network-centric cost model and was thus able to improve over
the offline-trained agent.

If executed naïvely, the online training phase is time-consuming.
We thus want to examine the effect of different optimizations. For
this experiment, we were only running the training with all optimiza-
tions (except timeouts) activated. By keeping track of the queries that
would be executed twice without Runtime Caching, as well as how
often a table would be repartitioned without Lazy Repartitioning and
how much time could be saved with a particular Timeout, we could
determine the savings of the optimizations. As we can see in Table 7.2
every optimization significantly reduces the runtime and the largest
improvement can be obtained with Lazy Repartitioning. The last opti-
mization compares the training time of an agent that was bootstrapped
in an offline phase with a randomly initialized agent.

The online-phase with all optimizations and for a model that was
bootstrapped offline took 13.3 hours. We believe that a training time
of several hours is acceptable since the model has to be trained only
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once for different workload mixes and can afterwards be used as a
partitioning advisor if the workload changes (as we show in the next
experiment). Moreover, especially in cloud setups, we can easily clone
the instances. Hence, setting up a similar cluster to retrain the agent for
several hours to obtain a refined model should be feasible considering
that customers usually have one cluster provisioned all the time to do
analytics. The cloning is especially efficient for our setup since we do
not have to clone the entire data but only a sample of each table.

7.7.4 Exp. 3: Adaptivity to Data & Workload

The following experiments validate the adaptivity of a DRL agent to
changing data and workloads. We first demonstrate that our approach
can still find optimal partitionings without additional training even if
the data and the mix of queries changes. Moreover, in a last experiment
we examine the additional training time required if completely new
queries are added to the workload.

exp. 3a : changing data : First, we evaluated how robust the
trained RL agent is if the data changes. In this experiment, we use
the TPC-CH schema as before and train the RL advisor on the full
database (100%). Afterwards, we update the DBMS and bulk load up
to 60 % of new data into the TPC-CH schema. We use the bulk update
procedure of TPC-H and transform the data to the TPC-CH schema
since our main focus is on warehousing and the TPC-CH benchmark
does not support bulk updates. Figure 7.4b shows the results of using
our online-trained RL advisor (without any retraining) compared to
all other baselines. The large deterioration of the “minimal optimizer”
baseline in the measurement is due to different query plans chosen
by the PGXL optimizer after updates are applied. As we can see, the
partitioning found by the RL advisor constantly performs best even
for relatively large update rates of up to 60%. However, if the database
significantly changes, we need to retrain our advisor (which is not
needed in this experiment though). A helpful indicator to decide when
retraining is needed might be a change of the query plan. Moreover,
there exists a huge body of work in ML to detect drifts in training data
(which is related to this problem). Developing techniques to robustly
detect when to retrain is an interesting avenue for future work though.

exp. 3b : changing workload mix : In this experiment we show
that our learned advisor finds optimal partitionings for different query
mixes. To this end, we trained an DRL agent with the naïve approach
for different workload frequencies for the TPC-CH schema. Moreover,
we additionally trained a committee of experts for the subspace experts
approach as described in Section 7.5. In any case, the advisor only has
to be trained once and generalizes to different workloads as we will
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Figure 7.5: Best Partitioning found by Different Approaches for Varying
Workloads (higher is better).

show in this experiments. For the naïve model and the committee of
experts, we both used an online training phase on Postgres-XL. Note
that we can apply all optimizations for the online training as well.
Moreover, we can reuse the Query Runtime Cache of the previous
experiments if we train multiple experts.

After training both approaches, we report the percentage of correct
partitionings for two different workloads clusters in Figure 7.5. Each
cluster is a set of different frequency vectors (i.e., workload mixes):
for cluster A the frequencies were sampled uniformly and for cluster
B queries joining the Stock and the Item tables are more likely to
occur. If the partitioning found by either approach is best for the
respective cluster, we say that the approach has found the optimal
partitioning for this workload mix. We compare the naïve approach
and the subspace experts approach with two heuristics. Heuristic (a)
always chooses the optimal partitioning found after online training in
the previous Section. Heuristic (b) always chooses a partitioning where
the Stock and Item tables are co-partitioned. The results are given in
Figure 7.5. As we can see, the accuracy can significantly be improved
when using subspace experts outperforming all other approaches.
We conclude that is beneficial to divide the problem of finding an
optimal partitioning for a given workload into subproblems which
are then solved by the dedicated expert model. This is due to the well
known technique of using ensembles of ML models to improve the
performance.

exp. 3c : new queries : In our formulation of the problem we
decided not to encode the complex nested queries typically occur-
ring in OLAP-workloads to avoid an overly complex neural network
architecture requiring too much training data. Instead, we represent
the workload as frequencies of a representative set of queries. Once
trained, our learned partitioning advisor can suggest partitionings for
any of those workloads. However, if completely new queries occur
that have a significant impact on the workload runtime and do not
have a similar query in the set of representative queries we need incre-
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Figure 7.6: Training Time of Additional Training (relative to Full Retraining)

with 25% and 75% Quantiles.

mental training, i.e. we train the agent for workloads where these new
queries occur which is significantly faster than training a new agent
from scratch. In this experiment, we evaluate the additional training
overhead if such new queries are introduced. In particular, it proves
that additional training is much cheaper than training the agent from
scratch if new queries occur.

We again trained a committee of experts for TPC-CH on top of
Postgres-XL as the underlying database. However, in contrast to the
previous experiment, we first randomly removed a fraction of the
queries of the TPC-CH benchmark. We then retrained the advisor
for the additional queries and calculated, with the help of already
measured runtimes, how long such an additional training takes on
average if part of the workload is not known initially.

Figure 7.6 shows the time for incremental training relative to the
time required to train an DRL agent from scratch, depending on how
many additional TPC-CH queries were added after the initial training.
As we can see, the overhead of incremental training is much lower than
training a partitioning advisor from scratch. This is because, similar
to exploiting a bootstrapped DRL agent using the offline phase, we
can start with a lower ε-value in the incremental training of the new
naïve model resulting in fewer explorations. In addition, incremental
training can also make use of the Query Runtime Cache, which keeps
actual query execution to a minimum as many queries are already
known.

7.7.5 Exp. 4: Other Learned Approaches

An alternative to using RL is to learn an ML model to predict the
costs of a partitioning and use a classical optimization procedure to
select the best partitioning for a given workload. Recently, learned
cost models have been used for query optimization [112] or cardinality
estimation [79]. For instance, [112] iteratively choose optimal query
plans according to their neural cost model. In the following, we explain
how we implemented the neural cost model for partitioning.
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Figure 7.7: RL vs. Neural Baselines.

Similar to our offline phase, we first use an offline bootstrapping
step where the neural cost model is trained using runtime estimates
based on our simple network-centric cost model. We use 100k work-
load/partitioning pairs for the offline phase since this is equivalent
to the number of workload/partitioning pairs that our RL agent sees
in its offline phase. Afterwards, analogous to our online training, we
then run a workload mix on a real DBMS to improve the neural cost
model using actual runtimes.

For the online training, we use multiple iterations, where we reparti-
tion the database to minimize the current cost model in every iteration.
We then retrain the neural cost model with the runtimes collected
on the partitionings observed during the iteration and then start the
next iteration (i.e., sample a new workload and again minimize the
cost model). To be fair, we allow the same overall training time for
both approaches in the online phase (RL and the neural cost models)
and also enable all optimizations we also use for our RL agent (e.g.,
runtime caching etc.). To simulate a more exploration-driven variant
in contrast to the exploitation-driven variant above which selects the
best partitioning in each iteration, we also implemented a variant that
starts with a random partitioning in every iteration.

To show the efficiency we compare the runtime of the partitioning
schemes suggested by the online-trained neural cost models, our
online-trained RL agent and the RL agent that was only trained offline.
In this experiment, we use the same workload (i.e., TPC-CH) as in Exp.
2. As a result, we can see in Figure 7.7a that the online-trained neural
cost models (i.e., both the exploitation- and the exploration-driven
variant) improve the offline-trained RL agent by only 6% while our
online-trained RL shows an improvement of 20% compared to the
offline-trained RL agent. Moreover, we also tested how well the neural
cost model generalizes to new (unseen) workloads by using the same
setup as in Exp. 3 where we sample new workloads uniformly. As we
can see in Figure 7.7b the online-trained neural cost model only finds
the optimal partitioning in 5% of the cases (vs. 91% for online-RL) for
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workload A and 7% of the cases (vs. 82% for online-RL) for workload
B.

We investigated why the neural cost model approach does not
perform as well as our RL agent in both experiments above. The
reason is that our RL agent observed three times as many different
partitionings as the learned cost model in the same training time. This
effectively means that our RL agent explores partitionings with a lower
average runtime and shows that the exploration/exploitation strategy
of our RL agent actually leads to a more efficient navigation through
the solution space.

7.7.6 Exp. 5: Adaptivity to Deployment

Another advantage of using an DRL agent as partitioning advisor is
that it can adapt the partitioning for different deployments which is
an important scenario for cloud providers that allow customers to
migrate their cluster to a new set of virtual machines with different
characteristics. For showing the adaptivity of our learned advisor,
we created a simple microbenchmark to empirically validate this. It
consists of three relations A, B and C where A is a fact table and B

and C are dimension tables. The relation sizes are inspired by the
relation sizes of the Lineorder, Order and Partsupp table of the TPC-
H benchmark. The workload consists of just two queries joining the
fact table A with one of the dimension tables B or C with selectivities
between 2% and 5%.

In the optimal partitioning, table A and C have to be co-partitioned
because C is significantly larger than B. Depending on the network
bandwidth, however, it might be optimal to either partition or repli-
cate table B. For example, for a high-bandwidth network it might be
beneficial to partition B, say, on its primary key. When joined with
table A the scan of table B can be distributed among all cluster nodes (if
the table is partitioned) and the remaining tuples have to be shuffled
over the network. If table B, however, is replicated we do not have to
send tuples over the network for the join but the scan is also not dis-
tributed across nodes. Hence, the question whether or not partitioning
is beneficial depends on the speed of the network compared to the
scan speed of the table. As network costs are more significant if one
does not need costly disk accesses we decided to use System-X for the
evaluation which is an in-memory database.

To show the effect, we used two different hardware deployments
for System-X. One time, we used the usual 10 Gbps interconnect, one
time we only used 0.6 Gbps interconnects. This is also the bandwidth
offered for the basic deployment of Amazon Redshift. We trained one
DRL agent on the full dataset (approx. 100 GB) for the two hardware
deployments. In Figure 7.8 the effects of partitioning or replicating
table B can be seen for both the slow and the fast network. In the
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Figure 7.8: Adaptivity to Deployment.

Figure, we use the slowest approach of both as reference and show
the speed-up of the others (i.e., higher is better). As we can see, for
the slow network it is optimal to replicate table B, while for the fast
network it is better to partition it.

We repeated the experiment on less powerful hardware (nodes
with a 32-core AMD 7452 CPU and 128GB ECC Memory (8x 16 GB
3200MT/s RDIMMs)) in Figure 7.8b. In this case, the benefit of repli-
cating table B is less significant for the slow network since the scan
costs are more dominant. However, in all cases the DRL agent (after
retraining the model on the hardware setup) suggests the optimal
solution.

7.8 related work

partitioning for oltp and olap : Many approaches focus
on transactional workloads [25, 29, 45, 139, 143]. In general, these
approaches partition the data such that distributed transactions across
nodes occur less frequently. For example, SCHISM [29] defines a
graph consisting of tuples as nodes and transactions as edges and
uses a min-cut to partition the tuples. Pavlo et al. [139] developed an
alternative approach that is also capable of stored procedure routing
and replicated secondary indexes. Fetai et al. focus especially on cloud
environments [45].

For OLAP-workloads Eadon et al. [40] proposed REF-partitioning,
i.e., to co-partition chains of tables linked via foreign key relation-
ships. Since this technique can be exploited if a system supports
hash-partitioning by any attribute most partitioning advisors and also
our technique indirectly make use of REF-partitioning. Zamanian et
al. [191] extend this approach such that even more locality can be ob-
tained but at the cost of higher replication. For this, the database has
to support predicate-based reference partitioning. In contrast, [103]
iteratively improves the partitioning and relies on hyper-partitioning
and hyperjoins. However, these features are currently not supported
by Postgres-XL or System-X and could thus not be evaluated.
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automated database design : Automatic design advisors are
an active area of research [3, 127, 144, 145, 196]. However, many
of these approaches [145, 196] focus only on single-node systems
while only a few advisors for distributed databases are specialized
on partitioning design [3, 127, 145]. These approaches, however, rely
only on the cost model of the optimizer which is often inaccurate
[91]. As in query optimization, this can result in wrong decisions
[93] since the benefit of some query plans (partitionings) is over- or
underestimated. Different from these approaches we developed a
simple network-centric cost model and a dedicated online phase that
is able to cope with inaccuracies of the cost model.

Even worse, some databases do not provide access to the cost es-
timates of the query optimizer at all such as System-X in our exper-
iments. However, even databases offering cost estimates for query
plans might not be suited for automated cost-based partitioning de-
sign since they do not provide a what-if mode for partitioning, i.e. the
partitioning has to be actually deployed to obtain an estimate. This
was the motivation for us to develop a simple network-centric cost
model for partitionings to be used in the offline phase.

Another approach [144] optimizes both analytical and transactional
workloads by partially allocating already partitioned tables in an opti-
mal manner to minimize runtime or maximize throughput. Different
from this approach, which is only focusing on the allocation, in this
paper we provide a new solution to find a partitioning scheme which
is an orthogonal problem to data allocation. Furthermore, the paper
relies on an allocation heuristic which cannot take the actual execution
cost into account. Marcus et al. [111] fragment tables and decide on
replication and placement based on the how often they are queried.
This strategy results in a custom partitioning scheme that is not sup-
ported by many databases and hence inapplicable for an automatic
cloud partitioning advisor like ours. Moreover, it does not minimize
network costs by leveraging local joins.

Recently, many approaches suggest to use machine learning to
automate database administration and tuning [83, 138] and improve
internal database components like join ordering [85] or cardinality
estimation [79]. In particular, DRL [115, 156] was often used to tackle
data management problems. For example Li et al. [97] focus on the
scheduling problem for distributed stream data processing systems,
Durand et al. [38] optimize the physical table layout or Zhang et al.
[192] automate database configuration tuning. Different from those
papers, we focus on data partitioning in distributed databases which
was not yet considered.

7.9 conclusion and future work

In this paper, we introduced a new approach for learning a cloud
partitioning advisor based on DRL. The main idea is that a DRL agent
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learns its decisions based on experience by monitoring the rewards
for different workloads and partitioning schemes. The agent is first
bootstrapped using a simple network-centric cost model to make
the training phase more efficient and afterwards refined with actual
runtimes. In the evaluation, we showed that our approach is not only
able to find partitionings that outperform existing approaches for
automated partitioning design but that it can also adjust to different
workloads and new queries. In the future, we plan to combine our
approach with systems that predict future workloads to pro-actively
re-partition the database as well as to decide whether the costs for
repartitioning pay off in the long run.
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D B M S F I T T I N G : W H Y S H O U L D W E L E A R N W H AT
W E A L R E A D Y K N O W ?

abstract

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have successfully been used to replace
classical DBMS components such as indexes or query optimizers with
learned counterparts. However, commercial vendors are still hesitating
to put DNNs into their DBMS stack since these models not only lack
explainability but also have other significant downsides such as the
requirement for high amounts of training data resulting from the need
to learn all behavior from data.

In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to learn DBMS
components. Instead of relying on DNNs, we propose to leverage the
idea of differentiable programming to fit DBMS components instead
of learning their behavior from scratch. Differentiable programming is
a recent shift in machine learning away from the direction taken by
DNNs towards simpler models that take advantage of the problem
structure. In a case study we analyze and discuss how to fit a model
to estimate the cost of a query plan and present initial experimental
results that show the potential of our approach.
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Figure 8.1: A FITable DBMS - The idea is that the code base of a DBMS
consists of fittable code that allows a DBMS to adjust its behavior
to hardware and workload characteristics.

8.1 introduction

motivation Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have not only shown
to solve many complex problems such as image classification or ma-
chine translation, but are applied in many other domains, too. This is
also the case for DBMSs, where DNNs have been successfully used
not only for automatic database tuning [6, 192], but also to replace
existing components with learned counterparts such as learned cost
models [79, 161] as well as learned query optimizers [110, 112], learned
indexes [48, 84], and learned scheduling or query processing schemes
[105, 153].

The power of using DNNs results from the fact that DNNs repre-
sent heavily parameterized models that can approximate arbitrary
functions. However, the black-box nature makes DNNs hard to explain;
i.e., decisions of DNNs cannot really be inspected to understand how
the learned algorithm is accomplishing its goals. For example, in the
case of a learned cost model such as [161] that predicts the execution
costs for a given query plan using black-box DNNs, a database ad-
ministrator would not be able understand why the model produced a
certain cost estimate. This is very different from classical cost models
that estimate the costs of a plan by combining different factors such as
cost of data accesses as well as processing costs. While these models
are explainable and allow a database administrator to understand
the decisions of the model they are hard to tune and often provide
inaccurate estimates [91].

Moreover, explainability is not the only reason why commercial
vendors are hesitating to put DNNs into their DBMS stack[34]:

• First, DNNs are data-hungry since they have to learn even basic
system behavior (that might be well known by a DBMS devel-
oper) purely from training data. For example, when learning
a cost model, large training corpora are required which need
significant time and resources to be constructed since each query
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in the training corpora needs to be executed and the execution
time needs to be collected. Even worse, this is not a one-time
effort, since the same procedure needs to be repeated for every
new database that needs to be supported by the optimizer or
if the current database is not static (i.e., the schema or data is
changing).

• Second, it has been shown that DNNs are susceptible to small
changes in the input; i.e., already a small change for one input
feature can cause the DNN to produce erroneous predictions
with high confidence. This is an effect that has also been shown
by adversarial attacks. For DBMS, this problem cannot be ig-
nored since it shows the general lack of DNNs to generalize to
unseen input in a stable manner and to provide a robustness for
DBMS components.

• Third, DNNs are expensive to update. In DBMSs, a learned compo-
nent might need to be updated if the database or the workload
changes. However, updating a learned component often requires
collecting new training data and an expensive retraining of the
DNN. While this might be acceptable in some cases (e.g., the re-
training of a learned cost model might eventually be acceptable
since it can be done offline), retraining might be too expensive
for other components such as learned indexes that require online
updates [84] if the database is dynamically changing as for OLTP
workloads.

contributions In this paper, we propose a different route for
learned DBMSs to tackle the aforementioned issues of black-box based
approaches. Instead of relying on DNNs to replace classical DBMS
components, we propose to leverage the idea of differentiable pro-
gramming1 to implement FITable DBMSs. In a nutshell, differentiable
programming is a recent shift in machine learning, away from the
direction taken by DNNs that increasingly use heavily parameterized
models and towards simpler white-box models that take more advan-
tage of the problem structure [176]. Recently, differential programming
has been used successfully to fit models in domains such as computer
vision [98] to encode knowledge on how basic image processing prim-
itives (e.g., edge detectors) work or to learn a physics engine [9] where
differentiable functions encode the basic laws of physics that are then
fitted.

The main idea of FITable DBMSs goes in the same direction where
DBMS components (or parts) are implemented using differentiable
functions as shown in Figure 8.1: Similar to normal code, differentiable
functions implement logic inside a DBMS that already encodes the
basic behavior of a component, but unlike normal code these functions

1 https://www.facebook.com/yann.lecun/posts/10155003011462143

https://www.facebook.com/yann.lecun/posts/10155003011462143
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Figure 8.2: Fitting a simple cost model for a scan operator to predict the
per-tuple access cost - The example shows how the piecewise
linear function can be fitted based on training data by learning
the slope and intercept of each segment. For fitting we can use a
gradient-based optimization method such as gradient descent.

in addition contain learnable parameters that allow to fit their behavior
to a concrete workload and hardware. For example, query optimizers
need to be able to estimate the physical cost (i.e., the total execution
time) of query plans. Here, fittable functions could be used to describe
the basic shape of cost functions for operators that could then be fitted
to the behavior of the underlying hardware. While cost functions are a
natural candidate for fitting, we believe that other components inside
a DBMS such as data structures or execution strategies can benefit
from fitting as we will discuss later.

FITable DBMSs are thus different from current approaches for
learned DBMS components that purely rely on DNNs [83], since
the behavior of a fittable component does not need to be learned from
scratch. As a result, fittable functions not only need much less training
data compared to training a DNN (which captures the same behav-
ior) but also provide other benefits regarding the explainability and
generalization as we show later in this paper. Another direction that
is related to FITable DBMSs is the idea of synthesizing data structures
[73] from known building blocks such as lists, dense arrays, zone maps,
etc. to optimally support a given workload and hardware. Similar to
fitting DBMS components, synthesizing data structures also generates
explainable DBMS code. However, a major difference to fitting is that
while synthesizing only targets the design of data structures, fitting is
applicable to a broader set of DBMS components.

outline The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 8.2, we present our vision towards so called FITable DBMSs.
Afterwards, in Section 8.3 we show by a concrete use case how the
idea of fittable DBMS components could be used for cost estimation
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and present initial experimental results that show the benefits of our
approach. Finally, we conclude in Section 8.4.

8.2 vision : a fitable dbms

8.2.1 Basic Idea of Fitting

The vision of a FITable DBMSs is that DBMS components (or parts of
them) are implemented as differentiable functions that allow us to adapt
the behavior of the component to optimally support a concrete work-
load and hardware. For instance, a simplified cost model to estimate
the execution time of a scan operator in a main-memory DBMS can
be modelled as a differentiable function cost_scan_op as shown in
Listing 8.1. The main idea of this function is that the costs for read-
ing a tuple depend on the table size which can be represented by a
piece-wise linear function using two segments for tables that fit into
the cache and for those which spill out of the cache.

Listing 8.1: Fittable Function for Simple Cost Model

# table-size = size in Byte / no-tuples = number of tuple in table

def cost_scan_op(params, table_size, no_tuples):

# piecewise linear model

if table_size< params[’cache-size’]:

slope = params[’a_in’]

intercept = params[’b_in’]

cost_per_tuple = slope * table_size + intercept

else:

slope = params[’a_out’]

intercept = params[’b_out’]

cost_per_tuple = slope * table_size + intercept

return no_tuples * cost_per_tuple

The main benefit of fittable code is that it not only leverages the
domain knowledge of the developer (e.g., that the tuple-access cost can
be modelled as a piece-wise linear function in our example) but more
importantly that the concrete behavior can be fitted automatically to
the actual behavior.

The fittable part of the code is captured by parameters that can
be learned from concrete behavior. In our example, the learnable pa-
rameters are the slope (i.e., params[’a_in’] and params[’a_out’])
and intercept (i.e., params[’b_in’] and params[’b_out’]) of both seg-
ments. For fitting the cost model, the actual costs of running the scan
operator on different table sizes need to be collected. Since functions
are differentiable, normal gradient-based optimization can be used
to fit the parameters (i.e., minimize the error of the cost function) as
shown in Figure 8.2. Once the parameters are fitted they can be used
at runtime of a DBMS, just like fully specified source code.

The power of differentiable programming stems from the fact that
the database developer does not have to come up with the gradients
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herself. Instead, frameworks such as Autograd2 support automatic
differentiation [176] of ordinary code, which may contain all the
usual control structures, including loops, if statements, recursion,
and closures. In our example, the code for the cost function in Listing
8.1 is implemented using a normal if-else control flow that can be
differentiated automatically.

Overall, fittable code in contrast to black-box DNN models thus
provides many advantages: First, fittable code is more data-efficient, i.e.
we require much less training data since the differentiable function
already defines the basic shape of a function that needs to be learned.
Furthermore, fitting a differentiable function does not always need
to rely on gradient-based methods that typically require multiple
passes over the training data. Instead, it can often be implemented
by computationally much simpler approaches that only require a
single pass [48]. Second, fittable functions typically generalize better
and are less susceptible to small changes in the input, since they
already define a reasonable behavior based on their shape. Finally,
fitted code is explainable and debuggable. If the behavior is unexpected,
the developer can debug the DBMS code (as usual) since the general
code structure reflecting the domain knowledge is still interpretable
and remains unchanged.

8.2.2 The Bigger Picture

There are many different directions the research community can inves-
tigate how fitting can be used to adapt DBMS components to a given
hardware and workload. In the following, we discuss several DBMS
components that are candidates for fitting but also propose directions
regarding the general learning setup.

analytical models In general, ideal candidates for fitting are
DBMS components where (parametrizable) analytical models already
exist. For example, transaction scheduling relies on models for conflict
probability. While recent papers aim to learn the conflict probabil-
ity using end-to-end ML models [153] there already exist analytical
models [13] that define the conflict probability based on number of
concurrent transactions, the database size, etc. However, these models
typically rely on parameters that reflect the latency of lock requests as
well as reads/writes. Fitting could be used to learn these parameters
from the actual behavior of running these operations on a concrete
hardware. Other ideas for which analytical models exist that can be
fitted are software-prefetching or caching strategies that all rely on
similar parameters to predict access costs.

2 https://github.com/HIPS/autogradr
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data structures and algorithms While all the before-men-
tioned applications target the fitting of functions that model different
notions of analytical models used in DBMSs for query optimization
and scheduling (e.g., execution cost operations, conflict probability),
we believe that fitting can be used also for other data structures and al-
gorithms of a DBMS. For example, indexes such as B-trees can be seen
as a function that predict the position of a key in a sorted array. While
existing papers [84] use black-box DNNs to approximate this mapping
function, in [48] we already showed that the idea of fittable white-box
functions can be used to learn the mapping. Similar ideas for fitting
that learn the data distribution can be used for learning algorithms of
database operators such as sorting which is again in contrast to [83]
which proposes to use black-box DNNs also for learning algorithms.

end-to-end learning Another interesting route that needs to
be explored is how more complex models can be fitted end-to-end
when using white-box fittable functions. End-to-end learning is typi-
cally seen as a major advantage of black-box DNNs which can com-
bine several layers (e.g., fully-connected vs. convolutional) to capture
complex behaviors. Differentiable programming makes the composi-
tion of complex models and end-to-end training also applicable for
white-box models. The main idea is that similar to DNNS, white-box
functions can also be combined into more complex models and auto-
differentiation can then be applied to fit the composed models directly.
For example, we will show later in this paper how a cost model to
estimate the query execution cost of a complete plan is composed
of cost models for individual operators that can be fitted end-to-end
based on the monitored execution time of complete query plans.

grey-box learning Finally, while fittable (i.e. white-box) func-
tions provide many advantages over black-box DNNs, we still think
that there is a need to combine both. The combination enables a DBMS
to learn parts of components where the behavior can not easily be
modeled as a fittable function or where the behavior is not known in
advance. For example, it is hard to define fittable functions for cost
models of operations that are allowed to call user-defined functions,
since the complexity of the user-defined code can vary significantly.
In this case, a normal DNN can be used to estimate the cost of the
user-defined operation and still be combined with the fitted parts
of the optimizer. Since fittable functions as well as DNNs are both
differentiable, the composed model is still differentiable (due to the
chain rule) and can be trained end-to-end.

8.3 case study : a fittable cost model

In this section, we discuss the potentials of fitting by presenting a
case study with a fittable cost model. In the following, we first dis-
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hash tables HTS and HTT , created by the other two pipelines. The
cost models for each pipeline type are based on general features
of a pipeline, such as the size of the input table, tuple-width,
selectivity of operators etc.

cuss pitfalls of today’s approaches for cost models, before we discuss
how fitting can be applied to cost models to mitigate these issues.
Afterwards, we show initial experimental results of our fitted cost
model.

8.3.1 The Need for better Cost Models

Models that predict the execution cost of SQL queries are essential
components of DBMSs. Query optimizers are the most well-known
component that rely on cost models to choose between different alter-
native query plans based on cost estimations. However, this is not the
only component in a DBMS that relies on cost models. More recently,
papers have suggested to use cost models for self-driving databases
[104] that automate physical design choices.

Traditionally, cost models are handcrafted in a DBMS and thus
rely on detailed knowledge about the complexity of the underlying
algorithm and data structures. However, these models are typically
non-trivial to tune and often provide inaccurate estimates even when
using automatic calibration tools [91]. And this is not the only obstacle
of existing cost models. Other issues are that these models are also
hard to extend since a new model needs to be handcrafted for every
new operator implementation. Moreover, today’s models do not cover
complex operations that allow users to call user-defined functions.

Recent approaches thus suggest to learn cost models by using
DNNs instead of handcrafting them [161]. While these approaches
can estimate the execution costs more accurately even for complex
operations, they suffer from the general problems of using DNNs
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not only regarding high training cost but also explainability and
robustness of DNNs plus missing update capabilities, as discussed
before.

8.3.2 Fitting a Cost Model

In the following, we present a fittable cost model that combines (1) the
ability of differentiable programming to encode knowledge about the
general shape of cost functions for individual operators with (2) the
capabilities to capture important effects of the underlying hardware
by learning important parameters of the model by fitting. Figure 8.3
shows the basic idea of our fittable cost model.

The model is targeted towards DBMSs that execute SQL queries in a
pipelined manner, which is the case for most commercial DBMSs that
either implement a classical iterator model (for individual tuples or
blocks of tuples) or DBMSs that rely on pipeline-based code generation
for query execution, such as Hyper. In order to estimate the execution
time of complete query plans, the model estimates the costs of each
pipeline and then aggregates the cost to compute the total cost of that
query plan. The core components of our model are thus fitted cost
models that we use to estimate the costs of individual pipelines.

An important aspect is that a fitted cost model can be used to esti-
mate the execution costs for a wide variety of different instantiations
of the same type of pipeline; i.e., we learn the general behavior of a
pipeline type that can be applied to different tables, rather than learn-
ing a cost model for each particular instantiation of a pipeline over a
given table. For example, the cost model shown in Figure 8.3 (right-
hand-side) can be used to estimate the costs for both build-pipelines
that are executed over two different tables S and T by providing the
features of the pipeline as input to the model. In order to enable that
the same cost model can be used for different instantiations of the
same pipeline type, our cost models take general features of a pipeline
(such as the base table size, tuple-width, etc.) as input to estimate the
execution time.

The currently supported pipeline types in our cost model are shown
in Table 8.1 (as the first three rows). The cost model for each of these
pipeline types is composed of one or multiple differentiable functions
that capture the cost for each operator used in that pipeline. For ex-
ample, the cost model cbuild−pipe is composed of two differentiable
functions: one function cscan−op that captures the cost for a filter op-
erator and one function cbuildht−op that captures the cost of building
a hash table. The fittable cost models for the operators that we use
for the different pipeline types are shown in Table 8.1 (as the last four
rows).

Another aspect of our fittable cost model is that the cost models for
pipeline types, such as cbuild−pipe, define weights (e.g., w f and wb) that
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reflect the influence of a particular operator on the overall cost, when
executed in that pipeline. These parameters are fitted individually for
each pipeline type, since the same operator (when used in different
pipeline types) can have a different influence on the overall cost. For
example, the cost of materializing the output might be more dominant
in a scan-pipeline than in a probe-pipeline, where the overall cost is
dominated by random memory accesses resulting from probing into
the hash table(s).

Finally, for the actual fitting of the cost models of the different
pipeline types, we collect the actual runtime for a variety of pipeline
instances for a given hardware platform. We use this collected training
data for gradient-based optimization to fit the cost model and learn
the parameters of pipelines end-to-end, as indicated in Table 8.1. The
pipeline types we currently support already allow us to estimate the
execution time for a wide variety of query plans ranging from simple
query plans over a single table to complex query plans with multi-
way hash joins over multiple tables consisting of multiple build- and
probe-pipelines. In the future, we plan to extend the pipeline types to
cover also other operations such as aggregations.

8.3.3 Initial Results

In the following, we show the initial results of fitting our cost model
and compare the results also to recent learned cost models that purely
rely on DNNs [161]. The aim of our experiments is to show that (1)
white-box model can provide high accuracy for cost estimates, (2)
white-box models need less training data than black-box models and
(3) white-box models can generalize.

For the experiments, we implemented our fittable cost model based
on the Autograd3 framework in Python and a prototypical main-
memory based execution engine in C++ to run SQL queries to col-
lect training data. The code of our implementation is available open-
source4.

For running all experiments, we used a server with two Intel Gold
5120 Skylake CPUs (2.2 GHz, 19.25 MiB L3 cache) and 384GB of DDR4

RAM. For collecting training data, all SQL queries were executed
single-threaded inside our execution engine. We make use of the
Adam optimizer inside the Autograd framework for fitting our cost
model.

exp. 1 - accuracy of model In this experiment, we report the
accuracy of our fittable cost model to show their potential to provide
high quality estimates. To measure the quality of cost estimates in
this experiment, we use the q-error, which is the factor by which an

3 https://github.com/HIPS/autograd

4 https://github.com/DataManagementLab/cidr-cost-model/

https://github.com/HIPS/autograd
https://github.com/DataManagementLab/cidr-cost-model/
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(b) Estimated execution time

Figure 8.4: Exp. 1 - Real and estimated execution time for the scan-pipeline
type for table sizes larger than L3 cache. The plots show the real
and estimated execution time for the different tables sizes and
number of attributes used in the selection predicate. We see that
for one attribute in the selection predicate the tuple-access time
is much lower since the attribute to be evaluated fits into one L1

cache line. Our cost model for the scan-pipeline captures this by
using different segments in a piecewise-linear function for the
filter-op as discussed in Table 8.1 (last column).
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Name Median q-error 90th-percentile

scan-pipe 1.0148 1.0287

build-pipe 1.0355 1.0663

probe-pipe 1.0403 1.0735

Table 8.2: Q-error of different pipelines when trained on 100% of the training
data on all table sizes. We see that the median q-error for the
different pipelines is maximum 1.0403.

estimate differs from the real execution time. For example, if the real
execution time of a pipeline is 100ms, the estimates of 10ms or 1000ms
both have a q-error of 10. Using the ratio instead of an absolute or
quadratic error captures the intuition that for making optimization
decisions only relative differences matter.

For collecting training and testing data, we created tables of differ-
ent sizes (from 32 kB to 1.28 GB) with a varying tuple-width from 1

attribute (4 Byte) up to 16 attributes (64 Byte). For these tables we then
executed query plans (single table and join queries) composed of the
pipeline types supported by our cost model. In total, we thus collected
the execution time for 56, 730 pipeline instances, evenly spread across
the different pipeline types. Afterwards, we randomly split the data
into 90% for training and 10% for testing.

The q-error (median and 90th percentile) for all table sizes are shown
in Table 8.2. We can see that our fittable cost models can provide
accurate estimates for the different pipeline types with a median q-
error of less than 1.0403. While in this experiment, we used the full
training data, in the next experiment (Exp. 2) we see that already 5%
of the training data is enough to achieve a similarly low q-error for
our model. Additionally, compared to a black-box DNN, which we
also show in the next experiment, the q-error of our fitted cost model
is lower and requires less training data.

We also visualize the results of the estimated costs of our model and
the real execution times in Figure 8.4 to see that our model precisely
captures the tuple access cost.

exp. 2 - data efficiency of model In this experiment, we show
the data efficiency of our fittable cost model. For this experiment, we
use the same testing set as before but vary the size of the training data
used for fitting our model. Moreover, in order to show that our model
is more data efficient than a black-box model for cost estimation,
we implemented the approach suggested in [161] that uses a tree-
based DNN to estimate the cost of a query plan. A tree-based DNN
uses a separate DNN for each operator in a query plan that can be
stacked together and trained end-to-end. Our implementation of their
approach based on the Autograd framework is also available in our
open-source repository.

The results for learning the cost model for simple query plans on a
single table are shown in Figure 8.5. We can see that our white-box
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Figure 8.5: Exp. 2 - Data efficiency of our fittable cost model. This plot shows
the result for the scan-pipeline comparing the median q-error of
our model based (white-box) to a DNN-based model (black-box)
based on [161], when using only x% of the original training data.

model can already achieve a low q-error with only 5% of the training
data. In contrast, the black-box model requires much more training
data to achieve a low q-error even for these simple queries. More
interestingly, if we provide the full training data to the black-box
model, it is not able to reach the same accuracy that our white-box
model achieves with only 5% of the training data.

We also executed the same experiment for more complex query
plans that include joins over two tables. The results (which we do not
plot due to space restrictions in this paper) show a similar trend as for
the scan-pipeline only.

exp. 3 - generalizability of model Finally, in the last experi-
ment we show the capability of our cost model to generalize queries
over new tables. In order to show that our fitted cost model can gener-
alize to new unseen tables, we excluded tables sizes larger than 320MB
from the training data. For testing, we used tables of sizes that the
model had not seen before including table sizes that are in the range
of those the model had seen before (e.g., 256MB) as well as table sizes
larger than the model had seen (e.g. 512 and 1024MB). The results
for estimating the cost of the scan-pipeline is depicted in Figure 8.6
showing the real execution time as well as the estimated execution
time for these unseen tables.

As we can see, the model generalizes to these new tables. The
median q-error and 90th percentile are similar to the results of Exp. 2.
We do not show results of the black-box model that we used in Exp. 2

since this model cannot generalize to new unseen table sizes. The
reason is that tables in this model are encoded using one-hot vectors;
i.e., the model learns the cost estimation individually for a particular
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Figure 8.6: Exp. 3 - Generalizability of our fittable model to unseen tables.
Results show the real and estimated execution time for table
sizes of 256 MB, 512 MB, and 1 GB that have not been used in the
training set.

table rather than learning a cost model that is based on general features
such as table-sizes as we do.

8.4 conclusion

In this paper, we have presented our vision towards FITable DBMSs.
Based on our initial case study with a fitted cost model, we have
shown that fitting not only needs much less training data but also
generalizes, since the model itself captures the general shape of how
the cost of operators in a DBMS typically behave.

While cost modeling is a natural candidate for fitting, we believe
that fitting can be used for many other DBMS components. Further-
more, since differential programming enables end-to-end learning
by composing white-box and black box models, we believe that this
allows us to build holistic models that span across different DBMS
components; e.g., to combine a fittable model for caching with a fit-
table cost model for query optimization to enable better decisions in a
DBMS system.
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abstract

The typical approach for learned DBMS components is to capture
the behavior by running a representative set of queries and use the
observations to train a machine learning model. This workload-driven
approach, however, has two major downsides. First, collecting the
training data can be very expensive, since all queries need to be
executed on potentially large databases. Second, training data has
to be recollected when the workload or the database changes. To
overcome these limitations, we take a different route and propose
a new data-driven approach for learned DBMS components which
directly supports changes of the workload and data without the need
of retraining. Indeed, one may now expect that this comes at a price
of lower accuracy since workload-driven approaches can make use
of more information. However, this is not the case. The results of our
empirical evaluation demonstrate that our data-driven approach not
only provides better accuracy than state-of-the-art learned components
but also generalizes better to unseen queries.
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9.1 introduction

motivation Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have not only been
shown to solve many complex problems such as image classification or
machine translation, but are applied in many other domains, too. This
is also the case for DBMSs, where DNNs have successfully been used
to replace existing DBMS components with learned counterparts such
as learned cost models [79, 161] as well as learned query optimizers
[112], or even learned indexes [84] or query scheduling and query
processing schemes [105, 153].

The predominant approach for learned DBMS components is that
they capture the behavior of a component by running a representative
set of queries over a given database and use the observations to train
the model. For example, for learned cost models such as [79, 161]
different query plans need to be executed to collect the training data,
which captures the runtime (or cardinalities), to then learn a model
that can estimate costs for new query plans. This observation also
holds for the other approaches such as learned query optimizers or the
learned query processing schemes, which are also based on collected
training data that requires the execution of a representative workload.

A major obstacle of this workload-driven approach is that collecting
the training data is typically very expensive since many queries need to
be executed to gather enough training data. For example, approaches
like [79, 161] have shown that the runtime of hundreds of thousands of
query plans is needed for the model to provide a high accuracy. Still,
the training corpora often only cover a limited set of query patterns to
avoid even higher training costs. For example, in [79] the training data
covers only queries up to two joins (three tables) and filter predicates
with a limited number of attributes.

Moreover, the training data collection is not a one-time effort since
the same procedure needs to be repeated over and over if the work-
load changes or if the current database is not static and the data is
constantly being updated as it is typical for OLTP. Otherwise, without
collecting new training data and retraining the models for the char-
acteristics of the changing workload or data, the accuracies of these
models degrade with time.

contributions In this paper, we take a different route. Instead of
learning a model over the workload, we propose to learn a purely data-
driven model that captures the joint probability distribution of the
data and reflects important characteristics such as correlations across
attributes but also the data distribution of single attributes. Another
important difference to existing approaches is that our data-driven
approach supports direct updates; i.e., inserts, updates, and deletes
on the underlying database can be absorbed by the model without the
need to retrain the model.
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As a result, since our model captures information of the data it can
not only be used for one particular task but supports many different
tasks ranging from query answering, over cardinality estimation to
potential other more sophisticated tasks such as in-DBMS machine
learning inference. One could now think that this all comes at a
price and that the accuracy of our approach must be lower since the
workload-driven approaches get more information than a pure data-
driven approach. However, as we demonstrate in our experiments,
this is not the case. Our approach actually outperforms many state-of-
the-art workload-driven approaches and even generalizes better.

However, we do not argue that data-driven models are a silver bullet
to solve all possible tasks in a DBMS. Instead, we think that data-driven
models should be combined with workload-driven models when it
makes sense. For example, a workload-driven model for a learned
query optimizer might use the cardinally estimates of our model as
input features. This combination of data-driven and workload-driven
models provides an interesting avenue for future work but is beyond
the scope of this paper.

To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are:(1) We
developed a new class of deep probabilistic models over databases:
Relational Sum Product Networks (RSPNs), that can capture important
characteristics of a database. (2) To support different tasks, we devise
a probabilistic query compilation approach that translates incoming
database queries into probabilities and expectations for RSPNs. (3)
We implemented our data-driven approach in a prototypical DBMS
architecture, called DeepDB, and evaluated it against state-of-the-art
learned and non-learned approaches.

outline The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 9.2 we first present an overview of DeepDB and then discuss
details of our models and the query compilation in Sections 9.3 and 9.4.
Afterwards, we explain further extensions of DeepDB in Section 9.5
before we show an extensive evaluation comparing DeepDB against
state-of-the art approaches for various tasks. Finally, we iterate over
related work in Section 9.7 before concluding in Section 9.8.

9.2 overview and applications

overview As shown in Figure 9.1, the main idea of DeepDB is
to learn a representation of the data offline. An important aspect of
DeepDB is that we do not aim to replace the original data with a model.
Instead, a model in DeepDB augments a database similar to indexes
to speed-up queries and to provide additional query capabilities while
we can still run standard SQL queries over the original database.

To optimally capture relevant characteristics of relational data in
DeepDB, we developed a new class of models called Relational Sum
Product Networks (RSPNs). In a nutshell, RSPNs are a class of deep
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Figure 9.1: Overview of DeepDB.

probabilistic models that capture the joint probability distribution over
all attributes in a database that can then be used at runtime to provide
the answer for different user tasks.

While RSPNs are based on Sum Product Networks (SPNs) [117, 141],
there are significant differences: (1) While SPNs support only single
tables and simple queries (i.e., no joins and no aggregation functions),
RSPNs can be built on arbitrary schemata and support complex queries
with multi-way joins and different aggregations (COUNT, SUM, AVG).
Moreover, RSPNs also go beyond the idea of other recent learned
data models that need to know join paths a priori such as [105, 186]
since RSPNs allow true ad-hoc joins by combining RSPN models. (2)
Another major difference is that RSPNs support direct updates, i.e.,
if the underlying database changes the RSPN can directly ingest the
updates without the need to retrain the model. (3) RSPNs also include
a set of database-specific extensions such as NULL-value handling
and support for functional dependencies.

Once the RSPNs are created offline, they can be leveraged at runtime
for a wide variety of different applications, ranging from user-facing
tasks (e.g., to provide fast approximate answers for SQL queries)
to system-internal tasks (e.g., to provide estimates for cardinalities).
In order to support these tasks, DeepDB provides a new so called
probabilistic query compilation procedure that translates a given task into
evaluations of expectations and probabilities on RSPNs. We now give
a brief overview of the applications currently supported by the query
compilation engine of DeepDB.

cardinality estimation The first task DeepDB supports is
cardinality estimation for a query optimizer. Cardinality estimation is
needed to provide cost estimates but also to find the correct join order
during query optimization. A particular advantage of DeepDB over
existing learned approaches for cardinality estimation [79, 161] is that
we do not have to create dedicated training data, i.e. pairs of queries
and cardinalities. Instead, since RSPNs capture the characteristics of
the data independent of a workload, we can support arbitrary join
queries without the need to train a model for a particular workload.
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Moreover, RSPNs can be kept up to date at low costs similar to
traditional histogram-based approaches, which is different from other
workload-driven learned approaches for cardinality estimation such
as [79, 161] which require retraining.

approximate query processing (aqp) The second task we
currently support in DeepDB is AQP. AQP aims to provide approxi-
mate answers to support faster query response times on large datasets.
The basic idea of how a query on a single table is executed inside
DeepDB is simple: for example, an aggregate query AVG(X) with a
where condition C is equal to the conditional expectation E(X | C)
which can be approximated with RSPNs. In DeepDB, we implement a
more general AQP procedure that leverages the fact that RSPNs can
support joins of multiple tables. A major difference to other learned
approaches for AQP such as [105, 167] is again that DeepDB supports
ad-hoc queries and is thus not limited to the query types covered by
the training set.

other applications While the applications above show the
potential of DeepDB, we believe DeepDB is not limited to those ap-
plications. For example, machine learning inference tasks such as
regression and classification can be answered by RSPNs. However,
discussing these opportunities in detail is beyond the scope of this
paper.

9.3 learning a deep data model

In this section, we introduce Relational Sum Product Networks (RSPNs),
which we use to learn a representation of a database and, in turn, to
answer queries using our query engine explained in the next section.
We first review Sum Product Networks (SPNs) and then introduce
RSPNs. Afterwards, we describe how an ensemble of RSPNs can be
created to encode a given database multiple tables.

9.3.1 Sum Product Networks

Sum-Product Networks (SPNs) [141] learn the joint probability distri-
bution P(X1, X2, . . . , Xn) of the variables X1, X2, . . . , Xn in the dataset.
They are an appealing choice because probabilities for arbitrary condi-
tions can be computed very efficiently. We will later make use of these
probabilities for our applications like AQP and cardinality estimation.

For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our attention to Tree-SPNs, i.e.,
trees with sum and product nodes as internal nodes and leaves. Intu-
itively, sum nodes split the population (i.e., the rows of dataset) into
clusters and product nodes split independent variables of a population
(i.e., the columns of a dataset). Leaf nodes represent a single attribute
and approximate in the present paper the distribution of that attribute
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Figure 9.2: Customer Table and corresponding SPN.
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either using histograms for discrete domains or piecewise linear func-
tions for continuous domains [118]. For instance, in Figure 9.2c, an
SPN was learned over the variables region and age of the corresponding
customer table in Figure 9.2a. The top sum node splits the data into
two groups: The left group contains 30% of the population, which is
dominated by older European customers (corresponding to the first
rows of the table), and the right group contains 70% of the population
with younger Asian customers (corresponding to the last rows of the
table). In both groups, region and age are independent and thus split
by a product node each. The leaf nodes determine the probability
distributions of the variables region and age for every group.

Learning SPNs [50, 118] works by recursively splitting the data
in different clusters of rows (introducing a sum node) or clusters of
independent columns (introducing a product node). For the clustering
of rows, a standard algorithm such as KMeans can be used or the
data can be split according to a random hyperplane. To make no
strong assumptions about the underlying distribution, Randomized
Dependency Coefficients (RDC) are used for testing independence of
different columns [101]. Moreover, independence between all columns
is assumed as soon as the number of rows in a cluster falls below a
threshold nmin. As stated in [117, 141], SPNs in general have polyno-
mial size and allow inference in linear time w.r.t. the number of nodes.
However, for the configurations we use in our experiments, we can
even bound the size of the SPNs to linear complexity w.r.t. the number
of columns in a dataset since we set nmin = ns/100 (i.e. relative to the
sample size), which turned out to be a robust configuration.

With an SPN at hand, one can compute probabilities for conditions
on arbitrary columns. Intuitively, the conditions are first evaluated
on every relevant leaf. Afterwards, the SPN is evaluated bottom up.
For instance in Figure 9.2d, to estimate how many customers are
from Europe and younger than 30, we compute the probability of
European customers in the corresponding blue region leaf nodes (80%
and 10%) and the probability of a customer being younger than 30

(15% and 20%) in the green age leaf nodes. These probabilities are then
multiplied at the product node level above, resulting in probabilities
of 12% and 2%, respectively. Finally, at the root level (sum node), we
have to consider the weights of the clusters, which leads to 12% · 0.3 +
2% · 0.7 = 5%. Multiplied by the number of rows in the table, we get
an approximation of 50 European customers who are younger than
30.

9.3.2 Relational Sum-Product Networks

One important issue with SPNs is that they can only capture the data
of single tables but they also lack other important features needed for
DeepDB. To alleviate these problems, we now introduce RSPNs.
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extended inference algorithms The first and most important
extension is that for many queries such as AVG and SUM expectations
are required (e.g., to answer a SQL aggregate query which computes
an average over a column). In order to answer these queries, RSPNs
allows computing expectations over the variables on the leaves to
answer those aggregates. To additionally apply a filter predicate, we
still compute probabilities on the leaves for the filter attribute and
propagate both values up in the tree. At product nodes, we multiply
the expectations and probabilities coming from child nodes whereas on
sum nodes the weighted average is computed. In Figure 9.3, we show
an example how the average age of European customers is computed.
The ratio of both terms yields the correct conditional expectation. A
related problem is that SPNs do not provide confidence intervals. We
also developed corresponding extensions on SPNs in Section 9.5.1.

database-specifics Finally, SPNs lack support for important
database specifics: (1) First, SPNs do not provide mechanisms for
handling NULL values. Hence, we developed an extension where
NULL values are represented as a dedicated value for both discrete
and continuous columns at the leaves during learning. Furthermore,
when computing conditional probabilities and expectations, NULL
values must be handled according to the three-valued logic of SQL.
(2) Second, SPNs aim to generalize the data distribution and thus
approximate the leaf distribution, abstracting away specifics of the
dataset to generalize. For instance, in the leaf nodes for the age in Fig-
ure 9.2c, a piecewise linear function would be used to approximate the
distribution [118]. Instead, we want to represent the data as accurate
as possible. Hence, for continuous values, we store each individual
value and its frequency. If the number of distinct values exceeds a
given limit, we also use binning for continuous domains. (3) Third,
functional dependencies between non-key attributes A → B are not
well captured by SPNs. We could simply ignore these and learn the
RSPN with both attributes A and B, but this often leads to large SPNs
since the data would be split into many small clusters (to achieve
independence of A and B). Hence, we allow users to define functional
dependencies along with a table schema. If a functional dependency
A→ B is defined, we store the mapping from values of A to values of
B in a separate dictionary of the RSPN and omit the column B when
learning the RSPN. At runtime, queries with filter predicates for B are
translated to queries with filter predicates for A.

updatability Finally, a last important extensions of RSPNs over
SPNs is the direct updatability of the model. If the underlying database
tables are updated, the model might become inaccurate. For instance,
if we insert more young European customers in the table in Figure 9.2a,
the probability computed in Figure 9.2d is too low and thus the RSPN
needs to be updated. As described before, an RSPN consists of product
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Figure 9.3: Process of computing E(c_age | c_region=’EU’).

and sum nodes, as well as leaf nodes, which represent probability
distributions for individual variables. The key-idea to support direct
updates of an existing RSPN is to traverse the RSPN tree top-down
and update the value distribution of the weights of the sum-nodes
during this traversal. For instance, the weight of a sum node for a
subtree of younger European customers could be increased to account
for updates. Finally, the distributions in the leaf-nodes are adjusted.
The detailed algorithm of how to directly update RSPNs is discussed
in Section 9.5.2.

9.3.3 Learning Ensembles of RSPNs

In order to support ad-hoc join queries one could naively learn a
single RSPN per table as we discuss in Section 9.4. However, in this
case potential correlations between tables might be lost and lead to
inaccurate approximations. For learning an ensemble of RSPNs for
a given database with multiple tables, we thus take into account if
tables of a schema are correlated.

In the following, we describe our procedure that constructs a so
called base ensemble for a given database scheme. In this procedure,
for every foreign key→primary key relationship we learn an RSPN over
the corresponding full outer join of two tables if there is a correlation
between attributes of these two tables. Otherwise, RSPNs for the
single tables will be learned. For instance, if the schema consists of a
Customer and an Order table as shown in Figure 9.4, we could either
learn two independent RSPNs (one for each table) or a joint RSPN
(over the full outer join).

In order to test independence of two tables and thus to decide if
one or two RSPNs are more appropriate, we check for every pair of
attributes from these tables if they can be considered independent
or not. In order to enable an efficient computation, this test can be
done on a small random sample. As a correlation measure that does
not make major distributional assumptions, we compute RDC values
[101] between two attributes, which are also used in the SPN learning
algorithm [118]. If the maximum pairwise RDC value between all
attributes of two tables exceeds a threshold (where we use the standard
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Figure 9.4: Two RSPN Ensembles for the same Schema. Additional (blue)
columns are also learned by the RSPNs.

thresholds of SPNs), we assume that two tables are correlated and
learn an RSPN over the join.

In the base ensemble only correlations between two tables are cap-
tured. While in our experiments, we see that this already leads to
highly accurate answers, there might also be correlations not only
between directly neighboring tables. Learning these correlations helps
to further improve the accuracy of queries that span more than two
tables. For instance, if there was an additional Product table that can
be joined with the Orders table and the product prize is correlated
with the customers region, this would not be taken into account in the
base ensemble. In Section 9.5.3, we thus extend our basic procedure for
ensemble creation to take dependencies among multiple tables into
account.

9.4 query compilation

The main challenge of probabilistic query compilation is to translate
an incoming query into an inference procedure against an ensemble
of RSPNs. The class of SQL queries that DeepDB currently supports
are of the form:

QD: SELECT AGG
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FROM T1 JOIN T2 ON . . . JOIN Tn ON . . .
WHERE Ti.a OP LITERAL AND/OR . . .
(GROUP BY . . .);

where AGG is one of the aggregations COUNT, SUM, or AVG over a numeri-
cal attribute, the joins are acyclic equi-joins and the filter in the WHERE

clause are either a conjunction of filters or a disjunction. While con-
junctions are supported natively by RSPNs, disjunctions are realized
using the principle of inclusion and exclusion. In the filters, OP is one
of the operators <,>,=, <=,>=,IN. Finally, there is an optional GROUP
BY clause on one or several attributes.

Most importantly, in DeepDB the queries are supported ad-hoc,
i.e. an RSPN ensemble is learned once and then arbitrary queries
of the above form can be answered using our probabilistic query
compilation procedure. In the following, we first describe how this
procedure works for COUNT queries without grouping which is
sufficient for cardinality estimation. We then show the extensions to
support a broader set of aggregate queries for AQP including other
aggregates (AVG and SUM) as well as grouping.

9.4.1 Simple COUNT Queries

In this section, we explain how we can translate COUNT queries
with and without filter predicates over single tables or over joins of
multiple tables using inner joins (equi-joins). These types of queries
can be used already for cardinality estimation but also cover some
cases of aggregate queries for AQP. For answering the simple COUNT
queries, we distinguish three cases of how queries can be mapped to
RSPNs: (1) an RSPN exists that exactly matches the tables of the query,
(2) the RSPN is larger and covers more tables, and (3) we need to
combine multiple RSPNs since there is no single RSPN that contains
all tables of the query.

case 1 : exact matching rspn available The simplest case is
a single table COUNT query with (or without) a filter predicate. If an
RSPN is available for this table and N denotes the number of rows in
the table, the result is simply N · P(C). For instance, the query

Q1: SELECT COUNT(*) FROM CUSTOMER C

WHERE c_region=’EU’;

can be answered with the CUSTOMER RSPN in Figure 9.4a. The result
is |C| ·E(1c_region=’EU’) = 3 · 2

3 = 2. Note that 1C denotes the random
variable being one if the condition C is fulfilled and thus E(1C) =

P(C). While a conjunction in a filter predicates is directly supported, a
disjunction could be realized using the inclusion-exclusion principle.

A natural extension for COUNT queries over joins could be to learn
an RSPN for the underlying join and use the formula |J| · P(C) where
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the size of the joined tables without applying a filter predicate is |J|.
For instance, the query

Q2: SELECT COUNT(*) FROM CUSTOMER C

NATURAL JOIN ORDER O

WHERE c_region=’EU’ AND

o_channel=’ONLINE’;

could be represented as

|C ./ O| · P(o_channel=’ONLINE’∩ c_region=’EU’)

which is 4 · 1
4 = 1.

However, joint RSPNs over multiple tables are learned over the
full outer join. By using full outer joins we preserve all tuples of the
original tables and not only those that have one or more join partner in
the corresponding table(s). This way we are able for example to answer
also single table queries from a joint RSPN, as we will see in Case 2.
The additional NULL tuples that result from a full outer join must be
taken into account when answering an inner join query. For instance,
the second customer in Figure 9.4b does not have any orders and thus
should not be counted for query Q2. To make it explicit which tuples
have no join partner and thus would not be in the result of an inner
join, we add an additional column NT for every table such as in the
ensemble in Figure 9.4b. This column is also learned by the RSPN and
can be used as an additional filter column to eliminate tuples that do
not have a join partner for the join query given. Hence, the complete
translation of query Q2 for the RSPN learned over the full outer join
in Figure 9.4b is |C d|><|d O| · P(o_channel=’ONLINE’ ∩ c_region=’EU’ ∩
NO = 1∩NC = 1) = 5 · 1

5 = 1.

case 2 : larger rspn available The second case is that we have
to use an RSPN that was created on a set of joined tables, however, the
query only needs a subset of those tables. For example, let us assume
that the query Q1 asking for European customers is approximated
using an RSPN learned over a full outer join of customers and orders
such as the one in Figure 9.4b. The problem here is that customers with
multiple orders would appear several times in the join and thus be
counted multiple times. For instance, the ratio of European customers
in the full outer join is 3/5 though two out of three customers in the
dataset are European.

To address this issue, for each foreign key relationship S ← P
between tables P and S we add a column FS←P to table S denoting
how many corresponding join partners a tuple has. We call these tuple
factors and later use them as correction factor. For instance, in the
customer table in Figure 9.4a for the first customer the tuple factor is
two since there are two tuples in the order table for this customer. It is
important to note that tuple factors have to be computed only once per
pair of tables that can be joined via a foreign key. In DeepDB, we do
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this when the RSPNs for a given database are created and our update
procedure changes those values as well. Tuple factors are included as
additional column and learned by the RSPNs just as usual columns.
When used in a join, we denote them as F ′S←P. Since we are working
with outer joins, the value of F ′ is at least 1.

We can now express the query counting European customers as
|C d|><|d O| ·E(1/F ′C←O · 1c_region=’EU’ ·NC) which results in 5 · 1/2+1/2+1

5 =

2. First, this query both includes the first customer (who has no orders)
because the RSPN was learned on the full outer join. Second, the query
also takes into account that the second and third customer have two
orders each by normalizing them with their tuple factor F ′C←O. In
general, we can define the procedure to compile a query requiring
only a part of an RSPN as follows:

Theorem 1 Let Q be a COUNT query with a filter predicate C which only
queries a subset of the tables of a full outer join J. Let F ′(Q, J) denote the
product of all tuple factors that cause result tuples of Q to appear multiple
times in J. The result of the query is equal to:

|J| ·E
(

1
F ′(Q, J)

· 1C · ∏
T∈Q
NT

)

For an easier notation, we write the required factors of query Q as
F(Q). The expectation E(F(Q)) of theorem 1 can be computed with
an RSPN because all columns are learned.

case 3 : combination of multiple rspns As the last case, we
handle a COUNT query that needs to span over multiple RSPNs. We first
handle the case of two RSPNs and extend the procedure to n RSPNs
later. In this case, the query can be split into two subqueries QL and
QR, one for each RSPN. There can also be an overlap between QL and
QR which we denote as QO (i.e., a join over the shared common tables).
The idea is first to estimate the result of QL using the first RSPN. We
then multiply this result by the ratio of tuples in QR vs. tuples in the
overlap QO. Intuitively, this expresses how much the missing tables
not in QL increase the COUNT value of the query result.

For instance, there is a separate RSPN available for the Customer

and the Order table in Figure 9.4a. The query Q2, as shown before,
would be split into two queries QL and QR, one against the RSPN
built over the Customer table and the other one over the RSPN for the
Order table. QO is empty in this case. The query result of Q2 can thus
be expressed using all these sub-queries as:

|C| ·E(1c_region=’EU’ · FC←O)︸ ︷︷ ︸
QL

·E(1o_channel=’ONLINE’)︸ ︷︷ ︸
QR

which results in 3 · 2+0
3 · 2

4 = 1. The intuition of this query is that
the left-hand side that uses QL computes the orders of European
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customers while the right-hand side computes the fraction of orders
that are ordered online out of all orders.

We now handle the more general case that the overlap is not empty
and that there is a foreign key relationship S← T between a table S
in QO (and QL) and a table T in QR (but not in QL). In this case, we
exploit the tuple factor FS←T in the left RSPN. We now do not just
estimate the result of QL but of QL joined with the table T. Of course
this increases the overlap which we now denote as Q′O. As a general
formula for this case, we obtain Theorem 2:

Theorem 2 Let the filter predicates and tuple factors of QL \QO and QR \
QO be conditionally independent given the filter predicates of QO. Let S← T
be the foreign key relationship between a table S in QL and a table T in QR

that we want to join. The result of Q is equal to

|JL| ·E (F(QL) · FS←T) ·
E (F(QR))

E
(
F(Q′O)

) .

Independence across RSPNs is often given since our ensemble cre-
ation procedure preferably learns RSPNs over correlated tables as
discussed in Section 9.3.

Alternatively, we can start the execution with QR. In our example
query Q2 where QR is the query over the orders table, we can remove
the corresponding tuple factor FC←O from the left expectation. How-
ever, we then need to normalize QL by the tuple factors to correctly
compute the fraction of customers who come from Europe. To that
end, the query Q2 can alternatively be computed using:

|O| ·E(1o_channel=’ONLINE’) ·
E (1c_region=’EU’ · FC←O | FC←O)

E ( FC←O | FC←O > 0)

execution strategy If multiple RSPNs are required to answer a
query, we have several possible execution strategies. Our goal should
be to handle as many correlations between filter predicates as possible
because predicates across RSPNs are considered independent. For in-
stance, assume we have both the Customer, Order and Customer-Order

RSPNs of Figure 9.4 in our ensemble, and a join of customers and
orders would have filter predicates on c_region, c_age and o_channel.
In this case, we would prefer the Customer-Order RSPN because it
can handle all pairwise correlations between filter columns (c_region-
c_age, c_region-o_channel, c_age-c_channel). Hence, at runtime we
greedily use the RSPN that currently handles the filter predicates with
the highest sum of pairwise RDC values. We also experimented with
strategies enumerating several probabilistic query compilations and
using the median of their predictions. However, this was not superior
to our RDC-based strategy. Moreover, the RDC values have already
been computed to decide which RSPNs to learn. Hence, at runtime
this strategy is very compute-efficient.

The final aspect is how to handle joins spanning over more than
two RSPNs. To support this, we can apply Theorem 2 several times.
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9.4.2 Other Aggregate Queries

So far, we only looked into COUNT queries without group-by state-
ments. In the following, we first discuss how we extend our query
compilation to also support AVG and SUM queries before we finally
explain group-by statements as well as outer joins.

avg queries We again start with the case that we have an RSPN
that exactly matches the tables of a query and later discuss the other
cases. For this case, queries with AVG aggregates can be expressed as
conditional expectations. For instance, the query

Q3: SELECT AVG(c_age) FROM CUSTOMER C

WHERE c_region=’EU’;

can be formulated as |C| ·E(c_age | c_region=’EU’) with the ensem-
ble in Figure 9.4a.

However, for the case that an RSPNs spans more tables than re-
quired, we cannot directly use this conditional expectation because
otherwise customers with several orders would be weighted higher.
Again, normalization by the tuple factors is required. For instance, if
the RSPN spans customers and orders as in Figure 9.4b for query Q3

we use

E
(

c_age
F ′C←O

| c_region=’EU’
)

E
(

1
F ′C←O

| c_region=’EU’
) =

20/2 + 20/2 + 50
1/2 + 1/2 + 1

= 35.

In general, if an average query for the attribute A should be com-
puted for a join query Q with filter predicates C on an RSPN on a full
outer join J, we use the following expectation to answer the average
query:

E

(
A

F ′(Q, J)
| C
)

/E

(
1

F ′(Q, J)
| C
)

.

The last case is where the query needs more than one RSPN to
answer the query. In this case, we only use one RSPN that contains
A and ignore some of the filter predicates that are not in the RSPN.
As long as A is independent of these attributes, the result is correct.
Otherwise, this is just an approximation. For selecting which RSPN
should be used, we again prefer RSPNs handling stronger correlations
between A and P quantified by the RDC values. The RCDs can also
be used to detect cases where the approximation would ignore strong
correlations with the missing attributes in P.

sum queries For handling SUM queries we run two queries: one
for the COUNT and AVG queries. Multiplying them yields the correct
result for the SUM query.
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group-by queries Finally, a group by query can be handled also
by several individual queries with additional filter predicates for every
group. This means that for n groups we have to compute n times
more expectations than for the corresponding query without grouping.
In our experimental evaluation, we show that this does not cause
performance issues in practice if we compute the query on the model.

outer joins Query compilation can be easily extended to support
outer joins as well (left/right/full). The idea is that we only filter out
tuples that have no join partner for all inner joins (case 1 and 2 in
Section 9.4.1) but not for outer joins (depending on the semantics of
the outer join). Moreover, in case 3, the tuple factors F with value
zero have to be handled as value one to support the semantics of the
corresponding outer join.

9.5 deepdb extensions

We now describe important extensions of our basic framework pre-
sented before.

9.5.1 Support for Confidence Intervals

Especially for AQP confidence intervals are important. However, SPNs
do not provide those. After the probabilistic query compilation the
query is expressed as a product of expectations. We first describe how
to estimate the uncertainty for each of those factors and eventually
how a confidence interval for the final estimate can be derived.

First, we split up expectations as a product of probabilities and con-
ditional expectations. For instance, the expectation E(X · 1C) would
be turned into E(X | C) · P(C). This allows us to treat all probabilities
for filter predicates C as a single binomial variable with probability
p = ∏ P(Ci) and the amount of training data of the RSPN as nsamples.

Hence, the variance is
√

nsamples p(1− p). For the conditional expec-

tations, we use the Koenig-Huygens formula V(X | C) = E(X2 |
C)−E(X | C)2. Note that also squared factors can be computed with
RSPNs since the square can be pushed down to the leaf nodes. We
now have a variance for each factor in the result.

For the combination we need two simplifying assumptions: (i) the
estimates for the expectations and probabilities are independent, and
(ii) the resulting estimate is normally distributed. In our experimental
evaluation, we show that despite these assumptions our confidence
intervals match those of typical sample-based approaches.

We can now approximate the variance of the product using the
independence assumption by recursively applying the standard equa-
tion for the product of independent random variables: V(XY) =

V(X)V(Y) + V(X)E(Y)2 + V(Y)E(X)2. Since we know the variance
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of the entire probabilistic query compilation and we assume that this
estimate is normally distributed we can provide confidence intervals.

9.5.2 Support for Updates

The intuition of our update algorithm is to regard RSPNs as indexes.
Similar to these, insertions and deletions only affect subtrees and
can be performed recursively. Hence, the updated tuples recursively
traverse the tree and passed weights of sum nodes and the leaf distribu-
tions are adapted. Our approach supports insert and delete operations,
where an update-operation is mapped to a pair of delete and insert
operations.

Algorithm 2 Incremental Update
1: procedure update_tuple(node, tuple)
2: if leaf-node then
3: update_leaf_distribution(node, tuple)
4: else if sum-node then
5: nearest_child← get_nearest_cluster(node, tuple)
6: adapt_weights(node, nearest_child)
7: update_tuple(nearest_child, tuple)
8: else if product-node then
9: for child in child_nodes do

10: tuple_proj← project_to_child_scope(tuple)
11: update_tuple(child, tuple_proj)

The update algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 2. Since it is recursive,
we have to handle sum, product and leaf nodes. At sum nodes (line 4)
we have to identify to which child node the inserted (deleted) tuple
belongs to determine which weight has to be increased (decreased).
Since children of sum nodes represent row clusters found by KMeans
during learning [118], we can compute the closest cluster center (line 5),
increase (decrease) its weight (line 6) and propagate the tuple to this
subtree (line 7). In contrast, product nodes (line 8) split the set of
columns. Hence, we do not propagate the tuple to one of the children
but split it and propagate each tuple fragment to the corresponding
child node (lines 9-11). Arriving at a leaf node, only a single column of
the tuple is remaining. We now update the leaf distribution according
to the column value (line 2).

This approach does not change the structure of the RSPN, but only
adapts the weights and the histogram values. If there are new depen-
dencies as a result of inserts they are not represented in the RSPN. As
we show in Section 9.6.1 on a real-word dataset, this typically does not
happen, even for high incremental learning rates of 40%. Nevertheless,
in case of new dependencies the RSPNs have to be rebuilt. This is
solved by checking the database cyclically for changed dependencies
by calculating the pairwise RDC values as explained in Section 9.5.3
on column splits of product nodes. If changes are detected in the
dependencies, the affected RSPNs are regenerated. As for traditional
indexes, this can be done in the background.
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9.5.3 Ensemble Optimization

As mentioned before, we create an ensemble of RSPNs for a given
database. The base ensemble contains either RSPNs for single tables
or they span over two tables connected by a foreign key relationship if
they are correlated. Correlations occurring over more than two tables
are ignored so far since they lead to larger models and higher training
times. In the following, we thus discuss an extension of our ensemble
creation procedure that allows a user to specify a training budget
(in terms of time or space) and DeepDB selects the additional larger
RSPNs that should be created.

To quantify the correlations between tables, as mentioned already be-
fore, we compute the pairwise RDC values for every pair of attributes
in the schema. For every pair of tables, we define the maximum RDC
value between two columns maxc∈Ti ,c′∈Tj rdc(c, c′) as the dependency
value. The dependency value indicates which tables should appear in
the same RSPN and which not. For every RSPN the goal is to achieve
a high mean of these pairwise maximal RDC values. This ensures that
only tables with high pairwise correlation are merged in an RSPN.

The limiting factor (i.e., the constraint) for the additional RSPN
ensemble selection should be the budget (i.e., extra time compared
to the base ensemble) we allow for the learning of additional RSPNs.
For the optimization procedure, we define the maximum learning
costs as a factor B relative to the learning costs of the base ensemble
CBase. Hence, a budget factor B = 0 means that only the base ensemble
would be created. For higher budget factors B > 0, additional RSPNs
over more tables are learned in addition. If we assume that an RSPN
r among the set of all possible unique RSPNs R has a cost C(r),
then we could formulate the optimization problem as a minimization
of ∑r∈E {maxc∈Ti ,c′∈Tj rdc(c, c′) | Ti, Tj ∈ r} subject to ∑r∈E C(r) ≤ B ·
CBase.

However, estimating the real cost C(r) (i.e., time) to build an RSPN r
is hard and thus we can not directly solve the optimization procedure.
Instead, we estimate the relative cost to select the RSPN r that has
the highest mean RDC value and the lowest relative creation cost.
To model the relative creation cost, we assume that the costs grow
quadratic with the number of columns cols(r) since the RDC values
are created pairwise and linear in the number of rows rows(r). Con-
sequently, we pick the RSPN r with highest mean RDC and lowest
cost which is cols(r)2 · rows(r) as long as the maximum training time
is not exceeded.

9.6 experimental evaluation

In this Section, we show that DeepDB outperforms state-of-the-art
systems for both cardinality estimation and AQP. The RSPNs we used
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in all experiment were implemented in Python as extensions of SPFlow
[119]. As hyperparameters, we used an RDC threshold of 0.3 and a
minimum instance slice of 1% of the input data, which determines
the granularity of clustering. Moreover, we used a budget factor of
0.5, i.e. the training of the larger RSPNs takes approximately 50%
more training time than the base ensemble. We determined these
hyperparameters using a grid-search, which gave us the best results
across different datasets.

9.6.1 Experiment 1: Cardinality Estimation

workload and setup As in [79, 91], we use the JOB-light bench-
mark as workload for all approaches (DeepDB and baselines). The
benchmark uses the real-world IMDb database and defines 70 queries.
Furthermore, we additionally defined a synthetic query set of 200

queries were joins from three to six tables and one to five filter predi-
cates appear uniformly on the IMDb dataset. We use this query set to
compare the generalization capabilities of the learned approaches.

As baselines, we used the following learned and traditional ap-
proaches: First we trained a Multi-Set Convolutional Network (MCSN)
[79] as a learned baseline. MCSNs are specialized deep neural net-
works using the join paths, tables and filter predicates as inputs. As
representative of a synopsis-based technique, we implemented an
approach based on wavelets [21]. The main idea of [21] is that one
wavelet is built per table. Moreover, query operators (e.g., joins) can
be executed directly on the wavelet representation. We have chosen
this approach because it is similar to DeepDB since the tables that
are joined by queries do not have to be known beforehand. We also
implemented an approach called Perfect Selectivities. In this approach,
we use an oracle that returns the true cardinalities for single tables.
This approach can be seen as the best case for any synopsis-based ap-
proach that supports ad-hoc queries by combining “perfect” synopsis
on single tables. Finally, we use the standard cardinality estimation of
Postgres 11.5 as well as online random sampling and Index-Based Join
Sampling (IBJS) [92] as a non-learned baselines. Similar to DeepDB,
IBJS considers potential correlations across tables when sampling. For
DeepDB, we use the hyper-parameters discussed before and a sample
size of 10M samples for constructing RSPNs if not noted otherwise.

training time and storage overhead In contrast to other
learned approaches for cardinality estimation [79, 161], no dedicated
training data is required for DeepDB. Instead, we just learn a represen-
tation of the data. The training of the base ensemble takes 48 minutes.
The creation time includes the data preparation time to sample and
compute the tuple factors as introduced in Section 9.4.1. In contrast,
for the MCSN [79] approach, 100k queries need to be executed to
collect cardinalities resulting in 34 hours of training data preparation
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Table 9.1: Estimation Errors for the JOB-light Benchmark

median 90th 95th max

DeepDB 1.34 2.50 3.16 39.63

DeepDB (Storage Opt.) 1.32 4.14 5.74 72.00

Perfect Selectivities 2.08 9 11 33

MCSN 3.22 65 143 717

Wavelets 7.64 9839 15332 564549

Postgres 6.84 162 817 3477

IBJS 1.67 72 333 6949

Random Sampling 5.05 73 10371 49187

time (when using Postgres). Moreover, the training of the neural net-
work takes only about 15 minutes on a Nvidia V100 GPU. As we can
see, our training time is much lower since we do not need to collect
any training data for the workload. Another advantage is that we do
not have to re-run the queries once the database is modified. Instead,
we provide an efficient algorithm to update RSPNs in DeepDB as
discussed in Section 9.3.2.

Another dimension is the storage footprint needed for the different
approaches. While the sampling-based approaches, i.e., IBJS and ran-
dom sampling, do not incur a storage overhead, their limiting factor
is the number of samples which is´ determined by the latency. All
other approaches require only a few KB to MB of storage for the IMDb
database of the JOB-light benchmark (which uses 3.7 GB disk space).
The storage overhead of DeepDB is 28.9MB vs. 2.6 MB for MSCN and
just 60kB for Postgres that uses histograms with just 100 buckets by
default (however with the lowest accuracy as we show next). For the
wavelet approach we used 20k wavelet coefficients to allow as much
storage as the standard version of DeepDB requires. In addition, we
also created a storage-optimized version of DeepDB, which has a simi-
lar storage footprint as MCSNs by reducing the number of samples. In
contrast to DeepDB, allowing a larger storage overhead for MSCNs by
for instance adding hidden layers does not improve the performance
since we already use the optimized hyperparameters of [79]. As we
show next, the storage-optimized version of DeepDB can provide
accuracies that are still significantly better than all other baselines
including MCSN. Furthermore, while there has been a line of research
optimizing the storage footprint of DNNs there are no comparable
approaches for SPNs. We believe that future research will reduce the
storage requirements for DeepDB even further. However, we think
that even a few MB of storage for an entire database of several GB is
still acceptable for more accurate cardinality estimates.

estimation quality The prediction quality of cardinality estima-
tors is usually evaluated using the q-error, which is the factor by which
an estimate differs from the real execution join size. For example, if
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Figure 9.5: Mean Estimation Errors for Synthetic Data.

the real result size of a join is 100, the estimates of 10 or 1k tuples both
have a q-error of 10. Using the ratio instead of an absolute or quadratic
error captures the intuition that for making optimization decisions
only relative differences matter. In Table 9.1, we depict the median, 90-
th and 95-th percentile and max q-errors for the JOB-light benchmark
of our approach compared to the other baselines. We additionally pro-
vide the q-errors for a storage-optimized version of DeepDB, which
relies only on a base ensemble and 100k samples per RSPN. As we can
see, both DeepDB and the storage-optimized version outperform the
best competitors often by orders of magnitude. While IBJS provides a
low q-error in the median, the advantage of learned MCSNs is that
they outperform traditional approaches by orders of magnitude for
the higher percentiles and are thus more robust. DeepDB not only
outperforms IBJS in the median, but provides additional robustness
having a 95-th percentile for the q-errors of 3.16 vs. 143 (MCSN). The
q-errors of both Postgres and random sampling are significantly larger
both for the medians and the higher percentiles. Finally, wavelets have
the highest error since they suffer from the curse of dimensionality (as
we show later in Figure 9.12). While Perfect Selectivities which is based
on an oracle provides errors better than wavelets it is still worse than
DeepDB since it does not take correlations across tables into account.

synthetic data In order to further investigate the tradeoffs of the
different approaches, we implemented a synthetic data generator for
the IMDb schema (such that we can then run the JOB-light benchmark).
First, we generated data with uniform distributions without any cor-
relations. Second, we varied the characteristics that make cardinality
estimation hard in reality; i.e., we used skewed distributions and corre-
lations between different columns. We then used the same approaches
as before to provide cardinality estimates for the original 70 JOB-light
queries and report the mean q-errors of queries not having a cardi-
nality of zero because otherwise the q-error is not defined. Figure 9.5
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Figure 9.6: Median q-errors (logarithmic Scale) for different Join Sizes (4,5,6)
and Number of Filter Predicates (1-5).

shows the mean q-errors (log-scale) for varying degrees of skew (up-
per plot) and varying degrees of correlation (lower plot). We can see
that DeepDB and the storage optimized version can both outperform
all other baselines. While on uniform/independent data, DeepDB
provides no significant advantage even over simple techniques such as
random sampling or Postgres (as expected), DeepDB outperforms the
other baselines for higher degrees of skew/correlation. For higher de-
grees of skew/correlation, the approaches based on sampling (random
sampling, IBJS) as well as Postgres all degrade significantly. Compared
to those approaches, MSCN can handle skew/correlation much better
but still degrades which we attribute again to the coverage of the
training queries. Finally, wavelets again provide the lowest accuracy
on all configurations since they suffer from the curse of dimensionality
similar to the real-world data in Figure 9.1.

generalization capabilities Especially for learned approaches,
the question of generalization is important, i.e., how well the models
perform on previously unseen queries. For instance, by default the
MCSN approach is only trained with queries up to three joins because
otherwise the training data generation would be too expensive [79].
Similarly in our approach, in the ensemble only few RSPNs with large
joins occur because otherwise the training would also be too expensive.
However, both approaches support cardinality estimates for unseen
queries.

To compare both learned approaches, we randomly generated
queries for joins with four to six tables and one to five selection
predicates for the IMDb dataset. In Figure 9.6, we plot the resulting
median q-errors for both learned approaches: DeepDB and MCSN [79].
The median q-errors of DeepDB are orders of magnitude lower for
larger joins. Additionally, we can observe that, for the MCSN approach,
the estimates tend to become less accurate for queries with fewer selec-
tion predicates. One possible explanation is that more tuples qualify
for such queries and thus higher cardinalities have to be estimated.
However, since there are at most three tables joined in the training
data such higher cardinality values are most likely not predicted. Thus,
using RSPNs leads to superior generalization capabilities.

updates In this experiment, we show the update capabilities of
RSPNs. The easy and efficient updateability is a clear advantage of
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Table 9.2: Estimation Errors for JOB-light after Updates.

Temporal < 2019 < 2011 < 2009 < 2004 < 1991

Split (0%) (4.7%) (9.3%) (19.7%) (40.1%)

Median 1.22 1.28 1.31 1.34 1.41

90th 3.45 3.17 3.23 3.60 4.06

95th 4.77 4.30 3.83 4.07 4.35
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Figure 9.7: Q-errors and Training Time (in s) for varying Budget Factors and
Sample Sizes.

DeepDB compared to deep-learning based approaches for cardinality
estimation [79, 161]. To show the effects of updates on the accuracy, we
first learn the base RSPN ensemble on a certain share of the full IMDb
dataset and then use the remaining tuples to update the database.

To ensure a realistic setup, we split the IMDb dataset based on the
production year (i.e., newer movies are inserted later). As depicted
in Table 9.2 the q-errors do not change significantly for updated
RSPNs even if the update fraction increases; i.e., if we split on earlier
production years. For building the RSPNs, we use zero as the budget
factor to demonstrate that even a base RSPN ensemble provides good
estimates after updates. This is also the reason why the estimation
errors slightly deviate from Table 9.1. Our results in Table 9.2 show that
with a higher fraction of updates, the accuracy drops only slightly. The
reason is that the structure of the RSPN tree is not changed by updates,
but only the parameters of the RSPNs which might not be the optimal
structure anymore if the data distributions/correlations change due to
the updates. In case the accuracy drops beyond a threshold, DeepDB
can still decide to recreate the RSPN offline based on the new data.

parameter exploration Finally, in the last experiment, we ex-
plore the tradeoff between ensemble training time and prediction
quality of DeepDB. We first vary the budget factor used in the en-
semble selection between zero (i.e. learning only the base ensemble
with one RSPN per join of two tables) and B=3 (i.e. the training of
the larger RSPNs takes approximately three times longer than the
base ensemble) while using 107 samples per RSPN. We then use the
resulting ensemble to evaluate 200 queries with three to six tables
and one to five selection predicates. The resulting median q-errors
are shown in Figure 9.7. For higher budget factors the means are
improving but already saturate at B = 0.5. This is because there are no
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of Filter Attributes (1-5).

strong correlations in larger joins that have not already been captured
in the base ensemble.

Moreover, we evaluate the effect of the sampling to reduce the
training time. In this experiment we vary the sample size from 1000

to 10 million. We observe that while the training time increases, the
higher we choose this parameter, the prediction quality improves
(from 2.5 to 1.9 in the median). In summary, the training time can be
significantly reduced if slight compromises in prediction quality are
acceptable. When minimization of training time is the more important
objective we can also fall back and only learn RSPNs for all single
tables and no joins at all. This reduces the ensemble training time to
just five minutes. However, even this cheap strategy is still competitive.
For JOB-light this ensemble has a median q-error of 1.98, a 90-th
percentile of 5.32, a 95-th percentile of 8.54 and a maximum q-error
of 186.53. Setting this in perspective to the baselines, this ensemble
still outperforms state of the art for the higher percentiles and only
Index Based Join Sampling is slightly superior in the median. This
again proves the robustness of RSPNs.

latencies The estimation latencies for cardinalities using DeepDB
are currently in the order of µs to ms which suffices for complex join
queries that often run for multiple seconds on larger datasets. If more
complex predicates spanning over several columns are used or more
tables are involved in the join the latencies increase. In Figure 9.8
we investigate this effect in more detail. We report both the latency
required for the RSPN inference and the total time including the over-
head of translating the queries to expectations and probabilities using
our probabilistic query compilation procedure. The RSPN inference is
efficient because C++ code is compiled automatically for the trained
RSPNs similar to [158]. As we see, while the latencies increase for
more complex predicates and joins, they are still around 3ms in the
worst case and in the range of µs for easier queries. In future, we plan
to optimize not just RSPN inference but also the overhead of query
translation to bring the total latency even closer to only the RSPN
inference.
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Figure 9.9: Average Relative Error and Latencies for the Flights dataset.
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Figure 9.10: Average Relative Error for SSB dataset. Note the logarithmic
Scale for the Errors.

9.6.2 Experiment 2: AQP

workload and setup We evaluated the approaches on both a
synthetic dataset and a real-world dataset. As synthetic dataset, we
used the Star Schema Benchmark (SSB) [128] with a scale factor of 500
with the standard queries (denoted by S1.1-S4.3). As the real-world
dataset, we used the Flights dataset [46] with queries ranging from
selectivities between 5% an 0.01% covering a variety of group by
attributes, AVG, SUM and COUNT queries (denoted by F1.1-F5.2). To scale
the dataset up to 1 billion records we used IDEBench [41].

As baselines we used VerdictDB [135], Wander Join/XDB [95] and
the Postgres TABLESAMPLE command (using random samples). Ver-
dictDB is a middleware that can be used with any database system. It
creates a stratified and a uniform sample for the fact tables to provide
approximate queries. For VerdictDB, we used the default sample size
(1% of the full dataset) for the Flights dataset. For the SSB benchmark,
this led to high query latencies and we thus decided to choose a sample
size such that the query processing time was two seconds on average.
Wander Join is a join sampling algorithm leveraging secondary indexes
to generate join samples quickly. We set the time bound also to two
seconds for a fair comparison and only evaluated this algorithm for
datasets with joins. To this end, we created all secondary indexes for
joins and predicates. For TABLESAMPLE we chose a sample size such
that the queries take two seconds on average. For DeepDB, we use a
sample size of 10M samples for the Flights dataset and 1M samples
for the SSB dataset to construct RSPNs.
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training time and storage overhead The training took just
17 minutes for the SSB dataset and 3 minutes for the Flights dataset.
The shorter training times compared to the IMDb dataset are due to
fewer cross-table correlations and hence fewer large RSPN models
in the ensemble. For VerdictDB, uniform and stratified samples have
to be created from the dataset. This took 10 hours for the flights
dataset and 6 days for the SSB benchmark using the standard setup of
VerdictDB.For wander join, secondary indexes had to be created also
requiring several hours for the SSB dataset.

For the Flights dataset the model size of DeepDB is 2.2 MB (vs.
11.4 MB for VerdictDB) and for the SSB dataset DeepDB requires 34.4
MB (vs. 30.7 MB for VerdictDB). In contrast to DeepDB and VerdictDB,
XDB and Postgres TABLESAMPLE compute samples online and thus do
not have any additional (offline) storage overhead.

accuracy and latency For AQP two dimensions are of interest:
the quality of the approximation and the runtime of queries. For
reporting the quality of the approximation we use the relative error

which is defined as |atrue−apredicted|
atrue

where atrue and apredicted are the true
and predicted aggregate function, respectively. If the query is a group
by query, several aggregates have to be computed. In this case, the
relative error is averaged over all groups.

For the Flights dataset, as shown in Figure 9.9 we can observe
that DeepDB always has the lowest average relative error. This is
often the case for queries with lower selectivities where sample-based
approaches have few tuples that satisfy the selection predicates and
thus the approximations are very inaccurate. In contrast, DeepDB does
not rely on samples but models the data distribution and leverages the
learned representation to provide estimates. For instance, for query
11 with a selectivity of 0.5% VerdictDB and the TABLESAMPLE strategy
have an average relative error of 15.6% and 13.6%, respectively. In
contrast, the average relative error of DeepDB is just 2.6%.

Moreover, the latencies for both TABLESAMPLE and VerdictDB are
between one and two seconds on average. In contrast, DeepDB does
not rely on sampling but on evaluating the RSPNs. This is significantly
faster resulting in a maximum latency of 31ms. This even holds true
for queries with several groups where more expectations have to be
computed (at least one additional per different group).

The higher accuracies of DeepDB are even more severe for the
SSB benchmark. The queries have even lower selectivities between
3.42% and 0.0075% for queries 1 to 12 and 0.00007% for the very last
query. This results in very inaccurate predictions of the sample-based
approaches. Here, the average relative errors are orders of magnitude
lower for DeepDB always being less than 6%. In contrast, VerdictDB,
Wander Join and the TABLESAMPLE approach often have average relative
errors larger than 100%. Moreover, for some queries no estimate can
be given at all because no samples are drawn that satisfy the filter
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Figure 9.11: True and predicted relative length of the Confidence Intervals.
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Figure 9.12: Microbenchmarks for non ad-hoc Approaches.

predicates. However, while the other approaches take two seconds
to provide an estimate, DeepDB requires no more than 293ms in the
worst case. In general latencies are lower for queries with fewer groups
because less expectations have to be computed.

confidence intervals In this experiment, we evaluate how
accurate the confidence intervals predicted by DeepDB are. To this
end, we measure the relative confidence interval length defined as:
apredicted−alower

apredicted
, where apredicted is the prediction and alower is the lower

bound of the confidence interval. This relative confidence interval
length is compared to the confidence interval of a sample-based ap-
proach. For this we draw 10 million samples (as many samples as
our models use for learning in this experiment) and compute esti-
mates for the average, count and sum aggregates. We then compute
the confidence intervals of these estimates using standard statistical
methods. The resulting confidence interval lengths can be seen as
ground truth and are compared to the confidence intervals of our
system in Figure 9.11. Note that we excluded queries where less than
10 samples fulfilled the filter predicates. In these cases the estimation
of a standard deviation has itself a too high variance.

In all cases, the confidence intervals of DeepDB are very good ap-
proximations of the true confidence intervals. The only exception
is query F5.2 for the Flights dataset which is a difference of two
SUM aggregates. In this case, assumption (i) of Section 9.5.1 does not
hold: the probabilities and expectation estimates cannot be considered
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Figure 9.13: Relative Error for DeepDB vs. Approaches with a priori Knowl-
edge.

independent. This is the case because both SUM aggregates contain cor-
related attributes and thus the confidence intervals are overestimated.
However, note that in the special case of the difference of two sum
aggregates the AQP estimates are still very precise as shown in Figure
9.9 for the same query F5.2. Such cases can easily be identified and
only occur when arithmetic expressions of several aggregates should
be estimated.

non ad-hoc approaches We now compare the accuracy of
DeepDB against approaches that either require a priori information
about the workload or can make use of it to provide better accuracies.
The results of DeepDB and the other approaches on the Flights dataset
are shown in Figure 9.13.

First, we compared DeepDB to the wavelet approach [21] that we
used before. As discussed, this approach does not require a priori
information but a priori knowledge can be used to optimize wavelets
since they do not scale to a large number of dimensions. Thus, if the
required column combinations of all queries are known beforehand,
we can construct optimal (minimal-sized) wavelets on a per-query
basis. However, as shown in Figure 9.13, even when using a priori
information for wavelets, DeepDB still outperforms them. We inves-
tigated this effect further and found that the accuracy of wavelets
significantly drops even for a small number of dimensions as shown
in Figure 9.12 (right).

Second, we also compared DeepDB to other approaches that require
a priori information: (1) stratified sampling as used in BlinkDB [2]
which mitigates effects of skew and (2) a recent learned AQP approach
called DBEst [105]. It is important to note that different from DeepDB
these approaches cannot answer ad-hoc queries with column combi-
nations not covered in the a priori information which is possible in
DeepDB by combining multiple RSPNs using our probabilistic query
compilation approach as discussed in Section 9.4. In the following,
we discuss the results if a priori information for all queries on the
Flights dataset is available. As shown in Figure 9.13 for these queries,
stratified sampling can provide accuracies comparable to DeepDB.
However, interestingly if a query has highly selective filter conditions
on one of the stratification columns (as in query F5.2 or F4.2), DeepDB
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is still superior. Moreover, while for DBEst the accuracies are also com-
parable to DeepDB we noticed that for some queries it takes up to 20s
to provide an answer. We investigated this effect closer in Figure 9.12

(left) finding that the latency is exponential w.r.t. the number of filter
conditions on numeric columns. This is inevitable since the approach
relies on an integration over the domains of numeric columns.

9.7 related work

learned cardinality estimation The problem of selectivity
estimation for single tables is a special case of cardinality estimation.
There is a large body of work applying different ML approaches in-
cluding probabilistic graphical models [52, 53, 170], neural networks
[87, 100] and deep learning density models [61] to this problem. Re-
cently, Dutt et al. [39] suggested using lightweight tree-based models
in combination with log-transformed labels. The first works applying
ML to cardinality estimation including joins used simple regression
models [5, 106]. More recently, Deep Learning was specifically pro-
posed to solve cardinality estimation end-to-end [79, 161]. Woltmann
et al. [179] also separate the problem of cardinality estimation on a
large schema by learning models similar to [79] for certain schema sub-
parts. However, two models for schema sub-parts cannot be combined
to provide estimates for a larger join. Other techniques exploit learned
models for overlapping subgraph templates for recurring cloud work-
loads [180]. All these models need a workload to be executed and used
as training data which is different from our data-driven approach.

learned aqp Early work [152] suggests to approximate OLAP
cubes by mixture models based on clusters in the data. Though greatly
reducing the required storage, the approximation errors are relatively
high. FunctionDB [166] constructs piecewise linear functions as ap-
proximation. In contrast to DeepDB, only continuous variables are
supported. DBEst [105] builds models for popular queries. However, in
contrast to DeepDB slight variations of those popular queries and no
ad-hoc queries are supported. Park et al. suggested Database Learning
[136] which builds a model from query results that is leveraged to
provide approximate results for future queries. In contrast, DeepDB is
data-driven and does not require past query results. Moreover, spe-
cialized generative models were suggested to draw samples for AQP
[167]. However, this technique does not work for joins.

probabilistic databases Similar to our work, probabilistic
databases have used graphical models to represent joint probability
distributions [75, 147, 151, 175] to overcome the tuple-independence
assumption that early approaches relied on [31, 130, 160]. For instance,
Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) were used to explicitly specify corre-
lations in probabilistic databases [58, 75]. In contrast to DeepDB, cor-
relations need to be manually specified and are not learned. Moreover,
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Rekatsinas et al. [147] instead use factor graphs to model correlations
in probabilistic databases and construct annotated arithmetic circuits
(AACs) which also encode a probability distribution with sum and
product nodes similar to SPNs. Different from DeepDB, additional
representations (lineage-AACs) have to be constructed on a per-query
basis whereas RSPNs are data-driven and thus workload-independent.
Finally, related to the idea of computing a data-driven model is gen-
erally the field of knowledge compilation where an expensive offline
phase creates a representation for instance for evaluating Boolean
formulas [14, 15, 32]. However, non of these approaches targets the
complexity of SQL queries supported in DeepDB.

9.8 conclusion and future work

In this work we have proposed DeepDB which is a data-driven ap-
proach for learned database components. We have shown that our
approach is general and can be used to support various tasks including
cardinality estimation and approximate query processing. We believe
our data-driven learning approach can also be used for other DBMS
components. For instance, it has already been shown that column
correlations can be exploited to improve indexing [182]. In addition,
SPNs naturally provide a notion of correlated clusters that can also be
used for suggesting using interesting patterns in data exploration.
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abstract

Classical approaches for OLAP assume that the data of all tables is
complete. However, in case of incomplete tables with missing tuples,
classical approaches fail since the result of a SQL aggregate query
might significantly differ from the results computed on the full dataset.
Today, the only way to deal with missing data is to manually complete
the dataset which causes not only high efforts but also requires good
statistical skills to determine when a dataset is actually complete. In
this paper, we propose an automated approach for relational data com-
pletion called ReStore using a new class of (neural) schema-structured
completion models that are able to synthesize data which resembles
the missing tuples. As we show in our evaluation, this efficiently helps
to reduce the relative error of aggregate queries by up to 390% on
real-world data compared to using the incomplete data directly for
query answering.
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10.1 introduction

motivation. OLAP and data warehousing play a significant role
today for many organizations and enterprises for decision making.
This is evident since many new scalable OLAP services are becoming
available in the cloud such as AWS Redshift [10], Snowflake [157], or
Azure data warehousing [11] that allow customers to analyze large
datasets using aggregate queries. A critical assumption for OLAP,
however, is that the data itself has to be complete before it can be
used for decision making, i.e., data in tables is complete and no tuples
are missing. Traditionally, this was achieved by loading data only
from well curated (internal) data sources into a data warehouse. In
enterprises, these are typically OLTP systems that store data about
customers, products, orders, etc. However, while data in this context
might still require data integration and cleaning [26, 36, 56, 177]
since it comes from multiple sources, the data is typically considered
complete and all relevant tuples were expected to be present in the
data warehouse.

However, this assumption does not hold anymore for many of the
more modern analytics scenarios. Instead of using only well curated
(internal) data sources in a data warehouse, more and more external
data sources are being used in OLAP scenarios. A problem of these
external data sources is that the data might be incomplete. For example,
to extend our warehouse we might want to use a CSV file from an open
data platform containing information about cities where customers
come from — however, data for some cities is missing. Moreover, in
addition to external data sources there are many more applications
where tables can be incomplete such as scenarios where data needs
to be collected manually and thus collecting a complete dataset is too
expensive or even impossible.

In case of incomplete tables, classical databases fail since the result
of a SQL aggregate query might significantly differ from the results
computed on the full dataset which in turn leads to erroneous con-
clusions in data analysis and decision making. Moreover, existing
techniques that can produce approximate aggregate query answers [2,
22] on samples might also fail since data is often missing systematically
(e.g., samples for some groups in the data are missing completely).
Even worse, the missing data might introduce a bias and hence the
data can not be seen as a uniform (random) sample.

For example, suppose we want to create a housing database of
rental apartments and their neighborhoods (covering all cities in the
US). While we have a complete neighborhoods table, the apartments
data is incomplete since not all states provide this information (i.e.,
apartments of individual states might be missing completely). How-
ever, this missing data might introduce a bias in the available data,
e.g., since most data comes from states with high population densities
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where rents are higher. If we now use a SQL aggregate query on
the incomplete apartment table to determine the average rental price
of apartments across all states, we could obtain (highly) inaccurate
results due to the missing apartment tuples.

contributions . The only way to deal with missing tuples in
databases for OLAP today is to manually add the missing tuples
before using the database for decision making. The manual completion
of an incomplete database, however, causes an enormous effort in
data acquisition and in checking the completeness of the acquired
data. Moreover, in many situations it might not even be possible to
complete a database manually at all. In this paper, we thus propose a
new learned approach called ReStore for automatic data completion
for incomplete relational databases. While there has been already
significant work to impute missing values (e.g., replace a missing
attribute) including learned approaches [146, 181, 187], to the best of
our knowledge there is no work to synthesize data for incomplete
tables in a relational schema where tuples are missing and might
introduce a bias.

The main idea of our approach is that we use the complete tables
in a database as evidence to synthesize the missing data even if the
missing data introduces a bias in the incomplete table. For instance, in
the example above, we could use the complete neighborhoods table
to synthesize the apartment tuples for the missing states. One might
now wonder how the bias from the missing data can be removed. The
intuition is that our neural completion models learn from the available
data how typical apartments look like based on information from the
neighborhood table (e.g., rents will be higher in neighborhoods with
higher population density). During completion, we take this infor-
mation from neighborhoods into account to synthesize the missing
tuples.

To enable data completion our approach works in two steps (cf.
Figure 10.1): (1) in a first step, the user has to annotate the schema
and provide minimal information about the relational dataset once
for all queries (such as if a table is complete or incomplete). (2) Once
annotated, we learn so called completion models over the incomplete
dataset to capture the complex correlations and dependencies across
complete and incomplete tables. Using these models, we are then
able to synthesize data to complete the missing data for executing
aggregate queries. As we show in our evaluation, this efficiently helps
to reduce the relative error of aggregate queries by up to 390% on
real-world data compared to using the incomplete data directly for
decision making.

outline . The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section 10.2, we provide a more formal definition of the problem and
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Landlord [Complete]

id age TFApartments

1 50 1

2 60 ?

...

Apartment [Incomplete]

neighborhood_id landlord_id rent

1 1 2000$

1 2 3000$

Systematically missing: All
apartments available for NYC

Neighborhood [Complete]

id state pop_density TFApartments

1 NYC 27,000 2

2 CA 254 ?

...

(a) Annotated Example Schema.

Output: Missing Tuple

Input: Evidence Tuple Output: Missing Tuple

Landlord Tuple

id age TFApartments

2 60 3

Completion Model (Neighborhood→Apartment)

Completion Model (Landlord→Apartment)

Input: Evidence Tuple

Neighborhood Tuple

id state pop_density TFApartments

2 CA 254 3

Apartment Tuple

neighborhood_id rent

2 3200$

Apartment Tuple

landlord_id rent

2 2000$

(b) Models Synthesize Missing Tuples.

SELECT AVG(rent) FROM neighborhood  
  NATURAL JOIN apartment  
  GROUP BY state;

Query on completed Join:

Neighborhood ⋈ Apartment [Completed]

neighborhood_id state pop_density apartment_id rent

1 NYC 27,000 1 2000$

1 NYC 27,000 2 3000$

2 CA 254 3 3200$

2 CA 254 4 2000$

2 CA 254 5 1000$

(c) Incompleteness Join.

Figure 10.1: Overview of ReStore to synthesize missing data (green) from
existing data (blue and red). (a) Based on the annotated schema
and the available data, the completion models are learned. (b)
The learned schema-structured model can be used to synthesize
a missing apartment tuple using a complete neighborhood tuple
as input. (c) The model generates missing data for a given user
query at runtime to answer queries over incomplete tables. The
generated tuple factors (TFs) allow us to estimate the number of
missing tuples.

present an overview of ReStore to tackle this problem. Afterwards, in
Section 10.3 we present the details of the neural completion models
before we then discuss in Section 10.4 how these models can be used
to generate the missing data for answering aggregate queries. Further-
more, Section 10.5 provides further important details on automatic
selection of completion models given a user query before we discuss a
technique to estimate the confidence of a completion in Section 10.6. In
Section 10.7, we discuss the results of our evaluation using synthetic
and real-world datasets. Finally, we present related work in Section
10.8 and then conclude in Section 10.9.

10.2 overview

In this section, we introduce the problem statement before we give an
overview of our approach and discuss the general assumptions.
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10.2.1 Problem Statement

In brief, the problem that we solve in this paper can be described
as follows. We are given an incomplete database Di that consists
of complete tables T1, T2, . . . and incomplete tables Tj, Tj+1, . . . . The
goal is to generate data for the incomplete tables Tj, Tj+1, . . . based
on the available data that allows us to answer a query workload
Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn of aggregate queries such that query results on the
completed database Qi(Dc) are close to the query results on the true
(complete) database Qi(D). Note that this formulation allows us to
generate missing data individually for each query to answer the given
query as accurately as possible. However, we can still cache generated
data such that we do not need to generate new data for every query
individually as we discuss later.

An important question for this problem is how to measure success.
Based on our problem definition, a natural metric is how much the
relative error of a query result on the incomplete database can be
reduced by completing the data; i.e., how much more accurate the
query results are after the completion. The relative error reduction for
a given query Qi can thus be defined as follows:

Rel. Error Reduction = Er(Qi(Di), Qi(D))− Er(Qi(Dc), Qi(D)) (10.1)

where the relative error Er is the difference of the two query results
normalized by the true query result. While for aggregate queries
without a group-by, the relative error is trivial, for group-by queries
we use the average relative error over all result tuples [72].

A limitation of the relative error reduction metric is that it does not
show how well the bias of the incomplete database can be reduced
independent of a given workload. We thus use a second metric called
bias reduction to measure the success of data completion. This metric
shows how well the true data distribution of a given attribute could
be restored. For continuous attributes X, the bias reduction is defined
as follows:

Bias Reduction = 1− |AVGc(X)−AVG(X)|
|AVG(X)−AVGi(X)| (10.2)

where AVGc(X), AVGi(X), AVG(X) are the averages of attribute X on
Dc, Di and D, respectively. Hence, the bias reduction is normalized in
the interval [0, 1] where larger values are preferable. For categorical
attributes, we use the fraction of the biased attribute value since an
average cannot be computed.

10.2.2 Our Approach

As mentioned before, our approach called ReStore to tackle this prob-
lem consists of the two steps depicted in Figure 10.1: First, a user has
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to (once) annotate a database schema before we train neural comple-
tion models that can be used to generate the missing data required to
execute aggregate queries over the completed database.

schema annotation. In the annotation step, a user must indi-
cate for a given incomplete database which tables are complete and
which ones are incomplete. An example for an annotated schema is
depicted in Figure 10.1a which consists of three tables of a housing
database where two tables are marked as complete (landlord and
neighborhood) and one table (apartment) is marked as incomplete.

In addition, information about the relationships between tables
needs to be annotated. Here, the user has to provide information
whether there are any complete foreign-key relationships between
tuples from a complete table and an incomplete table. For example, in
Figure 10.1a all apartments of neighborhoods in NYC are available but
not those for CA. In many of the application scenarios, the information
which relationships are complete is known a priori and thus does not
cause additional manual annotation overhead. For example, often a
complete subset of data (e.g., apartments of a certain state) is available.

Based on the annotation, so called tuple factors (TF) [72] can now
be automatically computed step to capture information about the
relationships across complete and incomplete tables as shown in in
Figure 10.1a (e.g., how many apartments a complete neighborhood
has). Based on the available data and the computed tuple factors, we
then learn our completion models as discussed next.

The user might also have other additional information, which can
help to further enhance the quality of the synthesized data. Among
these are table sizes for incomplete tables or aggregate statistics (e.g.,
average rental prices in certain states). Using techniques like iterative
proportional fitting [131], this information can be used to improve our
generated data. These techniques are orthogonal to our approach and
we thus exclude them in the remainder.

model training and data completion. Given an annotated
schema, we can now learn the completion models. As depicted in
Figures 10.1b, two completion models have been learned that can
either take data from the complete neighborhood table or the complete
landlord table to synthesize missing apartment tuples. By taking
complete tables as evidence our models synthesize missing tuples
even if there is a bias in the missing data since we capture correlations
across tables (e.g., which types of apartments are expected based on
the characteristics of the neighborhoods).

These completion models can now be used at runtime to complete
the missing data for a given user query. For instance, if a user wants
to know the average rent per state, we first compute the completed
join neighborhood ./ apartment. More precisely, we introduce a new
operator called incompleteness join to join complete and incomplete
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tables that generates the missing tuples needed to make the join
complete. In our example, the incompleteness join would generate
apartments for neighborhoods where the data is missing using the
appropriate completion model of Figure 10.1b. Once the missing tuples
for the join are generated (i.e., the incompleteness join produced
its output), we can compute the aggregated result using a normal
aggregation operator.

We decided to complete data on a per-query basis at runtime since
completing the full database might be too expensive (and actually not
needed) for large datasets. However, it is important to note that the
models are not query-dependent and only have to be learned once for
an incomplete schema and can be reused across queries. Moreover,
the generated data can still be materialized or even generated a priori
as we will discuss in Section 10.4.

supported schema and queries . In general, our approach
supports any relational schema where tables are connected via foreign-
key relationships. For the workload, we currently limit ourselves to
acyclic Select-Project-Aggregate-Join (SPJA) queries where joins are
equi-joins along foreign-key relationships which are typical queries for
decision making. An important aspect is that we can support arbitrary
filter predicates or aggregate functions as well as any number of group-
by attributes. The reason is that once data is completed for a join,
we use normal query operators (e.g., filter or aggregate operators) to
compute the query results. Supporting other types of queries, however,
is indeed possible. For example, other join types (e.g., non-equi joins)
could be added by deriving tuple factors that represent these join
conditions.

10.2.3 Discussion

The central assumption of our approach is that both missing and
available tuples have consistent correlations; i.e., while there can be
a bias in the available tuples, it is required that the missing tuples
have the same correlations between attributes as the remaining tuples.
This is not a requirement specifically for ReStore but for any system
that uses machine learning to complete a dataset since otherwise the
available tuples cannot be used as evidence to predict the missing
tuples. More technically, the conditional distributions of missing tuples
tm given an evidence tuple te should be equivalent for remaining and
missing tuple distributions, i.e., Pm(tm | te) ≈ Pr(tm | te). If this
assumption holds, the main factor determining how accurately the
original query result can be restored is the predictability of the query
attributes as we will later show in our experimental evaluation. If the
attributes are not predictable given the evidence tuples, our models
will complete the data with lower confidence (cf. Section 10.6).
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T1 ⋈ ... ⋈Tn ... ⋈Tm

Synthesize Missing
tm Tuples

Given: te∈T1 ⋈ ... ⋈Tn
Sample Tuple: tm

(a) Completion Task.

a1

a2

ai

ai+1

an

...

...

...
p(ai|a<i)

p(an|a<n)
...

Deep AR
Model

p(a1)
p(a2|a1)

p(ai+1|a<i+1)

te∈T1 ⋈ ... ⋈Tn

tm∈Tm

Conditional 
Column

Distributions

(b) Simple Completion Model.

Deep AR
Model

Embedding

Fan-Out Tuples
for each

te∈T1 ⋈ ... ⋈Tn

Tj

Tk

Ti

te∈T1 ⋈ ... ⋈Tn

Conditional 
Column

Distributionstm∈Tm

(c) Schema-Structured Completion Model.

Figure 10.2: Learned Completion Models in ReStore. (a) The goal is to com-
plete a table Tm using the join T1 ./ . . . ./ Tn of complete tables
T1, . . . , Tn as evidence. (b) Simple completion models are based
on autoregressive models and learn conditional distributions
P(ai|a<i) over all attributes in T1 ./ . . . ./ Tn ./ Tm (including
the incomplete table Tm). After learning, we can use conditional
sampling to synthesize missing tuples tm given an evidence tuple
te ∈ T1 ./ . . . ./ Tn. (c) Schema−structured models incorporate
additional (so called fan-out) evidence of a tuple te using tree
embeddings.
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10.3 learned completion models

A natural fit for the completion task of ReStore are so called deep
autoregressive (AR) models [51, 125, 133]. In the following, we first
discuss the relevant background on AR models and then present a first
class of simple completion models based on AR models. Afterwards,
we present schema-structured autoregressive (SSAR) models which
are more expressive than the simple completion models since they can
capture the structural information in complex relational schemas that
can be used as evidence for generating missing tuples.

10.3.1 Background on Autoregressive Models

Autoregressive models learn a probability distribution by approxi-
mating the density of observed variables p(x1, . . . , xn). These models
exploit that any density can be decomposed into a product of con-
ditional densities p(x) = ∏n

i=1 p(xi | x<i). The factors express the
conditional density of the i-th variable given its predecessors.

The popular MADE [51] models realize an autoregressive architec-
ture using deep learning techniques. The network obtains a vector
(x1, . . . , xn) as input and is trained to output the conditional densi-
ties (p(x1), p(x2|x1), . . . , p(xn|x<n)). It is ensured that the i-th output
p(xi | x<i) only depends on inputs with an index < i using masked
layers that prevent the flow of information from subsequent inputs.

Conditional sampling (and hence generating new data) can now eas-
ily be implemented using iterative forward sampling. Assume that we
are given a partial vector (x1, . . . , xi) and want to sample the remain-
ing entries (xi+1, . . . , xn) of the vector, i.e., sample from the conditional
distribution p(x≥i|x<i). By making use of the autoregressive model,
we can first predict the distribution p(xi+1|x≤i) and sample the next
variable xi+1. We can now repeat the procedure by feeding the vector
(x1, . . . , xi, xi+1) into the network to predict p(xi+2|x≤i+1) and so forth
until we have finally computed a conditional sample for all missing
variables of the input vector.

10.3.2 Simple Completion Models

As a first contribution, we present a simple class of completion models
based on AR models. The general idea of these models is to use
tuples of a complete table te ∈ T1 (or of a join of complete tables
te ∈ T1 ./ . . . ./ Tn) as evidence to synthesize a missing tuple of one
incomplete table Tm. In other words, the completion models take a
tuple te as input and synthesize a missing tuple tm for the incomplete
table Tm.

To capture distributions and correlations present in the dataset and
eventually generate the missing Tm tuples, a completion model for one
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incomplete table Tm is learned over the join of T1 ./ . . . ./ Tn ./ Tm

(based on the available data). Clearly, for complex schemata with
potentially multiple incomplete tables we need to learn multiple com-
pletion models. An efficient learning procedure for complex schemata
is presented at the end of this Section. In the following, we focus on
the question how a single completion model for one incomplete table
is derived. We first consider the case of using a single complete table
as evidence to generate tuples of an incomplete table and later show
how joins of tables can be used as evidence.

single evidence table . Let us first consider the case of a single
complete table T1 which is connected via a foreign-key relationship to
the incomplete table Tm. Our goal is to synthesize the missing tuples
in Tm. To this end, a deep AR model is trained over the join T1 ./ Tm

(more precisely, all join attributes a1, . . . , an including tuple factors as
depicted in Figure 10.2b) using the available data. Afterwards, for ev-
ery tuple t1 of the complete table T1 we can synthesize an appropriate
tuple for the incomplete table Tm by sampling from the conditional
distribution tm ∼ P(tm|t1). For instance, in our example in Figure 10.1
we can synthesize an apartment tuple, given a neighborhood tuple.

Intuitively, a given neighborhood tuple tells us what a typical apart-
ment in that neighborhood looks like. Moreover, we can synthesize
tuple factors for a given neighborhood tuple if it is not already avail-
able. This tells us in addition how many apartments a neighborhood
(given its characteristics) has. Using the tuple factor, we can now
synthesize as many tuples as are missing; e.g., for a neighborhood
that should have three apartments but the dataset contains only one,
two new apartment tuples need to be synthesized. This also allows to
debias a dataset. For instance, the model might predict more missing
tuples for neighborhoods in areas with higher population density
and since population density and rental prices could be correlated,
it will synthesize more expensive apartments resulting in an overall
higher average rent. More details on how more complex queries can
be handled an debiased is given in Section 10.4. For now, we simply
focus on the data generation process for generating one missing tuple
tm from a given evidence tuple te.

additional evidence tables . Instead of using only a tuple
of table T1 as evidence, we can also use information from additional
tables T2, . . . , Tn as evidence. The condition for more than one complete
table to be used as evidence is that they are connected via foreign-key
relationships directly or indirectly to T1. This is necessary because
otherwise it is not clear which tuples of complete tables should be
combined to generate a tuple in the incomplete table.

For instance, in Figure 10.1, we cannot use the landlord and the
neighborhood tables as evidence in one model to synthesize an apartment
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tuple. While this is technically possible, we do not know a priori
in which neighborhoods a landlord has apartments. Trying out all
possible combinations is computationally infeasible. Hence, in this
particular case, we have to decide whether to use a completion model
that uses neighborhoods as evidence or one that uses landlords as
input for the completion. This decision is discussed in Section 10.5
where we present an algorithm for automatically selecting which data
to use as evidence. However, as mentioned before, we can still use
additional evidence tables T2, . . . , Tn as long as they are connected
via foreign-key relationships to T1 (which itself is connected to the
incomplete table Tm). The idea is that we can use a tuple from the join
te ∈ T1 ./ . . . ./ Tn as evidence to generate a tuple for Tm by sampling
from P(tm|te). For instance, if the state information of a neighbor-
hood would be represented in a separate table that was connected to
the neighborhood table via a foreign-key reference, we could use the
joined tuple ts ./ tn of the neighborhood and state tables as input to
more accurately predict a missing apartment tuple ta. The attributes
of the state table in this case serve as additional features for the deep
AR model.

fan-out evidence . However, even in the case that all additional
evidence tables T2, . . . , Tn are connected to T1 there are limits to which
evidence tables can be used. In case one of the tables in T2, . . . , Tn

introduces a fan-out (i.e., the evidence tuple t1 is connected to more
than one tuple directly or indirectly in the additional table) the table
cannot be used as additional evidence. We call this fan-out evidence.
The reason is that if a tuple t1 in T1 has several matching tuples (say
in T2), it is not clear which of these tuples should be provided as
additional input for the AR model to synthesize a tuple tm ∈ Tm. For
instance, if we had an additional school table in our example which
is connected to the neighborhood table, one tuple could have multiple
school tuples. To address this issue, we introduce Schema-Structured
Completion Models.

10.3.3 Schema-Structured Completion Models

As mentioned before, simple AR completion models cannot leverage
evidence of an additional complete table if it introduces a fan-out. This
motivates Schema-Structured Autoregressive (SSAR) models which are
capable of incorporating this information in the completion process.

supporting fan-out evidence . Similar to AR models, SSAR
models are learned over the join of evidence tables T1 ./ . . . ./ Tn

(which do not introduce any fan-out evidence) and the incomplete
table Tm as shown in Figure 10.2c. In order to take the additional
tables which introduce a fan-out evidence into account, we perform
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an acyclic walk on the schema graph. That means for a given evidence
tuple te ∈ T1 ./ . . . ./ Tn, for which we want to generate the missing
tuple tm, we first additionally join tuples from fan-out tables (e.g., Ti
and Tj in Figure 10.2c). This can be done recursively for tables which
have an additional fan-out relationship to tables that are not directly
connected to te (such as Tk in Figure 10.2c). This results in a tree
structure of tuples representing the fan-out evidence, which is then
encoded and fed into the neural network in addition to the evidence
tuple te to predict appropriate tuples tm of the incomplete table Tm.
For instance, for a given neighborhood tuple tn we would feed the
tree with tn as root and all schools in this neighborhood as children
into the model. To use this tree structure as input to our SSAR models,
we encode the tree using a tree embedding architecture. In particular,
we use sum-pooling for the child embeddings which are fed into an
additional feed-forward network. This architecture was shown to be a
universal function approximator for permutation invariant functions
[190]. We additionally use weight sharing for tuples of the same table
to reduce the number of parameters.

self-evident data completion. In addition to using tree-
structured models to incorporate evidence from additional fan-out
tables, we can use tree models also for incorporating the already
available data of the incomplete table itself. For instance, let us again
consider the case that the apartment table is incomplete and we wish
to complete the join of neighborhood ./ apartment using a complete
neighborhood table. Given a neighborhood tuple, the SSAR model
has to predict an appropriate missing apartment tuple. As mentioned
before, some apartments of a given neighborhood might already be
available (but not all). Using tree embeddings, these apartment tuples
could also be fed into the SSAR model as additional (self-)evidence.
The intuition is that, if there are typical constellations of apartments
in a neighborhood (e.g., typically they have comparable prices), this
will be learned by the SSAR model and taken into account during the
completion further refining the synthesized data.

10.3.4 Learning on Complex Schemata

So far, we have focused on the question how one individual comple-
tion model works. However, given an annotated schema of a complex
database, we have to learn multiple models to potentially synthe-
size the data for arbitrary joins containing incomplete tables. More
precisely, unless otherwise specified by the user, we want to be able
generate tuples for any table Tx using any connected table Ty as evi-
dence. Naively, we would have to learn a single SSAR (or AR) model
for every every pair of tables Tx, Ty that are connected via a foreign-
key to complete Tx using Ty and potentially all other (non fan-out
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and fan-out) tables connected to Ty that can be used as additional
evidence. However, this would lead to a high number of models and
consequently high training times. Instead, as we show next models
can be merged (before learning them) to reduce the number of models
and overall training time significantly.

merging example . For instance, if we want to complete T2 using
T3 and T1 using T2 ./ T3 both completions can be done using the same
model. We only have to make sure that attributes from T3 are first
and that the ones of T2 and T1 are second and third, respectively. This
is possible since the model provides both p(T1|T2, T3) and p(T2|T3).
However, because AR models require a fixed ordering of variables,
merging is not always possible. For instance, a model that has to learn
p(T2|T1) cannot be merged because we cannot find an ordering of
variables that allows to predict both p(T2|T1) and p(T1|T2, T3).

model merging . In our approach, we first require for two models
M1 and M2 to be merged that the set of tables of M1 is a subset of
the tables of M2 or vice versa. In addition, we have to check whether
there exists a consistent variable ordering. To this end, we construct
a directed graph that contains a node for every involved table. For
every table that should be completed, we add an arc from every
evidence table to this table. Only if the resulting graph is cycle-free
a valid ordering of tables can be derived and we merge the models.
In particular, we use the topological sorting as ordering. We merge
models until no more non-conflicting merges are available.

10.4 query-driven data completion

In this Section, we show how the completion models (AR and SSAR)
can be used to complete data for a given user query that might contain
joins over complete and incomplete tables.

10.4.1 Overview of Query Processing

Data completion using ReStore happens on a per-query basis at run-
time during query processing. We decided to do the completion on
a per-query basis because an offline completion of the full database
especially for larger databases is costly and might actually not be
required. As queries, we support SPJA-queries such as the one shown
in Figure 10.1c) that are typical for OLAP with acyclic equi-joins along
foreign-keys and arbitrary filters and aggregations (with and without
group-by).

In order to answer such a query, we first compute the join J =

Tu1 ./ . . . ./ Tun over all tables (complete and incomplete) contained
in the user query. During the join computation, we complete the join
using our completion models such that J contains all data as if the
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join would be executed on a complete database. Afterwards, we then
apply filter predicates, aggregations and groupings to answer the user
query over the completed join.

For efficiency, we push down filter predicates and generate only
missing data for the requested subset of tuples in the join of the query.
However, for simplicity of explanation, we assume in the following
that filters are executed after the join. Moreover, as we describe Sec-
tion 10.4.5, this also enables optimizations to reuse the generated data
for subsequent queries.

10.4.2 Single Incomplete Table in a Query

We now first consider the case where a single table Tm in the join
Tu1 ./ . . . ./ Tun of the user query is incomplete (as it is the case
in Figure 10.1c) and discuss the case where multiple tables in the
user query are incomplete later. In principle, different models could
be available to synthesize data for the incomplete table Tm. We now
discuss how a completion works if a model M is already selected and
discuss in Section 10.5 how to select a completion model.

Moreover, we initially assume that the tables that are used as ev-
idence for generating missing data for Tm are among the complete
tables in the join Tu1 ./ . . . ./ Tun−1 ./ Tun. To differentiate in the
sequel between the tables T1 ./ . . . ./ Tn needed as evidence for the
completion model M and the user join Tu1 ./ . . . ./ Tun, we use the
terms completion path and query path, respectively.

In the following, without loss of generality, we assume that Tm = Tun

is the incomplete table and Tm is connected to the complete (evidence)
table Tu1 via a foreign key or vice versa. The step of extending a join
of complete tables Tu1 ./ . . . ./ Tun−1 with an incomplete table Tun to
Tu1 ./ . . . ./ Tun−1 ./ Tun while generating the missing tuples is called
incompleteness join.

completion path equals query path . The simplest case for
an incompleteness join is where the query path is equal to the com-
pletion path. Imagine, there is one more state table in our example
of Figure 10.1 which has a reference to the neighborhood table and a
user requests a join of the complete state and neighborhood tables
with the incomplete apartment table. In this case, we could use a
completion model that uses states and neighborhoods as evidence to
synthesize apartments, the query path and completion path would be
both state ./ neighborhood ./ apartment.

For executing an incompleteness join in this case, we first join
the complete evidence tables Te = Tu1 ./ . . . ./ Tun−1 (state and
neighborhood in our example). Afterwards, we iterate over all evi-
dence tuples te ∈ Te and synthesize the missing data for the user join.
In case of SSAR models additional fan-out evidence tables need to be
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Neighborhood ⋈ Apartment ⋈ Landlord [Completed]

state pop_density apartment_id rent landlord_id landlord_age

NYC 27,000 1 2000$ 1 50

NYC 27,000 2 3000$ 2 60

CA 254 3 3200$ 59

CA 254 4 2000$ 59

CA 254 5 1000$ 59

Neighborhood ⋈ Apartment ⋈ Landlord [Completed]

state pop_density apartment_id rent landlord_id landlord_age

NYC 27,000 1 2000$ 1 50

NYC 27,000 2 3000$ 2 60

CA 254 3 3200$ 2 60

CA 254 4 2000$ 2 60

CA 254 5 1000$ 2 60

Figure 10.3: Nearest Neighbor Replacement. Foreign-keys are not synthe-
sized for the apartment table and thus the tuples cannot be
joined with the complete landlord table. Hence, landlord tu-
ples are first synthesized and afterwards replaced with “similar”
landlord tuples

joined separately to construct the query tree for each evidence tuple
te which is fed into the SSAR model. For generating the missing data
using the completion model, we have to differentiate whether the
relationship of te and tuples of the incomplete table Tm is a 1:n or n:1
relationship (i.e., if one evidence tuple te has multiple join partners or
one join partner in the incomplete table).

In case of a 1:n relationship, we first have to determine how many
tm tuples have to be generated per te tuple which can be estimated
using the tuple factors which are learned by the corresponding AR
or SSAR completion model. Moreover, we have to determine how
many tm-tuples already exist (since some might already be available
but not all) and synthesize only the missing number of tuples. This
can be done efficiently during joining by first creating a hash-map
on the incomplete table (which is needed for joining anyway) that
additionally counts the occurrences of tuples with the same foreign-
key in the Tm table. For instance, if we want to synthesize apartments
given the join neighborhood ./ states, we first have to predict how
many apartments we expect to see per neighborhood, i.e., the tuple
factor per neighborhood. Afterwards, we synthesize the appropriate
number of apartments using the join of state and neighborhood as
evidence. For the output of the incompleteness join, we then join te

with all the existing and synthesized tuples.
In case of a n:1 relationship, we can disregard tuple factors and only

need to generate one missing tuple tm per evidence tuple te if needed.
For example, for a join of the landlord table with the incomplete
apartment table, we synthesize a landlord only for apartments where
the landlord tuple is missing.

completion path contained in query path . We now con-
sider the case that the completion path is contained in the query path
(i.e., the query path contains more tables than the completion path).

In this case, we use a similar approach as before and use the
completion path tables as evidence for the model to generate the
missing tuples in Tm but then need to join the remaining complete
tables of the user query (not in the completion path). For instance,
assume a user wants to join all three tables in the example in Fig-
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ure 10.1 (neighborhood, apartment, and landlord). To process such as
query, we could use a completion model which allows us to generate
apartment tuples from neighborhood tuples to produce a “completed”
join for those two tables. Afterwards, we then need to join this output
with the complete landlord table. However, our completion models
do not generate foreign keys (to the landlords) for the synthesized
apartment tuples since AR and SSAR models are not suited for gener-
ating such type of information.

Hence, we cannot use a normal join operator for joining the output
of an incompleteness join with the next complete table (e.g., with
landlord in our example) but have to process this join in a different
manner. In this case, we again use a completion model that allows us to
generate a new landlord tuple using apartments and a neighborhood
as evidence as depicted in Figure 10.3 (left). Since the landlord table,
however, is a complete table we then replace the synthesized tuple with
an existing tuple that has the highest similarity (i.e., lowest euclidean
distance) with the synthesized tuple. For instance in Figure 10.3, the
last three synthesized landlord tuples are replaced with the second
landlord from the complete table since they are very similar.

However, an exact nearest neighbor replacement of the generated
landlord tuple would come at a high cost of computing the pairwise
distances of all synthesized tuples and tuples of the complete table
during query processing. Hence, we employ approximate nearest
neighbor approaches and batching for the replacement. This is crucial
to achieve a competitive performance. In general, this join procedure
has to be used if foreign keys in an intermediate result are missing
but required for a join with a complete table. Otherwise, normal joins
can be used. Although the synthesized data is of high-quality the
replacement is required to fully comply with the user annotations - it
is unexpected to see new synthesized tuples for complete tables.

10.4.3 Multiple Incomplete Tables in a Query

We have now discussed all techniques required to complete a user
query where the query path includes only a single incomplete table.
The case of several incomplete tables can now easily be derived. In
particular, we again assume that the completion path is given and
repeatedly apply incompleteness joins as before and use the nearest
neighbor replacement where appropriate. The order which table to
complete first is determined using the techniques in Section 10.5 to
automatically select the best completion model.

There is only one difference compared to the single incomplete
table case since we have to apply the nearest neighbor replacement
also for incomplete tables. In particular, if we synthesize tuples for
an incomplete table, we might still synthesize too many tuples since
foreign-keys of previous tables might not be generated and thus even
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Algorithm 3 Single Table Completion
Input: Requested Join Tables Jreq = Tu1, . . . , Tun
Input: T1, . . . , Tn (Path from complete Table T1 to Jreq)
Output: Approximated Complete Join Tu1 ./ . . . ./ Tun
1: J← T1
2: for Ti in T1, . . . , Tn−1 do
3: // Incompleteness Join
4: Jincomplete ← J ./ Ti
5: if Ti ./ Ti+1 is Fan-Out then
6: Predict Tuple Factor FTi+1←Ti for every t ∈ J
7: FTi+1←Ti ← FTi+1←Ti - Current No of Join Partners in Ti+1
8: Jsyn ← Duplicate each t ∈ J FTi+1←Ti times
9: else

10: Jsyn Tuples in J without Join Partner in Ti+1

11:
12: // AR or SSAR Tuple Synthesis
13: M← Completion Model for Ti → Ti+1
14: Jsyn ← Synthesize Columns of Tn+1 in Jsyn using M
15:
16: // Euclidean Replacement
17: if Last Join or Next Join Fan-Out then
18: Jsyn ← euclidean_replace(Jsyn, Ti+1)

19: J← Jsyn ∪ Jincomplete

20: return J

though the tuples are still in the database, they would still not appear
in the resulting join. Hence, we have to estimate how often a tuple
of the incomplete table should appear in the full join and complete
accordingly.

The pseudocode for the general case which summarizes the discus-
sions in Sections 10.4.2 and 10.4.3 is shown in Algorithm 3.

10.4.4 Additional Cases for Data Completion

completion with additional tables . We have now consid-
ered the case of incomplete tables in a user query under the condition
that the completion path is a subset of the requested query path.
However, this is not necessarily the case since the completion path
can also contain additional tables: for instance, if the user queries
the landlord and the apartment table but for the completion of the
apartment table the lower model in Figure 10.1b is chosen which uses
neighborhoods as evidence. The high-level idea for query processing
in such a case is that we first use the join over all tables in the com-
pletion path to synthesize the missing data for the incomplete table
(e.g., the apartment table is completed using the neighborhood table)
and afterwards potentially have to reweight tuples according to the
introduced fan-out similar to [72].

multi-path completion. Another interesting case is that using
only a single path for the completion of one incomplete table can be
insufficient. For instance, let us consider a slightly modified schema of
a complete apartment table, an incomplete neighborhood table and an
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additional complete school table which has a foreign-key relationship
to the neighborhoods. If a user now simply queries the neighborhood

table and we complete the neighborhoods via the school table, neigh-
borhoods that do not have any schools will be missing (since we
never generate them if we use a completion path from school to
neighborhood). In these cases, we use all paths to synthesize data and
combine data based on tuple factors.

10.4.5 Further Optimizations

While our data completion process synthesizes data at query runtime,
data which is synthesized for one query can be reused for related
queries. This allows for (i) caching of data synthesized at runtime or
(ii) an offline completion independently of the workload.

We first discuss how data for completed joins can be reused. In
particular, since aggregations and filters are applied after completing a
join to approximate a query Q in ReStore, the completed data of Q can
be reused for a query Q′ if they use the same join path J. Moreover, if a
query Q′ requires additional tables not covered in J, we can start from
J and generate additional data incrementally for further incomplete
tables. Finally, if Q′ only requires a sub-path of J, we can reuse the
data by projecting J to the tables required by Q.

Second, as mentioned before we can also generate missing data
prior to the query runtime. One way is to predict which queries will
occur at runtime and thus optimize which incompleteness joins to
create. However, if there is no knowledge about potential queries,
simple heuristics-driven strategies can be used. In particular, we can
create data for every pair of a joinable incomplete and complete table.
This would allow us to answer any query on a single incomplete
table or a join of a complete and incomplete table without the need to
generate data.

10.5 model and path selection

In the approach discussed so far there are some degrees of freedom.
In particular, whether we should rather learn AR or SSAR models and
which complete tables (i.e., which completion path) should be used
for the completion. Both decisions can have a significant impact on the
quality of the completion. Intuitively, while the first aspect determines
whether we learn a model that is fitting the data well, the second
aspect is important because different completion tables have a varying
significance for the join we want to complete.

basic selection. To decide whether a model should be used for
completion of an incomplete table (or not), it is important to check
the accuracy (i.e., test loss) of the models prior to using the model for
completion. If the accuracy is too low this means that the true attribute
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values can hardly be reconstructed since they are not predictable and
the bias is likely not reduced significantly.

advanced selection. For the remaining models we have to
estimate the quality of each completion model. To this end, we derive
additional incomplete scenarios with the given incomplete dataset
as ground truth to assess model and path quality. The underlying
assumption is that if the models and paths are able to reconstruct our
incomplete dataset they are also able to perform the actual completion
with high accuracy.

In practice, the user often suspects a bias in the data but the extent
of it is unclear. This information can additionally be provided by the
user and used for the model selection. For instance, an incomplete
table might cover more high-population neighborhoods and thus the
user expects an overestimation of the average rent. As we will show in
our experiments, this additional information can significantly improve
the quality of the synthesized data.

10.6 completion confidence

It is crucial for practitioners to be aware of the confidence of query
results after the data completion. For this, we provide confidence
interval estimations of the query results for how certain our models
are when synthesizing missing data. In the following, we start with
the simple case that involves only a single incomplete table and then
explain the more general case.

10.6.1 Simple Case

For the simple case, we assume that we have a similar housing
database as before but with only two tables: an incomplete apart-
ments table where apartments can have two types (large and small)
and a complete neighborhoods table. Furthermore, assume that a user
issues a count-query that joins these two tables to compute the fre-
quency of the two apartment types for which we want to compute
confidence intervals. Intuitively, if the neighborhood tuples do not
provide strong evidence about the types of missing apartments (i.e., if
there is a low correlation), the completion models will predict both
apartment types with equal probabilities for each missing tuple. In this
case, we should have a low confidence and predict wide confidence
intervals. In contrast, if the model predicts the apartment type with
high certainty, the confidence interval should be more tight.

In order to compute confidence intervals for a query over an in-
complete table, we use the following two-step procedure: (1) We first
compute the certainty C(te) of a prediction for an attribute of a missing
tuple given an evidence tuple te in ReStore. For this, we compare the
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probability distribution of the predicted attribute value Pmodel for one
synthesized tuple with the distribution of the attribute values in the
training data Pincomplete. If the model is uncertain when synthesizing an
attribute value for one missing tuple tm, given the evidence tuple te, it
will simply predict the distribution of values in the training data (i.e.,
Pmodel ≈ Pincomplete). However, if the model is certain given an evidence
tuple, it will predict a particular attribute value (e.g., a large or a small
apartment type) with higher probability. Hence, for computing the
certainty of a prediction, we compute the similarity of the distribu-
tion Pmodel with Pincomplete using the KL-divergence and normalize it to
[0, 1] by 1− exp(−DKL). (2) Second, we compute confidence intervals
for each synthesized tuple as follows. For this, we introduce a lower
and upper bound distribution (Plower and Pupper). In our example, we
use a distribution for the upper bound Pupper where one particular
apartment type (e.g., the small apartments) occurs in 95% of the cases
(for a 95% confidence). The upper bound of our confidence intervals
can then be computed using C(te)Pmodel(te) + (1−C(te))Pupper. For the
lower confidence interval, we simply replace Pupper by Plower where
Plower represents the distribution where apartments only occur in 5%.

10.6.2 General Case

The procedure above can be generalized to queries that (1) involve
multiple incomplete tables and (2) other aggregate functions. In order
to support (1), we generate the missing tuples using the completion
models similar to the the normal completion process. However, for
every query attribute that has to be synthesized we define an individ-
ual distribution Plower and Pupper (based on the given confidence) and
compute the model confidence intervals as described before. Again, in-
stead of using Pmodel directly, we use C(te)Pmodel(te) + (1− C(te))Plower
for the synthesized attributes when computing the lower bound and
similarly Pupper for the upper bound. For this process, we assume that
attribute values of different tables are correlated to generate conserva-
tive (i.e., worst case) confidence bounds. (2) As mentioned before we
can also support other aggregate functions. For example, to support
average in addition to count aggregates we define Plower and Pupper

for continuous attributes. Moreover, sum aggregates can be treated
as a combination of average and count. Note that we currently only
support completion confidence intervals for query attributes used in
an aggregation (i.e., count, avg, sum). For other query types, we can
resort to per-query statistics that we show a user such as the ratio of
synthesized vs. existing tuples.
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10.7 experimental evaluation

In this Section, we evaluate both the quality of the completed relational
datasets as well as several performance aspects of ReStore1: (Exp. 1 &
2) Data Completion: We first evaluate how well our models can correct
incomplete datasets given certain data characteristics. (Exp. 3) Query
Processing: In addition, we demonstrate the end-to-end accuracy of
our approach using aggregate queries on real-world datasets. (Exp. 4)
Accuracy and Performance: We finally discuss the accuracies of the
different models and the model selection as well as the time required
for model training and data completion. For further details on the
experiments, we plan to publish an extended technical report.

10.7.1 Datasets and Implementation

datasets . We first evaluate our approach on a synthetic dataset
to investigate which factors determine the quality of our completion
in isolation. However, restricting ourselves to synthetic datasets is
insufficient since they do not exhibit as complex distributions and
correlations as real-world datasets. We thus also evaluate our approach
on two real-world relational datasets with different complexity. The
first schema is a housing dataset derived from the Airbnb data2 which
we normalized to obtain different relations for landlords, neighbor-
hoods and apartments (Figure 10.4a). The movies schema is derived
from the popular IMDB3 dataset but with two important differen-
tiations. We first merged the movie_info table information into the
movie table to obtain more interesting attributes, i.e., genre and rating.
Moreover, we explicitly divided the person relation into actors and
directors exhibiting a more interesting relational structure as depicted
in Figure 10.4b. For both datasets we create incomplete versions by
removing a varying ratio of tuples to simulate different degrees of
incompleteness. Details on how we removed data will be given in our
experiments.

implementation. All models were implemented with PyTorch
[137]. For the AR models, we used the model in [186] as a starting
point.4 Similar to [186], we use learned embeddings to represent at-
tribute values in the AR and SSAR completion models. In particular,
we use the MADE [51] architecture for AR models with residual
connections and ReLU activation functions. For the neural tree archi-
tectures in the SSAR models we use a deep sets architecture [190].

1 Code is available online: https://github.com/DataManagementLab/restore
2 https://public.opendatasoft.com/explore/dataset/airbnb-listings

3 http://homepages.cwi.nl/~boncz/job/imdb.tgz

4 https://github.com/naru-project/naru

https://github.com/DataManagementLab/restore
https://public.opendatasoft.com/explore/dataset/airbnb-listings
http://homepages.cwi.nl/~boncz/job/imdb.tgz
https://github.com/naru-project/naru
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10.7.2 Exp. 1: Data Completion on Synthetic Data

In this experiment, we first study the factors that determine the quality
of our completions. For this, we generate different synthetic datasets
where we vary different data characteristics that might influence how
well the data is reconstructable. As an additional sanity check, we want
to investigate if our automatic model and path selection strategies
are able to identify cases that prevent the data completion. We first
introduce the metrics and setup before we discuss our results on
synthetic data.

completion setups . For this experiment we use a simple syn-
thetic dataset with only two tables: a complete table TA with a single
attribute A and an incomplete table TB with a single attribute B where
TB has a foreign-key relationship to TA. As main parameters which
might have an influence on how well a dataset is reconstructable we
vary the predictability (i.e., how well an attribute can be estimated)
and the skew. In particular, the categorical attribute B is generated
such that B can be perfectly predicted given A (i.e., B is functional
dependent on A) and we then incrementally add more noise to reduce
the predictability. Moreover, the attribute A is generated either using
a uniform or skewed distribution where the Zipf factor is varied (for
a fixed predictability of 80%). In addition, we not only vary the pre-
dictability of B given A but also the fan-out predictability (i.e., how well
a missing tuple in TA can be predicted given other TA tuples).

In order to derive an incomplete dataset from the synthetic dataset,
we systematically remove tuples using two parameters: removal correla-
tion and keep rate. The keep rate determines the percentage of tuples
which are not removed from table TB. In order to introduce a bias, we
correlate the probability of a tuple being removed with the value of
the attribute B. The corresponding parameter controls the strength
of this correlation. In particular, we correlate the removal probability
with the appearance of one attribute value of b ∈ B.

metrics and baselines . We use the metrics defined in Section
10.2.1. For evaluating the quality of data completion (Exp. 1 and Exp 2),
we show the bias reduction since it is independent of a given workload.
For experiments (Exp. 3) which involve a workload, we additionally
show the relative error. Unless otherwise stated, we report the metrics
for an optimal model and path selection. We provide a dedicated
analysis of the model and path selection in Exp. 4. Both metrics show
how well we can reconstruct the complete (true) dataset compared to
using the incomplete dataset. We do not compare to other baselines,
since to the best of our knowledge no approach exists that is capable
of completing relational datasets across tables.
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results . As we see from Figure 10.5a (upper row) the predictability
is the key factor determining the success of the debiasing. Intuitively,
a high predictability allows our model to accurately estimate the
missing values of the attribute B for the missing tuples. However,
in cases where the attribute B cannot accurately be predicted given
attribute A, the test loss of the model is also higher as shown in
Figure 10.5b. This confirms that checking the model accuracy is an
effective criterion for model selection as discussed in Section 10.5.
In those cases, no automated approach could successfully debias
the dataset. As we will see in the subsequent experiments, while
predictability is a prerequisite for an accurate completion we can
largely reduce the bias for a wide set of real-world datasets. This is
the case since real-world data is often largely correlated which can be
exploited when predicting missing tuples.

Moreover, attribute skew as shown in Figure 10.5a (lower row) does
not seem to have a large influence on the performance of our approach.
The reason is that the model can still accurately predict the value of
attribute B as long as there is a sufficient amount of training data.
Finally, as we can see in Figure 10.5c SSAR models are superior over
AR models since they can capture fan-out evidence. For showing
this, we feed the tuples in TB that share the same tuple in TA as self-
evidence into the SSAR models (which is a type of fan-out evidence
as described in Section 10.3.3). As we see, if the coherence within the
group of tuples in TB that share a reference to the same tuple in TA
is higher (which we call fan-out predictability) the bias reduction of
SSAR compared to AR models improves.

confidence intervals . In addition to bias reduction, we next
evaluate the quality of our confidence intervals using synthetic data.
Similar as before, we use a setup with two tables: a complete table
TA with a single attribute A and an incomplete table TB with a single
attribute B where TB has a foreign-key relationship to TA. Moreover,
we vary the predictability as noted in the setup of this experiment.
Note that due to a bias, a certain attribute value b of B can appear
less/more frequently in the incomplete table compared to the complete
table.

We now compute the confidence intervals for a count-query over
B that reports how often a particular attribute value b occurs. We
have chosen the attribute value b with the highest deviation between
incomplete and complete data which is a challenging task for ReStore.
Hence, confidence intervals are particularly of interest. In Figure 10.6,
we report the fraction of the attribute value b in the true (i.e., original)
and the completed database using 95% confidence intervals for the
setup described before.

As we can see, the true fraction of the selected attribute value b on
the complete dataset is always within the predicted confidence bounds
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Figure 10.6: Predicted Confidence Intervals on the Synthetic Data for a Re-
moval Correlation of 40%. The bounds always capture the true
fraction of the attribute value and an increased predictability
results in tighter confidence intervals.

and a larger keep rate results in tighter confidence bounds. Moreover,
as expected an increased predictability (x-axis) results in more con-
fident completions and thus tighter confidence bounds. In addition
to the predicted confidence bounds, in Figure 10.6 we also plot the
theoretical minimum and maximum of the bounds. The theoretical
minimum and maximum of the bounds can be computed by replacing
all respectively none of the missing values with the given attribute
value b. As a sanity check, we see that our confidence bounds also fall
into the theoretical bounds.

10.7.3 Exp. 2: Data Completion on Real Data

In this experiment, we analyze how well our approach can com-
plete the two real-world datasets. This is more challenging since the
underlying schemas are significantly more complex as depicted in
Figures 10.4a and 10.4b. Additionally, the data distributions exhibit
more interesting correlations.

completion setups . Per dataset we have defined five setups as
depicted in Table 10.4c (denoted as Hi and Mi for the housing and
movie data, respectively). In each setup, we create an incomplete re-
lational dataset by systematically removing tuples using a particular
attribute resembling different data types (categorical and continu-
ous) and data distributions. Similar to the synthetic dataset, we vary
the following parameters: keep rate and removal correlation which are
varied from 20% to 80% for all setups. For categorical attributes, we
again correlate the removal with the appearance of an attribute value
whereas for continuous attributes we correlate it with the normalized
attribute value (i.e., to obtain a specific Pearson correlation coefficient).
Moreover, we only keep a small share of all tuple factors - 20% for
the movie dataset and 30% for the housing dataset to compensate for
an overall smaller dataset. In addition, to include some even more
challenging setups for the movies dataset we additionally remove all
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tuples in the m : n relationship tables (i.e., movie_company etc.) which
do not have a matching tuple after the removal. For the setups M4

and M5 we additionally remove 20% of the movie tuples.

results . As discussed before, an interesting metric is how well
we could debias the incomplete data using our completion models
under the different setups. The results are shown Figure 10.7a for
all five setups given a variety of keep rates (between 20% and 80%)
and removal correlations. As we see, the bias can significantly be
reduced for all setups indicating the high quality of our completion
models. This especially holds for the setups of the movies dataset
where up to 100% of the bias can be removed. In general, a lower
removal correlation is beneficial for our approach. The reason is that
the lower the correlation, the more examples of high attribute values
(for continuous attributes) remain in the training set and thus the
model can learn more precisely what leads to those higher values.
During the completion it can then predict more accurately whether
larger values are likely to occur. The keep rates do not seem to have a
significant impact. The reason is that there are two opposing effects. On
the one hand, a larger keep rate leads to a larger training dataset and
the model can thus learn the distribution more accurately. On the other
hand, the absolute error |AVGcomplete(X)−AVGincomplete(X)| becomes
smaller and the model has to predict more extreme values to correct
the bias. Consequently, we do not see more accurate completions for
larger keep rates.

However, the quality of the completion varies for the different setups.
The reason is that the remaining evidence, i.e., the complete tables
in the schema are not equally useful. Some attributes of available
data are in general less predictable and if those are used for a biased
removal, it becomes harder to correct the bias. Interestingly, we do not
see the general trend that the completions become less accurate for
longer completion paths. Recall that for setups M4 and M5, all single
completion paths span at least five tables. However, the completions
are significantly more accurate than those of M2. This highlights
that the predictability of the biased attribute has the most significant
impact on the bias reduction. In general, for setups such as H2 and M2

where the evidence of the complete tables does not allow an accurate
prediction of the biased attribute, the models cannot correct the bias.
This is consistent with our findings on synthetic data.

count correction. We are also interested in how accurately
the table sizes are estimated using different ratios of available tuple
factors. Similarly to the bias reduction we define the cardinality correc-
tion as 1− |Completed Tuples|−|Complete Tuples|

|Incomplete Tuples|−|Complete Tuples| . As we can see in Figure 10.7b,
the cardinalities of the complete tables can relatively accurately be
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predicted even though only 20− 30% of all tuple factors are kept in
the incomplete datasets.

10.7.4 Exp. 3: Query Processing

completion setups . We now investigate the end-to-end perfor-
mance of our approach for query processing. To this end, we use a
workload of both single table and join queries with aggregates and var-
ious filter predicates.5 We then derive incomplete datasets similar to
Exp. 1. and compare the relative error of the queries computed on the
incomplete dataset and our completed dataset (using the original com-
plete datasets as ground truth). We show the absolute improvement
for the relative error for the queries.

results . As we can see in Figure 10.8, we can achieve significant
improvements motivating the use of our approach for practical appli-
cations. We can see that COUNT and SUM queries are in general largely
improved while the improvements for the AVG queries are smaller. The
reason is that for AVG queries the improvement depends on the scaling
and translation of the attribute as well as the absolute error introduced
by the biased removal. This varies largely for the different attributes
in our datasets. This emphasizes the importance of the bias reduction
metric in the first experiment.

In addition, we noticed that for join queries on the smaller housing
dataset and low keep rates the predictions of our models tend to
be inferior to the incomplete dataset. In this case, the AR and SSAR
models cannot observe sufficient training data to make accurate pre-
dictions. We thus recommend not to use our approach if the number
of available tuples is very low. However, for larger datasets it is also
more time-consuming to complete them manually and in these cases
our approach achieves significantly more accurate query results as we
can see from Figure 10.8.

10.7.5 Exp. 4: Accuracy and Performance Aspects

model and path selection. We next investigate how reliable
our model and path selection works. To this end, we plot all bias
reductions and the performance of the model selection strategies in
Figure 10.9. If we provide the information which bias is suspected in
the data (red dots in Figure 10.9), we often pick the optimal path and
model. However, even if this information is not available (orange dots
in Figure 10.9), we select models that can effectively reduce bias.

training time . In Figure 10.10 we depict the average training
time of the AR and SSAR models for the different completion setups.

5 https://github.com/DataManagementLab/restore

https://github.com/DataManagementLab/restore
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Figure 10.10: Time required for Training.
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Figure 10.11: Time required for completing one Path.

As we can see in general, AR models require less training time (< 2
minutes for housing and < 6 minutes for the movies dataset). The
reason is twofold. First, the models do not require acyclic walks on
the schema which have to be performed to gather training data for
the SSAR models. Moreover, the models are not as complex since
the tree models for the schema walks are not required. While SSAR
models require a longer training time, this can be justified with a
better performance for some completion setups.

completion time . Finally, we discuss the time needed for data
completion. As we can see in Figure 10.11 the completion via one path
takes less than 30 seconds for all setups of the housing dataset. For
the larger movies dataset, however, the completion took less than two
minutes for the completion setups M1−M3. For the more challenging
setups with long-distance completion paths (distance of four) the
completion takes around 16 minutes. However, here millions of tuples
have to be synthesized. Moreover, we can see that the nearest neighbor
replacement increases the runtime of the completion. As mentioned
before, for those scenarios we can alternatively generate the data
offline.

10.8 related work

missing data in olap. Closest to our approach is probably the re-
cent Themis [131] system. Different from ReStore, Themis is restricted
to work for a single table and requires aggregate information. Themis
either reweights existing tuples or learns probabilistic models for miss-
ing groups. The techniques for leveraging aggregate knowledge such
as iterative proportional fitting could seamlessly be integrated in our
approach. Chung et al. [27] estimate the impact of missing tuples on
aggregate queries when several but overlapping data sources are inte-
grated. Moreover, only the single table case is discussed here. There
has also been work on determining when incomplete data still leads
to complete query results [94, 121] or which parts of the result are
complete [90] which is orthogonal to our work.
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data generation. In order to compensate missing tuples, we
synthesize missing data using AR and SSAR models. This is related to
approaches that synthesize tuples [24, 42, 162, 183] using deep models
such as GANs [57, 149]. A main motivation is to synthesize data
satisfying data privacy. In contrast to ReStore, the models typically
only support individual tables instead of complex schemas.

uncertain and probabilistic databases . Another line of
work [43, 163] uses the possible world semantics [1] to handle un-
certain data, i.e., either tuple values or the inclusion of tuples in
the dataset are uncertain. The goal is to estimate possible results for
queries. Alternatively, uncertainty can be modeled using probabilistic
databases [31, 75, 130, 147, 151, 160, 175] where tuples or sets of tuples
are annotated with probabilities. In contrast to our work, missing
tuples cannot be handled directly. Possibly missing tuples would have
to be manually inserted in the database and annotated with a prob-
ability which is challenging since the user often does not have an
understanding of what data is missing.

data cleaning . Our approach is also related to data cleaning. A
major direction in data cleaning are approaches for value imputation
[26]. For value imputation, there exist many techniques that leverage
probabilistic graphical models [146], relational dependency networks
[114] or neural approaches [181, 187]. All these approaches, however,
cannot synthesize completely missing tuples as we do. Another inter-
esting direction is [177] which estimates the result of aggregate queries
by cleaning a sample of dirty data. However, again missing tuples are
not being compensated for.

10.9 conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have introduced ReStore— an approach that ap-
proximates queries over a relational database in cases where only
incomplete data is available (i.e., tuples in individual tables are miss-
ing). In our experimental evaluation, we have demonstrated that our
approach can synthesize missing data with high accuracy and thus
enables improved decision making on top of incomplete relational
databases. In future work, we also want to investigate how the models
devised can be used for tasks like missing data imputation or other
downstream tasks (e.g., learning a classification model) that can now
use the completed dataset as input. In addition, we believe that com-
bining our approach with probabilistic databases is also a promising
direction.
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O N E M O D E L T O R U L E T H E M A L L : T O WA R D S
Z E R O - S H O T L E A R N I N G F O R D ATA B A S E S

abstract

In this paper, we present our vision of so called zero-shot learning for
databases which is a new learning approach for database components.
Zero-shot learning for databases is inspired by recent advances in
transfer learning of models such as GPT-3 and can support a new
database out-of-the box without the need to train a new model. Fur-
thermore, it can easily be extended to few-shot learning by further
retraining the model on the unseen database. As a first concrete con-
tribution in this paper, we show the feasibility of zero-shot learning
for the task of physical cost estimation and present very promising
initial results. Moreover, as a second contribution we discuss the core
challenges related to zero-shot learning for databases and present
a roadmap to extend zero-shot learning towards many other tasks
beyond cost estimation or even beyond classical database systems and
workloads.
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11.1 introduction

motivation. Building computer systems often involves solving
complex problems in all layers of those systems. To reduce complexity
when building those computer systems and solve the problems in
a tractable manner, these systems have heavily relied on heuristics
or simplified analytical models in the past. Very recent work in the
systems community, however, has outlined a broad scope where ma-
chine learning vastly outperforms these traditional heuristics. This is
also the case for databases, where existing DBMS components have
been replaced with learned counterparts such as learned cost and
cardinality estimation models [67, 72, 79, 113, 161, 185] as well as
learned query optimizers [85, 108, 110, 112] or even learned indexes
[34, 35, 48, 84] and learned query scheduling strategies [107, 153].

The predominant approach that has been used in the past for
learned database components is workload-driven learning. The idea
of workload-driven learning is to capture the behavior of a DBMS
component by running a representative set of queries over a given
database and then use the observations to train the underlying model.
For example, for learned cardinality estimation models such as [79,
161] a set of queries must be executed to collect query plans and their
cardinalities, which serve as training data for learning a model that
can be used to estimate the cardinalities for new queries. The very
same procedure is applied if workload-driven learning is used for the
other DBMS components such as learned physical design advisors
(e.g., an advisor for index selection) [99, 192] or other components.

However, a major obstacle to these workload-driven approaches
is the collection of training data. For example, in [79, 161] it was
shown that thousands of query plans and their true cardinalities are
needed for training the model to achieve a high accuracy. Running
such a set of training queries on potentially very large databases to
collect the training data can take hours or even days while the actual
training of the underlying models often only takes a few minutes. And
unfortunately, the training data collection needs to be repeated for
every new database that needs to be supported.

To reduce the high cost of training data collection, reinforcement
learning (RL) has been used to execute training queries [70, 97, 99,
192] in a more targeted manner (i.e., letting the RL agent decide which
queries to execute next). However, even with reinforcement learning
still a large amount of training queries needs to be executed for
learning a model. Moreover, training the model is not a one-time effort
since similar to workload-driven approaches the learning procedure
needs to be repeated for every new database at hand.

A different direction that has thus been proposed to avoid the ex-
pensive training data collection by running queries on a new database
are so called data-driven approaches [72, 185, 186] that learn a model
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purely from the underlying data. A prime example where data-driven
learning is a perfect fit is cardinality estimation. However, data-driven
learning is no silver bullet either since for some DBMS components
the information about the runtime behavior of queries is required. One
such example is learned physical cost estimation where the runtime
behavior of queries needs to be captured by a model to make predic-
tions. A similar observation holds for many other database tasks such
as physical design tuning or knob tuning where the effects of a certain
decision on the runtime of a workload need to be learned.

vision and contributions . In this paper, we thus present our
vision of so called zero-shot learning for databases which is a new learn-
ing approach for database components that can support a broad set
of tasks on the one hand but does not require to collect training data
for supporting a new database on the other hand. In that regard,
zero-shot learning for databases combines the benefits of data-driven
learning and workload-driven learning. The general idea behind zero-
shot learning for databases is motivated by recent advances in trans-
fer learning of models. Similar to other approaches such as GPT-3
[16] which enables zero-shot learning for NLP, a zero-shot model for
databases is trained on a wide collection of different databases and
workloads and can thus generalize to a completely new database and
workload without the need to be trained particularly on that database.

As a core contribution in this paper, we discuss how such an ap-
proach of zero-shot learning for databases could work and we also
show the feasibility of this approach for the task of physical cost es-
timation. In our initial results for physical cost estimation, we show
that zero-shot models can significantly outperform workload-driven
approaches even when providing workload-driven models with a
large number of training queries for a particular database at hand
whereas zero-shot models can support them out-of-the-box. Moreover,
we believe that the real power of zero-shot learning stems from the
fact that it is a general principle that can be used for various learned
database tasks. For example, we already have initial promising results
suggesting that zero-shot learning can not only be used for physical
cost estimation on a new database but also for physical design tuning
and, in particular, index selection on a database the model has not
seen before.

Finally, an important aspect of zero-shot models is that zero-shot
learning can easily be extended to few-shot learning. Hence, instead of
using the zero-shot model out-of-the box (which already can provide
good performance), one can fine-tune the model with only a few
training queries on an unseen database or task. Compared to workload-
driven learning, few-shot learning will require way fewer training
queries for adaptation since the general system behavior is already
internalized by the zero-shot model.
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outline . The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 11.2 first gives an overview of zero-shot learning for databases
and discusses the core challenges related to zero-shot learning. Sec-
tion 11.3 then discusses the case study of using our approach for
learning a zero-shot physical cost model. Moreover, in this section we
also present our initial experimental results. Afterwards, Section 11.4
discusses a research roadmap for zero-shot learning for databases
beyond cost estimation. Finally, we conclude with a peak into the
future in Section 11.5.

11.2 zero-shot learning for databases

In this section, we first give a brief overview of how zero-shot learning
for databases works in general and then discuss the core challenges
related to enable this approach in an efficient manner.

11.2.1 Overview of the Approach

Figure 11.1 shows the high-level idea that is behind our vision of
zero-shot learning for databases. During the learning phase, similar to
workload-driven learning, for zero-shot learning we have to execute a
representative workload and collect training data.

The main difference to workload-driven learning though, which
makes our approach attractive, is that zero-shot models generalize to
unseen databases out-of-the-box. To allow a zero-shot model to make
predictions about unseen databases without the need to retrain the
model for this particular database, we provide a new method of
representing queries as we discuss below (cf. Key Challenges). This
transferable representation is at the core of learning zero-shot models
in a generalizable way and thus enables them to make predictions for
queries on a new database (e.g., for physical cost estimation) that the
model has never seen before.

Moreover, for being able to generalize to new databases, a zero-shot
model is trained on different databases. While this might seem to
cause high upfront costs before a zero-shot model can be used, it is
important to note that the training data collection is a one-time-effort
which is very different from workload-driven learning that needs
to collect training data for every new database a model should sup-
port. Moreover, cloud database providers such as AWS, Microsoft, or
Google, typically already have significant amounts of such information
available since they keep logs of their customer workloads and could
thus apply zero-shot learning right away without the need to collect
training data in the first place.

Finally, a last important aspect is that zero-shot learning is not only
generalizable across databases but is a new learning approach that can
be applied to a variety of database tasks that range from physical cost
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DB1
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DBn
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Figure 11.1: Overview of zero-shot learning for databases. In line with other
zero-shot approaches such as GPT-3 which enables zero-shot
learning for NLP, a zero-shot model for databases can generalize
to a completely new database and workload without the need
to be trained on that particular database.

estimation, design tuning or knob tuning to query optimization and
scheduling as we discuss in Section 11.3 and Section 11.4. To enable
zero-shot models to generalize to different tasks though, the models
need to be capable of capturing not only information about query
plans and their runtimes but also information about other aspects (e.g.,
how indexes or changes in the database configuration influence the
query runtime) as we discuss later.

11.2.2 Key Challenges

Enabling zero-shot learning for databases comes with various research
challenges. In the following, we discuss the key challenges that we
think are at the core to make zero-shot learning for databases efficient
and accurate.

transferable representation of database and queries .
State-of-the-art workload-driven models [79, 161] can only leverage
training data from a single database and thus they cannot simply
be trained on a variety of databases to obtain zero-shot models. The
reason is that the query representation is not transferable to an unseen
database. For instance, attributes names (e.g., those used in filter
predicates) are typically encoded using a one-hot encoding assigning
each column present in the database a specific position in a feature
vector. Hence, the column production_year of the IMDB dataset might
be encoded using the vector (0, 1, 0) (assuming that there are only three
columns in total). If the same model is now used to predict query
costs for the SSB dataset, the second column in the database might be
region, which has very different semantics (i.e., very different data
distributions or even a different data type). As such, cost models based
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Figure 11.2: Graph encodings with transferable features as a zero-shot en-
coding. The query is represented as a graph with different node
types (for plan operators, predicates, tables, columns etc.) and
nodes are annotated with transferable features. The representation
allows the model to generalize across databases since features
remain consistent.

on non-transferable representations will produce estimates that are
most likely way off. In fact, such non-transferable feature encodings
are used in various places of query representations such as table
names as part of plan operators or literals in filter predicates. Hence,
for zero-shot models we require a novel representation of queries that
is transferable across databases while still being expressive enough to
enable accurate estimations.

We will now introduce query graph encodings with transferable features
(cf. Figure 11.2) which generalize across databases and have the poten-
tial to be applied in various zero-shot learned database components.
While graph-based encodings have already been used to represent
query plan operators and predicates [161], we in contrast encode
the entire query as a graph (including tables, columns etc.) and use
transferable features per node allowing models using this representa-
tion to generalize across databases. For instance, an involved column
production_year would now be represented using a graph node with
transferable features (e.g., the data type). If the same model is now
deployed for a different database such as SSB, the corresponding
columns would be represented using different graph nodes with their
corresponding data characteristics and thus the representation is not
inconsistent for different databases (in contrast to one-hot encodings
of columns).
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While the previously presented representation already allows to
represent queries in a very expressive way, extensions might be nec-
essary depending on the specific task that should be solved. When
designing a representation for a specific task, it is important that the
representation (i) captures all important aspects such that the models
are able to solve the task at hand and (ii) that the representation is
consistent for different databases (i.e., transferable).

training data collection and robustness . A second key
challenge to enable zero-shot learning is clearly the training data col-
lection for learning a zero-shot cost model. Here an important question
is how many and which databases and workloads a zero-shot model
needs to observe during training to make robust decisions on unseen
databases. As we show in our initial experiments for zero-shot cost
estimation in Section 11.3, for example, already a relatively small num-
ber of databases along with the respective workload information (e.g.,
the featurized query plans and runtimes) is sufficient to generalize
robustly and even outperform existing workload-driven approaches.
However, clearly we need to develop more theoretical foundations
to help guide us as to whether or not a zero-shot model has seen
sufficiently many databases and queries.

One way to address this could be to evaluate the model on test
databases that have not been used during training similar to the
common practice in machine learning to evaluate a model on a holdout
set. While this could provide an initial model validation, clearly more
theoretical foundations are needed depending on the concrete task. A
related question in this respect is how to create the training databases
and workloads if they are not yet available (as for cloud providers). An
interesting direction here is to use a synthetic approach and generate
databases / workloads with different characteristics.

separation of concerns . Finally, a last important aspect of
zero-shot models is to decide what should be learned by the model to
fulfill its core promise and when to separate concerns. For example,
workload-driven approaches often prefer end-to-end learning, i.e., to
make predictions for a query plan (e.g., the runtime), they internalize
both the data characteristics (e.g., the data size and distributions) as
well as the system characteristics (e.g., the runtime complexity of
database operators) in one model.

However, since the data characteristics can be entirely different
for a new database, such an end-to-end approach will not work for
zero-shot learning. Hence, we suggest that data characteristics for
zero-shot learning should be captured by separate data-driven models
(such as [72, 185]). For example, a feature that can be captured by a
data-driven model are the input- and output-cardinalities of operators
in a query plan. That way, when using cardinalities as input features
for the zero-shot models, these models learn to predict the runtime
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behavior of operators based on input/output sizes that can be derived
for any database which again enables a transferable representation of
queries that does not depend on the concrete data distribution of a
single database.

One could now argue that this violates the core promise of zero-
shot learning since data-driven models need to be learned for each
new database. However, data-driven models can be derived from a
database without running any training query and typically a sample
of the database is enough to train these models. Moreover, for cardi-
nality estimation we could even use simple non-learned estimators
(e.g., histograms) as input for the zero-shot models. As we show in
our initial results in Section 11.3, even those simple estimators often
provide sufficient evidence for our zero-shot cost models to produce
accurate estimates.

To summarize, a key question in this context is to decide what a
zero-shot model should learn and which aspects should be treated
separately. Clearly a guide for this question is to think about what is
tied to a particular data distribution and which aspects hold in general
which should then be included in the zero-shot model. Moreover, as we
discuss later, for design tuning or query optimization another question
is how to combine zero-shot models with optimization procedures or
other learning approaches (e.g., value networks) to implement efficient
search strategies.

11.3 case study : cost estimation

In this case study, we demonstrate how zero-shot learning can be used
for physical cost estimation. We envision this to be a potential core
building block for zero-shot models for many other DBMS tasks as we
discuss in the next section.

11.3.1 Zero-Shot Cost Estimation

The main promise of zero-shot cost estimation is that a trained model
can predict the query runtime on a new database out-of-the-box. In
the following, we give a brief overview of how we implemented our
initial prototype for zero-shot cost estimation for Postgres and contrast
it to recent workload-driven approaches for cost estimation using the
example query plan.

At the core, we use a transferable query representation as introduced
in Figure 11.2 and propose a new architecture to capture the graph
structure. As depicted in the figure, each node in this graph represents
a physical operator (as opposed to a logical operator) to capture the
differences in runtime complexity during learning. In addition, we
use nodes to represent involved tables, columns, aggregations and
predicates whereas for each node we use transferable features. For
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instance, the movie_companies table uses generalizable features such
as the number of tuples and pages. Note that for state-of-the-art
workload-driven learning, the table would instead be represented as a
one-hot encoded vector which does not enable generalization across
databases as discussed before.

Moreover, as mentioned before, for zero-shot models we want the
model to learn the general runtime behavior of operators in a DBMS
(i.e., system characteristics). Hence, the zero-shot model should learn
system characteristics separate from data characteristics. This is very
different from workload-driven models which learn both aspects end-
to-end in one model as mentioned before. For instance, workload-
driven models include the values involved in filter predicates (e.g.,
1990) in the featurization of a query and thus learn the selectivity of
the filter operation implicitly. In contrast, for zero-shot models we only
encode the predicate structure (to represent the general computational
complexity) and explicitly use estimated cardinalities from a data-
driven model or the query optimizer as input.

Finally, a last important aspect is our proposed model architecture
as well as the learning and inference procedure for a featurized plan.
Here, we exploit that the graph encoding results in DAGs where
the root node of the plan are also the root nodes of the DAGs. The
learning overall happens in three steps: we first encode the features of
the individual nodes in a fixed-size hidden vector (the initial hidden
states). The hidden states of the individual plan nodes are afterwards
combined using a bottom-up message passing phase in the DAG.
Finally, the hidden state of the root node is fed into a multilayer
perceptron (MLP) which predicts the final runtime. In particular in the
message passing phase, the DAG is traversed bottom up. The hidden
states of the children are summed up (similar to the DeepSets [190]
architecture) and combined with the hidden state of the parent node
using an MLP to update the hidden state. This process is repeated
until the root node is reached and the information of the entire tree
is combined. For inference to make a prediction for a query plan on
a new database, a new DAG is constructed using the node-specific
MLPs and the features are propagated through the tree up to the root
node which then predicts the runtime for the new query.

11.3.2 Initial Evaluation

setup and baselines In an initial experiment, we trained a zero-
shot cost estimation model on workloads we executed on a set of
publicly available datasets that cover a range of databases with a
different number of tables and database sizes. We then predicted the
runtimes for a workload on an entirely unseen database to validate
that zero-shot cost estimation can provide high accuracies.

As baselines, we used state-of-the-art workload-driven approaches
for cost estimation. In particular, we used the end-to-end model of
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[161] called E2E and the MSCN architecture [79] that was initially
proposed for cardinality estimation. In addition, we use a simple
linear model that obtains actual runtimes from the internal cost metric
of the Postgres optimizer (called Scaled Optimizer Cost).

training of baselines and zero-shot models For the work-
´load-driven models, we collected training data of different sizes
ranging from a small training set size of 100 queries up to very large
training sets with 50, 000 queries (similar to [161]). Note, that for
every new database such training queries need to be executed and the
runtimes need to be collected before a workload-driven model can be
trained. Moreover, if the database is updated and data characteristics
change, the training data collection needs to be repeated.

For training the zero-shot model, we also need to collect training
data. Overall, this gathering of the training data is clearly a significant
effort. However, as mentioned before this is a one-time effort and the
resulting model can be reused across different databases.

To decide which number of training databases and workloads is
sufficient, we evaluated the performance on a holdout test database
as we added additional training databases. For each of the training
databases we randomly generated 5, 000 training queries which we
used as training data. After 19 databases, the performance stagnated
and we can thus conclude that already a moderate number of training
databases is sufficient for zero-shot models to generalize. In total the
workload size for zero-shot learning was thus in a similar ballpark
compared to the maximum size we used for training the workload-
driven baselines. Moreover, the queries for zero-shot learning and
workload-driven learning were similar and covered up to five-way
joins with up to five numerical and categorical predicates and up to
three aggregates. However, different from a workload-driven model,
the zero-shot model was not trained on the database it should make a
prediction on.

initial results To evaluate the trained models, we used our
zero-shot model as well as the other baselines to predict the runtimes
of the commonly used scale, synthetic and job-light benchmarks [79]
on the IMDB database. For zero-shot models, we show two versions:
one that that uses the Postgres cardinalities as input as well as one
version, which uses exact cardinalities (as an upper baseline to show
how accurate zero-shot models can become).

As a result, we report the commonly used Q-error which is the factor
the predicted runtime deviates from the true runtime. The advantage
of zero-shot learning over workload-driven approaches is that no
queries on the test database are required for training. To demonstrate
this tradeoff, we vary the number of training queries that can be used
for the workload-driven baselines and compare the accuracy with zero-
shot learning in Figure 11.3. Overall, zero-shot learning can predict
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the runtimes very accurately. Since the IMDB dataset was never used
for one of the training queries this shows, that zero-shot learning can
generalize to unseen databases. Interestingly, even the zero-shot model
using only cardinality estimates of the Postgres optimizer is still very
accurate.

In contrast, the workload-driven E2E models [161] are less accurate
than zero-shot models even for a large set of training queries on
the IMDB database for the scale and synthetic benchmarks. For the
simpler job-light queries that rarely contain range predicates, the E2E
model is on par with the zero-shot model for the larger training sets.
However, still the E2E models cannot match the performance of zero-
shot learning with exact cardinalities. In addition, we note that the
MSCN models are significantly less accurate since they use a much
simpler featurization based on one-hot encodings (and not a tree-
based featurization). Moreover, note that even though we repeated all
measurements multiple times and report the median there are still
some peaks in the reported Q-errors of MSCN due to a particularly
high variance.

While our initial results are promising, in future we plan to conduct
more extensive experiments that show the robustness of zero-shot
learning in several dimensions (e.g., more complex queries but also
other databases).

11.4 beyond cost estimation

In the following, we will discuss how zero-shot models can be ex-
tended beyond cost estimation.

11.4.1 Physical Design and Knob Tuning

A first clear extension of zero-shot cost models as described in Section
11.3 is to allow them to support a so called “What-If” mode. This
enables zero-cost models to predict the runtime of a query given a
certain physical design or a database configuration (also called knob
configuration). For example, one could then ask the model how the
runtime of a query changes if a certain index would exist or how the
runtime changes if the buffer size would be increased.

Both these tasks — physical design and knob tuning — are classical
problems of DBMSs that have been addressed in the past already by
using optimization approaches [4, 18, 23, 124, 127]. However, the main
problem was that these approaches relied on inexact cost estimates
coming from classical optimizer cost models that were extended to
support a “What-If” mode. For that reason, recent approaches have
suggested to use workload-driven learning — in many cases reinforce-
ment learning [7, 70, 89, 99, 150, 178, 192]. While these approaches have
been shown to be more accurate than the more classical approaches,
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they again need to first run training queries under different physical
layouts or knob configurations for every new database.

Hence, to avoid these high-training costs for every new database
one could use a zero-shot cost model in a “What-If” mode. To show the
feasibility of this direction, we extended our zero-shot cost model to
support also decisions towards index tuning. At the core, the zero-shot
model for index tuning should be able to support predictions of the
runtime as if a certain index would exist in a database. For training a
zero-shot cost model that can answer such questions, we again used
the 19 databases as training data that we also used in Section 11.3.
However, we additionally created a random but fixed set of indexes
per database before running the training queries. The zero-shot cost
model could recognize for which training query an index was used
since the physical operators in a query plan change (e.g., an index
scan instead of a table scan was used). The zero-shot model could thus
learn how the runtime changes for query plans, which use an index
scan compared to query plans which do not use an index scan.

For showing that the learned model could estimate the runtime
of queries correctly given a certain index, we again use the IMDB
database for the evaluation that the zero-shot model had not seen
before. For testing, we asked the model to estimate the runtime of
queries if an index would exist again for randomly selected attributes
of queries. The estimation errors for zero-shot learning for this work-
load are given in Table 11.1 (last line). As we can see, the estimations
are still very accurate but clearly the maximum Q-error increases com-
pared to the results for zero-shot cost models in Section 11.3 before
(upper lines).

To further improve the quality of zero-shot cost models for index
tuning one might need to think about a more sophisticated workload
sampling or provide additional characteristics for indexes (e.g., ex-
pected index height) as input features to a zero-shot model that could
be derived with additional data-driven models. Furthermore, we think
that we could use zero-shot models to build other design advisors
(e.g., for materialized views) or support zero-shot knob tuning to
select an optimal database configuration for a given workload without
having seen the database for training. Finally, for knob tuning one
could also think about using zero-shot models to only guide the search
initially to a good start configuration (i.e., to narrow down the search
space) and then use online approaches for fine-tuning the knobs since
knobs can be changed easily compared to the high cost of changing a
physical layout.

11.4.2 Query Optimization

Another direction for zero-shot learning are end-to-end learned opti-
mizers and not just the learning of cost models. Recently, it was also
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Zero-Shot (Exact Card.) Zero-Shot (Estimated Card.)

Workload median 95th max median 95th max

Scale 1.19 1.93 3.93 1.26 2.46 4.70

Synthetic 1.17 1.90 4.40 1.21 2.17 6.88

JOB-light 1.18 1.85 2.47 1.33 2.56 4.00

Index 1.21 2.51 10.73 1.33 3.59 24.62

Table 11.1: Estimation errors (Q-errors) of zero-shot models for index tuning
(last line) compared to zero-shot cost models without What-if
support (upper lines).

proposed to replace query optimizers that typically rely on heuristics
(i.e., simple cost models) and manual engineering by machine learning
models [85, 108, 110, 112]. While initial results are promising and
even commercial optimizers can be outperformed by learned ones,
current approaches are also dominated by reinforcement leaning or
workload-driven learning in general. Again, all these approaches are
database-dependent and cannot generalize to unseen databases. More-
over, for learning an optimizer a huge number of queries has to be
executed to learn what is a good plan for a given query. We envision
that this overhead for unseen databases can be eliminated completely
using zero-shot learning.

An initial naïve approach for this could be to use the devised zero-
shot cost estimation model to evaluate candidate plans and thus better
guide the query optimizer to plans with low costs. For instance, zero-
shot cost estimation models could be used in conjunction with classical
dynamic programming or even approaches like Bao [108]. However,
with more sophisticated approaches, we think that zero-shot learning
could potentially replace classical heuristics like dynamic program-
ming entirely by devising zero-shot value networks to learn search
strategies for query optimization. Value networks [165] have shown
to learn policies that involve planning-based reasoning. This way,
zero-shot query optimizers could come up with plans that classical
optimizers would not have considered while avoiding the burden to
run thousands of queries to train the learned optimizer for every new
database.

11.4.3 Discussion

In addition to design advisors, knob tuning, or database optimiz-
ers there are many more DBMS components that could benefit from
zero-shot learning. For example, zero-shot cost models could be used
to predict not only the runtime but also other aspects such as re-
source consumption and thus be used also for runtime decisions (e.g.,
query scheduling). Moreover, by extending the features of the “What-
If” mode, we could also support hardware aspects and predict the
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runtime of queries on an unseen hardware, e.g., to select an optimal
cloud instance for a given workload.

Another interesting question is how zero-shot learning should be
integrated into the overall DBMS architecture. Here we envision a
route where zero-shot cost models as presented in Section 11.3 form a
“kind-of” central brain in a DBMS that can be leveraged by various
DBMS components that complement such a central component with
more targeted models. These additional models could for example be
zero-shot models that focus on learning particular search strategies or
specific data-driven models to capture interesting data characteristics
as we discussed before.

Finally, as mentioned before it can be beneficial to fine-tune a
zero-shot model also on the unseen database. The resulting few-shot
models leverage the observed workload on the database similar to
workload-driven models and thus likely offer more accurate pre-
dictions. However, the main difference to workload-driven models
is that our approach also offers accurate out-of-the-box predictions
for unseen databases by using zero-shot models and also requires
fewer queries for adaptation on an unseen database since the general
system behavior is already internalized by the zero-shot model. As
such, it is significantly more efficient to fine-tune a model for unseen
databases than to train one from scratch every time as it is necessary
for workload-driven models.

11.5 looking into the future

In this paper, we have shown a new approach for learned database
components that can support new databases without running any
training query on that database. Moreover, zero-shot models can be
fine-tuned on the unseen database for more accurate predictions re-
sulting in few-shot models. While we have focused on single-node
databases and classical database workloads in the first place, we be-
lieve that zero-shot models can be applied more broadly. One direction
are distributed DBMSs where zero-shot models can be extended to
support tasks such as to optimize a distributed data layout. Another di-
rection is to extend zero-shot models for other types of data-intensive
workloads (e.g., data streaming).

Moreover, when thinking more broadly, zero-shot models seem to
also be an attractive model for any system builder and can be also
used at various levels of granularity to predict the performance of
individual components (e.g., very fine-grained on the data structure
and algorithm level) or very coarse-grained (at the system level). For
example, when being used for data structures and algorithms, zero-
shot models would be an efficient vehicle for self-designing data
structures [74]. To conclude, we think that zero-shot learning opens up
many avenues of research since it provides not only a more sustainable
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way to build learnable system components but it also seems to be a
general paradigm that can be applied more broadly and at different
levels.
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abstract

In this paper, we introduce zero-shot cost models, which enable
learned cost estimation that generalizes to unseen databases. In con-
trast to state-of-the-art workload-driven approaches, which require
to execute a large set of training queries on every new database,
zero-shot cost models thus allow to instantiate a learned cost model
out-of-the-box without expensive training data collection. To enable
such zero-shot cost models, we suggest a new learning paradigm
based on pre-trained cost models. As core contributions to support
the transfer of such a pre-trained cost model to unseen databases,
we introduce a new model architecture and representation technique
for encoding query workloads as input to those models. As we will
show in our evaluation, zero-shot cost estimation can provide more
accurate cost estimates than state-of-the-art models for a wide range
of (real-world) databases without requiring any query executions on
unseen databases. Furthermore, we show that zero-shot cost models
can be used in a few-shot mode that further improves their quality
by retraining them just with a small number of additional training
queries on the unseen database.
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Figure 12.1: Cost Estimation Errors on the IMDB database. While workload-
driven approaches [161] require many hours of workload ex-
ecutions as training data, our zero-shot cost model supports
the unseen IMDB database out-of-the-box and provides highly
accurate cost estimates. If a workload is observed however, the
zero-shot model can be fine-tuned, which further improves the
performance.

12.1 introduction

motivation. Accurate physical cost estimation (i.e., estimating
query latencies) is crucial for query optimization in DBMSs. Classically,
cost estimation is performed using models that make several simplify-
ing assumptions. As a result, such models often over- or underestimate
runtimes, leading to suboptimal planning decisions that degrade the
overall query performance [93]. Recently, machine learning (ML) has
thus been used for learned cost models that do not need to make such
simplifying assumptions [161].

While it was shown that the cost estimates of such learned cost
models are significantly more accurate than those of the traditional
cost models, the existing approaches rely on workload-driven learning
where models have to observe thousands of queries on the same
database1 for which the cost prediction should be performed. This
workload execution is required to gather the training data, which can
take hours (or days) since tens of thousands of queries need to be
executed on potentially large databases.

In Figure 12.1, we show the cost estimation accuracy depending
on how many hours we allow for gathering the training data for
a workload-driven model. As we can see, even for a medium-sized
database such as IMDB, it takes more than 5 hours of running queries
on this database to gather enough training data such that the cost
estimation model can provide a decent accuracy.

Unfortunately, collecting training data by running queries is not a
one-time effort. In fact, the training data collection has to be repeated
for every new database a learned model should be deployed for.
This is due to the fact that current model architectures for workload-
driven learning tie a trained model to a particular database instance.

1 Throughout this paper, we use the term database to refer to a particular dataset with
certain data characteristics.
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Consequently, for every (new) unseen database we not only have to
train a model from scratch but also gather training data in the form
of queries. And even for the same database, in case of changed data
characteristics due to updates, training data collection needs to be
repeated. Overall, these repeated high costs for obtaining training data
for unseen databases render workload-driven learning unattractive
for many practical deployments.

contributions . In this paper, we thus suggest a new learning
paradigm for cost estimation called zero-shot cost models that reduces
these high efforts. The general idea behind zero-shot cost models is
motivated by recent advances in transfer learning of machine learning
models. While a wide spectrum of methods have been proposed
already to tackle zero-shot learning in domains such as NLP [16] or
computer vision [88], no approaches for zero-shot learning exist for
learned DBMS components and in particular also for cost models. To
enable this, as a core contribution in this paper, we propose a new
query and data representation that allows zero-shot cost models to be
pre-trained across databases and thus be used out-of-the-box (or with
minimal fine-tuning only) on unseen databases.

In fact, as depicted in Figure 12.1 zero-shot cost models can thus
provide a high accuracy and even outperform existing workload-
driven approaches that have been trained on large sets of training
queries. One could now argue that it might be a significant effort
to collect sufficient training data across databases for pre-training a
zero-shot model. However, in contrast to workload-driven models,
which require training data for every unseen database, training data
collection is a one-time effort; i.e., once trained the zero shot model
can be used for any new unseen database. In fact, in our evaluation
we show that zero-shot models can provide high accuracies for a wide
variety of real-world databases. Moreover, historical traces can be used,
which eliminates the need to collect any training data. For example,
cloud providers such as AWS, Microsoft, or Google, typically anyway
keep logs of their customer workloads, which could directly be used
as training data for zero-shot learning without collecting any further
training data.

A key aspect to enable zero-shot learning is that a cost model can
be transferred to new (unseen) databases, i.e., the models leverage
observed query executions on a variety of different databases to predict
runtimes on new (unseen) databases. However, state-of-the-art model
architectures used for workload-driven learning do not support this
training and inference mode since they are tied to a particular database.
As a core novel contribution for zero-shot cost models we thus devise
a new model architecture based on a representation of queries that
generalizes across databases using a transferable representation with
features such as the tuple width that can be derived from any database.
Moreover, zero-shot models separate concerns; i.e., data characteristics
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of a new database (e.g., rows of tables) are not implicitly learned as in
classical workload-driven learning (which hinders generalization), but
are provided as input to the model.

Another core question for zero-shot models is at which point a
sufficient amount of different training databases and workloads was
observed to generalize robustly to unseen databases. To answer this
question, as a second contribution in this paper we derive a method
to estimate how accurate the runtime estimations of zero-shot models
will be for unseen databases. We also discuss how to address cases of
workload drifts where the zero-shot models are expected to generalize
less robustly. Furthermore, we also show that zero-shot models are
widely applicable beyond cost models for query optimizers for single-
node DBMSs, which is the main focus of this paper. For instance, we
have initial results that zero-shot cost models can be naturally ex-
tended to distributed DBMS or even other use cases such as providing
cost estimates for design advisors where the goal is to automatically
find a suitable database design (e.g., a set of indexes) for a given work-
load. Due to space constraints, we defer these results to an extended
technical report.

Finally, in our extensive experimental evaluation, we verify that
zero-shot cost models generalize robustly to unseen databases and
workloads while providing cost estimates which are more accurate
than those of workload-driven models. As part of this evaluation,
we also provide a new benchmark (beyond JOB), which is necessary
to evaluate cost estimation models more broadly on a variety of
(real-world) databases. We will make this benchmark including query
executions for training cost models publicly available and hope that it
will benefit future research in learned cost estimation and potentially
beyond.

outline In Section 12.2, we give an overview of our approach and
describe the model architecture in more detail in Section 12.3. We then
derive formal methods to recognize when sufficient training data is
available for the model to generalize in Section 12.4. Before discussing
the evaluation in Section 12.6, we describe the design decisions for
our proposed benchmark to evaluate cost models. Finally, we present
related work (Section 12.7) and conclude in Section 12.8.

12.2 overview

In this section, we introduce the problem of zero-shot cost estimation
and then present an overview of our approach.
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12.2.1 Problem Statement

The overall goal of zero-shot cost estimation is to predict query laten-
cies (i.e., runtimes) on an unseen database without having observed
any query on this unseen database. Throughout this paper we use
the term database to refer to a particular dataset (i.e., a set of tables
with a given data distribution). Note that the problem of zero-shot
cost estimation is thus in sharp contrast to the problem addressed by
state-of-the-art workload-driven cost models, which train a model per
database. Finally, while we believe that zero-shot learning for DBMSs
is more generally applicable, we restrict ourselves in this paper to cost
estimations for relational DBMSs. In particular, zero-shot cost mod-
els for other types of systems such as graph-databases or streaming
systems are interesting avenues of future work.

12.2.2 Our Approach

A key challenge for developing zero-shot cost models is the question
how to design a model that allows to generalize across databases. Here,
we draw inspiration from the way classical cost models in DBMSs are
designed. Typically, these consist of two models: a database-agnostic
model to estimate the runtime cost and a database-dependent model
(e.g., histograms) to capture data characteristics. When predicting the
cost of a query, the estimated cardinalities and other characteristics
(i.e., outputs of the database-dependent models) serve as input to
the general database-agnostic cost model, which captures the general
system behavior (e.g., the costs of a sequential scan grows linearly
w.r.t. the number of rows). While the classical models are lightweight,
they often largely under- or overestimates the true costs of a query
since models are too simple to capture complex interactions in the
query plan and data.

Hence, in our approach, we also separate concerns but use a much
richer learned model, which similarly takes data characteristics of the
unseen database as input to predict query runtimes in a database-
agnostic manner. As depicted in Figure 12.2 (upper part), for training
such a zero-shot cost model we provide different query plans along
with the runtime as well as the data characteristics of the plan (such
as tuple width as well as intermediate cardinalities) to the zero-shot
cost model. Once trained, the model can be used on unseen databases
to predict the query runtime as shown in Figure 12.2 (lower part).

As mentioned before, to predict the runtime of a query plan on a
new (unseen) database, we feed the query plan together with its data
characteristics into a zero-shot model. While data characteristics such
as the tuple width can be derived from the database catalogs, other
characteristics such as intermediate cardinalities require more complex
techniques. To derive intermediate cardinalities of a query plan in our
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Figure 12.2: Overview of Zero-Shot Cost Estimation. The zero-shot cost
model is trained once using a variety of queries and databases.
At inference time, the model can then provide cost estimates for
an unseen database and queries without requiring additional
training queries. Enabling zero-shot cost estimation is based
on two key ideas: (1) a new transferable query representation
and model architecture is used to enable cost predictions on
unseen databases and (2) we separate concerns, i.e., a zero-shot
model learns a general database-agnostic cost model, which
takes database-specific characteristics as input.
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approach we thus make use of data-driven learning [72, 185] that can
provide exact estimates on a given database. Note that this does not
contradict our main promise of zero-shot learning since data-driven
models to capture data characteristics can be learned without queries
as training data.

Another core challenge of enabling zero-shot cost models that can
estimate the runtime of a plan given its data characteristics is how
to represent query plans, which serve as input to the model. While
along with workload-driven cost models, particular representation
methods for query plans have already been proposed, those are not
applicable for zero-shot learning. The reason is that the representations
are not transferable across databases. For instance, literals in filter
predicates are provided as input to the model (e.g., 2021 for the
predicate movie.production_year=2021). However, the selectivity of
literals will vary largely per database since the data distribution will
likely be different (e.g., there might not even exist movies produced in
2021 in the test database).

Hence, as a second technique in this paper, we propose a new
representation for queries that completely relies on features that can
be derived from any database to allow the model to generalize to
unseen databases. For example, predicates for filter operations in a
query are encoded by the general predicate structure (e.g., which
data types and comparison operators are used in a predicate) instead
of encoding the literals. In addition, data characteristics of a filter
operator (e.g., input and output cardinality to express the selectivity)
are provided as additional input to a zero-shot model. That way, a
zero-shot model can learn the runtime overhead of a filter operation
based on database-agnostic characteristics. We present details of our
query representation in Section 12.3.

Finally, a last important aspect of zero-shot cost models is that they
can easily be extended to few-shot learning. Hence, instead of using
the zero-shot model out-of-the box (which already can provide good
performance), one can fine-tune the model with only a few training
queries on an unseen database.

12.2.3 Assumptions and Limitations

While we expect zero-shot cost models to support a variety of dif-
ferent databases and workloads out-of-the-box, we next discuss the
assumptions for a successful generalization.

In this paper, the main assumption is that we only focus on the
transfer of learned cost models across databases for a single database
system on a fixed hardware. We think that this is already challenging
and allows for many interesting use cases. For instance, with zero-
shot cost models cloud DBMSs (such as Redshift or Snowflake) can
use learned cost models for new customer databases and workloads
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with significantly lower training overhead compared to the existing
workload-driven models that require that a model is trained per new
database. While we believe that zero-shot cost models can be extended
to support also the transfer of cost models between different hardware
setups and DBMSs by adding additional transferable features, we
leave this to future work and assume a fixed hardware and DBMS in
this paper.

Furthermore, while zero-shot cost models can generalize to unseen
query patterns as we show in our experiments, it is clearly required
that the training queries have a certain coverage, i.e., come with a
diverse set of workloads and databases. For instance, it is a minimum
requirement that every physical operator is observed in the training
data s.t. the model can internalize the overall characteristics. Moreover,
if there are extreme differences between training and test workloads,
we expect the zero-shot model accuracy to degrade. We discuss how
to detect and mitigate such cases by fine-tuning a zero-shot model in
Section 12.4.

12.3 zero-shot cost models

As mentioned in Section 12.2, a zero-shot cost model (once trained)
is able to predict the runtime of a query on an entirely new database
without retraining. A core building block needed to enable a zero-shot
model is a new representation of queries that can generalize across
databases. In the following, we thus first explain how we devised such
a transferable query representation and then discuss how inference
and training of a zero-shot model that uses this representation works.

12.3.1 Query Representation

State-of-the-art workload-driven models [79, 161] for cost estimation
do not use a transferable query representations and can thus only be
used on the database they were trained on. To better understand why
current query representations are not transferable, we first explain
how they typically encode queries.

12.3.1.1 Query Representation for Workload-Driven Models.

At the core, query representations used for workload-driven ap-
proaches hard-code the model against a single database. For example,
column names (e.g., those used in filter predicates) are typically en-
coded using a one-hot encoding assigning each column present in
the database a specific position in a feature vector. For instance, the
column production_year of the IMDB dataset might be encoded us-
ing the vector (0, 1, 0) (assuming that there are only three columns in
total). If the same model should now be used to predict query costs for
the SSB dataset, some columns might not even exist or even worse they
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might exist but have very different data distributions or even a differ-
ent data type. In fact, non-transferable feature encodings are not only
used for columns but in various places of the query representation
such as encoding table names or literals in filter predicates.

12.3.1.2 Query Representation for Zero-Shot Cost Models.

Hence, for zero-shot cost models we require a new query represen-
tation that is transferable across databases. The main idea of the
transferable representation we suggest in this paper is shown in Fig-
ure 12.3. At the core, a query plan and the involved tables and columns
are represented using a graph where graph nodes use transferable fea-
tures (1) (i.e., features that provide meaningful information to predict
runtime on different databases). This representation then serves as
input for the training and inference process of zero-shot cost models
(2)-(4) that we explain in the subsequent sections. In the following, we
discuss the graph encoding of the transferable featurization in detail.

graph encoding of query plans . While graph-based repre-
sentations have been already used to represent query operators of a
query plan [161], our representation has significant differences. First,
as shown in Figure 12.3 (1), our representation not only encodes
physical plan operators as nodes (gray) in the graph as in previous
work [161], but it also covers all query plan information more holis-
tically using different nodes types for input columns (green), tables
(blue) as well as predicate information (red). Second, as discussed
before, previous approaches also covered such information, however,
they used one-hot-encodings (which are non-transferable) while our
representation captures the query complexity in a transferable way.

For instance, to encode filter predicates, different from previous
approaches we encode the predicate structure as nodes (red) without
literals. In particular, we encode information such as data types of
the columns and operators used for comparisons. For example, the
filter predicate company_type_id=2 for the query (0) in Figure 12.3, is
encoded using a column node (x5) with the comparison node = (x7). As
such, a zero-shot cost model provided with the transferable features
(e.g., intermediate cardinalities, which are given by the data-driven
models) can infer the complexity of the predicates to estimate the
query runtime.

transferable featurization. While our graph representation
allows to flexibly encode query plans across databases, we similarly
have to make sure that the features used to represent nodes in the
graph (1) (e.g., plan operators as shown in gray) are transferable.
In particular, when used on different databases, features should not
encode any implicit information that hinder the transfer of the model
to a new unseen database.
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The concrete set of such features used for the different node types
in our graph representation is depicted in Table 12.1 specifically for
zero-shot cost models on Postgres, which we use as DBMS in all our
experiments. For instance, input column nodes (green) use features
such as the data type or the width in bytes. Similarly, for tables (blue
nodes), we use other transferable features (e.g., the number of rows as
well as the number of pages on disk). However, note that the general
class of features allows cost predictions also for other single-node
DBMSs such as MySQL. The rationale for selecting these features
is to include transferable features that cover very different aspects
aspects regarding the query (e.g., involved operators, column types in
predicates) as well as the data (e.g., queried tables, data distribution).
As we will show in an ablation study in the evaluation, each such
aspect with the corresponding individual features improves the cost
estimation accuracy.

Importantly, transferable features can either characterize the query
plan (e.g., operator types) or represent the data characteristics (e.g.,
intermediate cardinalities) and together allow a zero-shot cost model
to generalize to an unseen database. For transferable features that
represent data characteristics many can be derived from the metadata
of a database (such as the the number of rows of a table node). How-
ever, some other features that represent data characteristics — e.g.,
the estimated output cardinality of an operator node — require more
involved techniques. In Section 12.3.4, we discuss alternatives of how
we provide estimated output cardinalities to zero-shot cost models.

12.3.2 Inference on Zero-Shot Models

Once a query graph with the transferable features on an unseen
database is constructed for a query plan, it can be used as input for a
(trained) zero-shot cost model to predict the runtime. Predicting the
runtime of a new query plan with a zero-shot cost model is executed
in three steps, which we depict as pseudocode in Algorithm 4: First,
we compute a hidden state for every node of the query graph (2) given
the node-wise input features. Second, the information of different
graph nodes is combined using message passing (3) before a Multi-
Layer-Perceptron (MLP) predicts the runtime of the query plan (4).
The same steps are also reflected in Figure 12.3 (2) to (4).

In particular, in step (2), the feature vectors xv of each graph node v
are encoded using a node-type specific MLP, i.e., nodes of the same
type (e.g., all plan operators) use the same MLP to initialize their hid-
den state hv (line 5). For instance, in Figure 12.3, the hidden state h8

of the node representing the sequential scan on the movie_companies

table is obtained by feeding the feature vector x8 (containing transfer-
able features) into an MLP, which is shared among all plan operators
(gray nodes).
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Node Type/Category Feature Description

Operators/ workers Number of parallel workers

Data Distribution opname Name of physical operator

cardout Estimated output cardinality of op-
erator

width Tuple width

card_prod Estimated product of children out-
put cardinalities

Predicate operator Operator type (e.g., =)

literal_feat Feature capturing literal complex-
ity, e.g., number of values for IN

operator or regex complexity

Table relpages Number of pages

reltuples Number of rows

Input Column width Avg. number of bytes to represent
a value

correlation Attribute correlation with row
number

data_type Data type of column

ndistinct Number of distinct attribute val-
ues

null_frac Fraction of NULL values

Output Column aggregation Which aggregation type is used

Table 12.1: Zero-Shot Features. All features are transferable and have the
same semantics for different databases.

Afterwards, in step (3), a message passing scheme is applied, which
is prominently used in graph neural networks (GNNs) [54] to model
the interactions between nodes in graphs (i.e., to capture interactions
of query operators in the plan such as effects of a pipelined query
execution). Different from message passing schemes for general graph
encodings, for the message passing in zero-shot models we can exploit
the fact that queries can be represented as directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs) since query-plans are tree-structured. We thus use a novel
bottom-up message passing scheme through the graph (i.e., in topo-
logical ordering) to obtain an updated hidden state h′v of a node v that
contains all information of the child nodes. During this pass, the up-
dated hidden states h′u of the children u are combined by summation
[190] and concatenated with the initial hidden state hv of a node and
fed into a node-type-specific MLP (line 7). For instance, in Figure 12.3,
the updated hidden state h′8 of the scan node is obtained by summing
up the updated hidden states of the child nodes (representing the
table and predicate operator of the scan) concatenated with the initial
hidden state (capturing properties of the scan), which is then fed into
an MLP, which is again shared among all plan operators.

Finally, as a result of step (3) the updated hidden state h′r of the
root node r of a query plan captures the properties of the entire query.
For the cost prediction in step (4), we thus feed this hidden state into
a final estimation MLP to obtain the cost estimate ĉ = MLPest(hr)
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Algorithm 4 Inference on Zero-Shot Models
1: Input: Query graph encoding with nodes v and input features xv
2: Output: Cost estimate ĉ
3:
4: for v ∈ graph encoding do . Compute hidden state per node (2)
5: hv ← MLPT(v)(xv)

6: for v ∈ in topological ordering do . Bottom-up pass in graph (3)
7: h′v ← MLP′T(v)

(
∑u∈children(v) h′u ⊕ hv

)
8: ĉ← MLPest(h′r) . Estimate costs using root node state (4)
9: return ĉ

(line 8). Hence, in Figure 12.3 (4), the updated hidden state h′13 is
fed into the final estimation MLP to obtain the cost estimate since it
captures information of the entire plan.

12.3.3 Training Zero-Shot Models

As mentioned before, a zero-shot cost model is trained on several
databases and queries to learn the runtime complexity of query plans
given the input features. To be more precise, a zero-shot cost model is
trained in a supervised fashion using pairs (P, c) that consists of a plan
P with the respective features and the actual runtime cost c. Impor-
tantly, all steps described in the inference procedure (node encoding,
message passing and finally runtime estimation) are differentiable,
which allows us to train the model parameters of the MLPs used for
all zero-shot model components jointly in an end-to-end fashion. As
loss function to compare the actual costs c of a featurized query plan
P with the estimated costs ĉ, we use the Q-error loss max( c

ĉ , ĉ
c ) [79,

161] since this worked best for zero-shot models compared to other
alternatives.

12.3.4 Deriving Data Characteristics

As discussed before, an important aspect of a zero-shot model is
that the model is not tied to a particular data distribution of a single
database. For enabling this, we provide data characteristics such as
column widths in bytes, number of pages and tuples of tables but also
output cardinalities of operators as input to those models. To be more
precise, given a particular query plan for which the runtime should
be estimated, those features have to be annotated for each graph node
in the query encoding.

While the majority of those features can simply be derived from
the database catalog, intermediate cardinalities in a query plan are
notoriously hard to predict and simple statistics are known to be
often imprecise [93]. Hence, learned approaches to tackle cardinality
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estimation have been proposed to derive accurate intermediate cardi-
nalities. While in principle such learned approaches can be used to
predict intermediate cardinalities, which are then used as input for
the zero-shot models, there are important trade-offs when choosing
which techniques are suitable for zero-shot learning. In the following,
we discuss these aspects.

First, a zero-shot cost model should be able to predict query run-
times on databases that were not seen before without relying on an
observed workload on that database. Since workload-driven models
for cardinality estimation require such queries as training data, they
are not suited for our purpose of predicting cardinalities for zero-
shot models. Second, traditional histogram-based approaches have
the advantage that no additional efforts are required since the query
optimizers anyway have built-in techniques. However, they are often
imprecise. Third, data-driven models are more precise but also need
to be trained. However, the training does not rely on query executions
and is thus usually just in the order of minutes. Unfortunately, state-
of-the-art data-driven cardinality estimators do not yet support the
same variety of different queries as traditional approaches.

Hence, we have two options to supply zero-shot cost models with
intermediate cardinalities. First, we can train a data-driven model,
which results in more accurate cardinality as input to a zero-shot
model and thus also cost estimates. However, if the effort of training
a data-driven model for a new database is not acceptable or the
workload is not supported by data-driven learning, we can fall back to
the cardinality estimates of the query optimizer. In our evaluation, we
will demonstrate that zero-shot models can still produce reasonable
estimates even if only cardinalities estimates from traditional models
are available.

12.4 robustness of zero-shot models

An important question for zero-shot models is at which point a suf-
ficient amount of different training databases (and workloads) was
observed to generalize robustly to unseen databases. As discussed in
Section 12.2.3, a minimum requirement is to have sufficient coverage of
the training data for the expected queries in the evaluation workload.
For instance, all operators should be observed at least once and the
number of joins, group by attributes as well as databases used for
pre-training etc. should be representative as well. However, it is still
interesting to provide an estimate of how precise the zero-shot cost
models will be for unseen databases and what can be done in cases of
more severe workload drifts which we will discuss below.
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12.4.1 Estimating the Generalization Performance

We first formalize the problem, before we derive a method to estimate
the generalization error. For training a zero-shot model, we have
observed n databases and workloads. In particular, for each of the
databases Di we have access to training data Ti in the form of query
plans and their runtimes Ti = {(P1, c1), (P2, c2), . . . (Pm, cm)}. We are
now interested in how accurately the zero-shot cost model Z will
predict the runtimes for plans T∗ on some unseen database D∗. In
particular, if the expected error is acceptable, we have observed a
sufficient amount of databases and workloads. More formally, we will
define some error metric E(Ti) with which we can compare the true
runtimes and model predictions for some database Di. An example for
such a metric could be the prominently used median Q-error. We are
now interested in estimating this error metric for an unseen database
E(T∗), i.e., the expected generalization error.

We now make use of statistical techniques to estimate the generaliza-
tion error. For instance, in ML it is standard practice to train the model
on a subset of the data and then use the remaining samples to estimate
the error for future unseen datasets. Analogously, we can train the
zero-shot model on a subset of the training databases T1, T2, . . . , Ti
(i.e., for a subset of databases) and evaluate the trained model on
the remaining databases Ti+1, . . . , Tn. Similar to cross validation, we
can repeat this procedure with different splits and average the test
errors to estimate the generalization error E(T∗), i.e., how accurate
the model is expected to be on an unseen database. Interestingly, this
is an unbiased estimator of the test error E(T∗) under the indepen-
dent identically distributed (i.i.d.) assumption, which we will discuss
shortly. Hence, using only the observed databases and queries, we
can estimate how accurate the model predictions for unseen databases
will be.

In order to now evaluate whether the model has observed a suffi-
cient amount of databases and workloads, we can use two techniques.
First, we can simply estimate the generalization error as described
above and stop the training if it is sufficient. However, in this case
we have to decide which generalization error is acceptable. A second
technique (which we actually use in this paper) is to estimate if addi-
tional training databases will improve the generalization performance.
For this, we train the model on subsets of all training databases. If the
estimated generalization error E(T∗) does not improve significantly
for a larger number of training databases, we can conclude that addi-
tional databases will not improve the generalization capabilities of the
zero-shot cost model and thus stop the training data collection.
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12.4.2 Tackling Workload and Data Drifts

The performance of zero-shot cost models will deteriorate if the new
database and workload is significantly different from the training data.
While data drifts can be handled by providing up-to-date cardinality
estimates (from simple or data-driven models) as we show in our
experiments, workload drifts need a more careful handling. For in-
stance, if there are significantly larger joins in the unseen database
than for the training databases, the zero-shot model might not be
able to predict the runtime with the same high accuracy. As we will
show in our experimental evaluation, however, zero-shot cost models
can often still generalize robustly in practice and can provide more
accurate estimates than other baselines in case of workload drifts. In
addition, we suggest a strategy to detect cases of workload drifts by
monitoring the test error and propose to tackle workload-drifts using
few-shot learning.

Note that in cases of workload drifts the i.i.d. assumption does not
hold and the Q-error on the unseen database is larger than implied
by the generalization error. More technically, the i.i.d. assumption is a
common assumption in ML that requires that the training datasets and
test datasets are independent samples of some distribution D. Due to
a workload drift, the samples are no longer independent and thus the
generalization error E(T∗) might be increased. A simple yet effective
strategy to recognize those cases is thus to monitor the error for unseen
databases during inference. In cases where the error exceeds a certain
threshold, one could decide to fine-tune the zero-shot model using
the additional observed queries as training data (resulting in few-shot
models). We will demonstrate in the experimental evaluation that
zero-shot cost models fine-tuned on a small number of additional
queries can significantly improve the accuracy on the unseen database
in such cases.

12.5 a new benchmark

In order to properly train and evaluate cost models, we require both a
diverse set of databases and executed workloads on these databases.
Since currently there is no suitable benchmark with such properties,
we created a new benchmark (that includes existing benchmarks such
as JOB), which we discuss in this section. Furthermore, we will make
this benchmark publicly available to foster future research in this area.

12.5.1 Design Decisions

For many years, DBMS systems were evaluated using synthetic bench-
marks such as TPC-H [169], TPC-DS [123] or SSB [128]. While such
benchmarks allow to evaluate the general system performance and
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scalability, they are in isolation insufficient to evaluate cost prediction
models since the predicted cardinalities of the query optimizer are
significantly more accurate than in practice. The reason is that the data
is synthetic and thus no interesting correlations have to be captured
making cardinality estimation challenging in practice. Hence, Leis et al.
[93] suggested the JOB-workload on the IMDB dataset that comes with
challenging correlations and has become the standard method (along
with the simplified JOB-light workload [79]) to evaluate learned cost
and cardinality models.

While the IMDB benchmark is useful to evaluate workload-driven
cost estimators that need to work on a single database only, it cannot
be used for the evaluation of zero-shot cost models since these have
to be trained on a variety of different databases. Moreover, even
for workload-driven cost estimators a benchmark that spans a more
diverse set of databases would definitively be helpful to evaluate the
prediction quality. Hence, we decided to create a new benchmark that
covers established datasets such as IMDB but also additional datasets
that have other characteristics.

12.5.2 Datasets

As discussed before, it is insufficient to just add synthetic datasets
since correlations hardly resemble data distributions found in the
real-world. We thus decided to leverage publicly available real-world
datasets [120] together with the datasets used in established benchmarks
such as JOB. Since certain databases were very small in size, we addi-
tionally scaled them to larger sizes to be interesting for cost estimation
(s.t. a sample of queries takes a predefined threshold of time). In
addition to the datasets mentioned before, we also include data and
workloads of existing benchmarks such as SSB and TPC-H. As these
benchmarks rely on synthetic data, this further increases the variety
of data characteristics our benchmark covers for testing learned cardi-
nality estimators. Overall, the benchmark comprises of 20 databases
that vary largely in the number of tables, columns and foreign-key
relationships.

12.5.3 Workloads and Traces

Furthermore, for benchmarking learned cost models, workloads are re-
quired for training and testing. To simplify the comparison with prior
work we first include predefined benchmark queries for databases
that come with such workloads (e.g., JOB for IMDB). However, since
for the majority of the databases mentioned before no workloads are
available, we implemented a workload generator that generates differ-
ent types of queries. For creating the workload, the generator supports
three modes: a standard mode where Select-Project-Aggregate-Join
(SPAJ) queries with conjunctive predicates on numeric and categorical
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columns similar to the ones used by Kipf et al. [79] are generated, a
more complex mode, which includes predicates involving disjunctions,
string comparisons with regex predicates, IS (NOT) NULL comparisons
and IN operators (resembling the complexity of the JOB-workload)
and finally an index workload where random indexes (both foreign
key and for predicate columns) are created throughout the execution
of the standard workload, which is challenging due to the varying
physical designs. Since the benchmark will be publicly available it can
be easily extended in the future.

In addition to the datasets and the workload generator, the bench-
mark comes with workload traces (e.g., executions of the queries
and their runtime) for all 20 databases that can be used directly by
other researchers as training / testing data (which we also used in
our evaluation). To be more precise, we generated 15, 000 queries per
database and executed those queries on a Postgres DBMS (v12) on
c8220 nodes on the cloudlab platform. Overall, this also allows for
a better reproducibility since this platform can be used by other re-
searchers as well. To limit the already excessive resource consumption
required to produce this trace, we excluded queries running longer
than 30 seconds from the benchmark for all workloads. In total, the
execution of these more than 300k queries takes 10 days if executed on
a single node. As part of the traces, we not only provide the runtime
of the query but also the physical plan used to run the query along
with actual cardinalities.

12.6 experimental evaluation

In this Section, we evaluate zero-shot cost estimation with a set of
different experiments:

• Exp 1. Zero-Shot Accuracy on Unseen Databases. We evalu-
ate how accurately zero-shot cost models can predict costs for
unseen databases.

• Exp 2. Zero-Shot vs. Workload-Driven. In addition, we com-
pare the training overhead and accuracy with state-of-the-art
workload driven approaches.

• Exp 3. Generalization. In this experiment, we study how our
models generalize under workload drifts (i.e., under database
updates and larger unseen joins).

• Exp 4. Training and Inference Performance. Furthermore, we
evaluate the training and inference performance of zero-shot
cost models and compare training efforts to workload-driven
models.

• Exp 5. Ablation Studies. Finally, we show the effects of different
design alternatives of zero-shot models as well as a study where
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Figure 12.4: Zero-Shot Generalization across Databases. The zero-shot mod-
els are trained using workloads on 19/20 databases and tested
on the remaining unseen database. Overall, zero-shot models are
significantly more accurate than the scaled estimates of the opti-
mizer cost model. In addition to using workloads as defined by
our benchmark (left), we repeated this experiment with standard
benchmark workloads (SSB and TPC-H on the right) to further
show the generalization potentials of zero-shot cost models.

we determine how many database are sufficient for zero-shot
cost models to generalize.

For all experiments, we use the traces of the benchmark discussed
before (for training and testing).

12.6.1 Exp 1: Zero-Shot Accuracy on Unseen Databases

First, in order to evaluate the accuracy of zero-shot cost models, we
trained a zero-shot model using workloads on 19 out of the 20 datasets
of the benchmark as training data and evaluated the model on the
workload of the unseen (remaining) database. In particular, we use
the trained model to predict the runtimes of the queries on the unseen
database and report the median Q-error. In the first experiment, we
focus on the standard workloads and defer the results of the complex
and index workloads of our benchmark to follow-up experiments. For
this experiment, we ran each setup three times using different seeds
for the cost estimation for every unseen database.

For showing the performance of zero-shot cost models on unseen
databases, we used two variants of providing intermediate cardinal-
ities - we either used predictions of learned cardinality estimators
or the actual cardinalities, which are not available in practice prior
to execution but serve as an interesting upper baseline for zero-shot
learning (i.e., how accurate the predictions become with perfect cardi-
nality estimates). For the data-driven cardinality estimator, we trained
DeepDB [72] models, which worked best in preliminary experiments.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose zero-shot
cost estimation and thus no other learned approaches are included
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as a direct baseline in this first experiment where we aim to analyze
the accuracy on unseen databases. For instance, workload-driven ap-
proaches would need query executions on the unseen database, which
we do not provide in the zero-shot setting. However, we compare our
approach with workload-driven models in Section 12.6.2.

As a sanity check that zero-shot models provide better performance
than classical cost estimation models that rely on simple (non-learned)
techniques (and as such could also count as zero-shot cost models),
we use cost estimates coming from the Postgres query optimizer as a
baseline similar to previous work [161]. Moreover, for the distributed
setup we later on also employ the cost estimates of a commercial
cloud DBMS. Since Postgres cost estimates are provided as abstract
cost units, we use a simple linear model on top of Postgres estimates
(and hence the results are called Scaled Optimizer), which provides
actual query runtimes. Different from [161], which directly take the
cost units as runtime (in ms), using a linear model on top results in a
much lower Q-error for Postgres. For training the simple linear model
we are using the same training data from the other 19 databases as for
zero-shot models to be fair.

The results can be seen in Figure 12.4. In general, the zero-shot
models offer robust performances for all of the databases despite
the varying complexity. In fact, all median Q-errors are below 1.54
for the version using DeepDB cardinality estimates (vs. 8.62 in the
worst case for the Scaled Optimizer cost). Finally, we can see that zero-
shot cost models using DeepDB cardinalities are almost matching the
performance with perfect cardinalities. This suggests that the models
can cope with partially inaccurate cardinalities. Indeed, as we will see
in a follow-up experiment, this even holds when we use potentially
inaccurate cardinality estimates coming from a classical optimizer
instead.

Overall, we can see that the zero-shot cost models are significantly
more accurate than the scaled optimizer estimates outperforming
these on 18 out of 19 datasets and being on par for the last remaining
dataset (Airline). The reason is that zero-shot cost models capture
subtleties in operator performance and interactions of operators in
the plan more accurately than simplistic cost models. The results are
just on par for the remaining database since the optimizer costs are
relatively accurate because it is merely a star schema, i.e., a relatively
simple schema structure.

To demonstrate that zero-shot cost models also improve the esti-
mates for workloads of traditional benchmarks, we repeat the previous
experiment with the original benchmark queries of SSB and TPC-H.2

Again we train on 19 out of 20 datasets (excluding either SSB or

2 For SSB, we used all queries as-is. For TPC-H, since our current implementation does
not support the subplan operator of Postgres, we rewrote subqueries using joins.
However, we believe that our approach can also be extended to support subqueries.
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Figure 12.5: Estimation Errors of Workload-Driven Models for a varying
Number of Training Queries compared with Zero-Shot Cost
Models. Even the most accurate workload-driven model (E2E)
requires approximately 50k query executions on an unseen
database for a comparable performance with zero-shot models,
which is roughly equivalent to 66 hours of executed workload.
Since zero-shot models do not require any additional queries
it is significantly cheaper to deploy them for a new database.
However, zero-shot models can be fine-tuned to obtain few-shot
models, which further improve the accuracy.

TPC-H) and show the median Q-errors of both the baseline and our
approaches. Note that DeepDB does not support all operators in TPC-
H and thus we use Postgres cardinality estimates (orange bar in Figure
12.4) instead. As we can see, the results are very similar to the results
using our new benchmark for zero-shot cost estimation providing
additional evidence that zero-shot cost estimation can improve the
cost estimation accuracy on queries from standard benchmarks as
well.

12.6.2 Exp 2: Zero-Shot vs. Workload-Driven

In the following, we contrast the performance of zero-shot cost models
with workload-driven approaches.

training overhead. An interesting question is how many train-
ing queries are required for workload-driven learning on an unseen
database to match the performance of zero-shot learning, which we
will study next. In particular, in this experiment we evaluate the Q-
errors for the scale, synthetic, and JOB-light workloads (IMDB). As
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before zero-shot models are not trained on IMDB at all (but on the
other 19 databases) while workload-driven models are trained on a
varying number of training queries on IMDB.

For the workload-driven approaches we use the E2E model pro-
posed by Sun and Li [161] as well as the MSCN model by Kipf et al.
[79]. The idea of the E2E models is to featurize the physical query plans
and feed them into a neural model to predict the runtime. However, in
contrast to zero-shot cost models the query plan representation is not
transferable and thus the train and test databases have to be identical.
The MSCN model, which was initially developed for cardinality esti-
mation uses a more high level representation and encodes the sets of
joins, predicates and tables of a query, which are then fed into a neural
architecture, which is thus oblivious of the physical plans used. Both
models are trained on a varying number of training queries, which are
generated for the IMDB dataset similar to the original training setup
used by Sun and Li [161]. Furthermore, as a last baseline, we again
employ the scaled costs of the Postgres query optimizer.

In Figure 12.5, we depict the median Q-error of comparing our zero-
shot performance to the baselines as discussed before for the IMDB
benchmark workloads for a varying number of training queries. As we
can see the zero-shot cost models can estimate the runtimes accurately
even though queries on the IMDB dataset were not observed in the
training data. In particular, E2E requires about 50k training queries on
the IMDB database to be on-par with zero-shot cost models. As we
can see in the lower right plot in Figure 12.5 this amount of queries
takes approximately 66 hours to run, which is a significant effort given
that it has to be repeated for every new database. Another interesting
comparison is to use the training queries also to fine-tune the zero-shot
models on the IMDB database; i.e., we use zero-shot models in the
few-shot mode discussed in the paper. As we can see, few-shot cost
models that are fine-tuned on the IMDB database can further improve
the cost estimation accuracy of zero-shot models. It is thus beneficial
to also leverage fine-tuning in case training queries for the unseen
database are available.

Finally, we can see that the MSCN models are not equally accurate,
which is likely due to the fact that they do not consider the physical
plan that was run to execute a given query. Still, all learned approaches
are more accurate than the scaled optimizer in the median after only
a few queries. Furthermore, we can observe that zero-shot and few-
shot cost models not only outperform workload-driven models in the
median but also in the tail performance, i.e., on the 95th percentile
Q-error. We can observe similar effects for the maximum Q-error.

complex queries . In this experiment, we next focus on the per-
formance for complex queries. For this, we again train on 19 datasets
and test on the IMDB database (this time using the complex benchmark
queries) using the JOB-Full benchmark, which (different from the
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Figure 12.6: JOB-Full Workload. Zero-shot models are significantly more
accurate than the workload-driven model (E2E) and the scaled
optimizer estimates even for the complex JOB benchmark. Again
few-shot learning can further improve the performance of zero-
shot models.

other workloads on IMDB) contains also queries with a higher number
of joins and more complex predicates including pattern-matching
queries on strings. Note that data-driven models do not support com-
plex predicates and we thus resort to the cardinality estimates of the
query optimizer (Postgres) to inform the zero-shot model. As base-
lines, we again compare to the scaled optimizer costs and E2E, which
in contrast to MSCN supports complex predicates. To be fair, we use
training queries with complex predicates on IMDB for the workload-
driven models. In addition, we also report the accuracy of zero-shot
models fine-tuned on the IMDB database using the few-shot learning.

As we can see in Figure 12.6, again zero-shot models outperform
the other approaches. In particular, even the version using just op-
timizer cardinality estimates is more accurate than E2E using 50k
queries, which emphasizes that zero-shot cost models are robust w.r.t.
imprecise cardinality estimates. The E2E models in this case need
50k queries just to match the performance of the scaled optimizer
costs, which is inferior to the previous experiment with a lower query
complexity. The reason is that the E2E model has to learn the data dis-
tribution of strings as well and support complex predicates including
wildcards while only observing queries. We hope that in the future,
data-driven models support string predicates and disjunctions as well
to be used in conjunction with zero-shot cost models also for complex
queries. Similar to the previous experiment, few-shot learning can
further improve the accuracy.

12.6.3 Exp 3: Generalization

In this experiment, we investigate how robustly zero-shot cost models
react to changes in the data characteristics and workload.

generalization to updates . For the first aspect, we analyze
the effects of updates on the accuracy of cost estimation. For this, we
only train on a fraction of the full data and then update the database
(without retraining the prediction models). After the update of the
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with larger joins (resulting in few-shot models) further improves
the performance.
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database, we then predicted the query runtimes using zero-shot cost
models as well as the other baselines (workload-driven models and
the scaled optimizer). Note, that workload-driven models are expected
to result in inferior performance for a higher fraction of updates since
they cannot capture database updates without collecting new training
data. This is very different from zero-shot models that get informed by
data-driven models that can thus adjust to data updates without the
need to retrain. In particular, the data-driven models from DeepDB
[72] as well as classical statistics such as histograms that are compatible
with zero-shot cost models are directly updateable with low overhead
and hence can provide also accurate estimates after the update.

We depicted the results in Figure 12.7. As we can see, there is almost
no performance degradation for the zero-shot cost models with a
higher update fraction. Note that we did not retrain the zero-shot
cost models at all to achieve the performance but simply relied on
the ability to generalize to different data characteristics. In contrast,
for workload-driven models we observe a performance degradation
since those models would require additional training queries on the
updated database to be adapted. The reason is that the models also
internalize the data distribution (i.e., table sizes and correlations)
implicitly during the training and can only be informed about changes
by observing additional query runtimes. This is especially problematic
for more update-heavy workloads were frequently additional training
queries have to be run to update the models. Note that the scaled
optimizer costs do not experience such a degradation but are again
less accurate than zero-shot models.

generalization to workload drifts . In this experiment, we
investigate how zero-shot models react to workload drifts, in particular
to larger joins that appear after training a cost prediction model. To this
end, we trained the zero-shot models using only queries with up to 2

or 3-way joins on the 19 training datasets and evaluate the model using
3-way or 4-way joins (or larger) on the IMDB dataset, respectively.
Since we suggest to address workload-drifts using few-shot learning,
we also introduce variants that are fine-tuned on a small amount of
large joins on the IMDB database. As we can see in Figure 12.8, the
performance of the model with a training set constrained to small
joins does not degrade heavily compared to the model that was also
trained on larger joins on the remaining 19 datasets (Full) indicating a
robust generalization to larger joins. In addition, few-shot models fine-
tuned on a small amount of larger joins (≈ 50) observed on the IMDB
dataset is sufficient to achieve the same median Q-error. An even larger
amount of retraining queries allows to outperform the original zero-
shot model, which is consistent with previous experiments showing
that few-shot learning further improves the accuracy.
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Figure 12.9: Training and Inference and Performance. Even though zero-shot
models generalize across databases they almost match the in-
ference and training throughput of the most accurate workload-
driven alternative (E2E) and quickly amortize in terms of re-
quired training queries.

12.6.4 Exp 4: Efficiency of Training and Inference

In this experiment, we evaluate the efficiency of training and inference
of zero-shot models compared to workload-driven models.

training overhead. In a first experiment, we compare the num-
ber of training queries required for zero-shot models as well as for
workload-driven models. Importantly, workload-driven models need
to be trained on every single database while zero-shot models can
(once trained) be applied to many different databases out-of-the-box.
For showing this effect we analyze how many training queries would
be required for supporting a varying number of unseen databases
for which new cost estimates are required The results are shown in
Figure 12.9a. As we can see since workload execution is a one-time
effort for zero-shot models (since they generalize across databases)
this quickly amortizes compared to workload-driven learning since
for workload-driven models, we need to collect training data for every
new database.

training and inference throughput. In a second experi-
ment, we compare the training and inference throughput of zero-shot
cost models with state-of-the-art workload-driven approaches. In this
experiment, we aim to show that zero-shot models are not impos-
ing higher overhead for training and inference and thus can be used
efficiently in real DBMSs. As we can see in Figure 12.9b, zero-shot
models achieve a comparable throughput and thus do not impose
higher overhead compared to workload-driven models. As we can see,
the MSCN models achieve higher throughput compared to all other
models (zero-shot and E2E). The reason is that these models featurize
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Figure 12.10: Ablation Study. Using a flattened representation of the plans in-
stead of our graph-based encoding yields less accurate models.
Zero-shot models using the cardinality estimates of the query
optimizer are still reasonably accurate.
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Figure 12.11: Feature Ablation Study. All groups of query graph features
used in zero-shot cost models individually improve the ac-
curacy. Table and data distribution features have the largest
impact since they determine the scan cost and size of interme-
diate joins, respectively.

the physical query plan resulting in larger graphs compared to MSCN
models, which only encode the joins, tables and predicates in a query.
However, this comes at the cost of an inferior predictive performance
as shown before.

12.6.5 Exp. 5: Ablation Study

In this experiment, we present the results of our ablation study show-
ing the effects of the different design choices as well as the efficiency of
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Figure 12.12: Zero-Shot Generalization by Number of Training Databases.
If we use more than 15 training databases we start to see
diminishing returns in accuracy suggesting that the variety
of databases in the benchmark is sufficient.
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our estimator to determine how many different databases are needed
for training a zero-shot model.

zero-shot design space . We first explore the different design
space options of zero-shot cost estimation. In particular, we focus on
the questions how different cardinality estimation techniques impact
the model accuracy and whether our new model architecture using
graph encodings is actually required or a simpler architecture suffices.

To address the latter question, we implemented a different version
of zero-shot cost estimation that represents a single query plan as
a flat vector (instead of using a graph). In particular, the chosen
representation is similar to Ganapathi et al. [49] that represents a
query plan using a vector where each physical operator corresponds
to two entries in the vector: one that counts how often the operator
appears in the plan and one that sums up the cardinality estimates
for that operator. For instance, if we only had sequential scans and
nested loop joins in the query plans and one plan would scan two
relations of 1M tuples each and join them resulting in 1M tuples, the
vector representing the query plan could be (2, 2M, 1, 1M). Given this
representation, we train a state-of-the-art regression model [77] to
predict the runtime given a vector. Similar to the zero-shot models, we
train on the remaining 19 datasets and evaluate the performance on
the IMDB benchmarks.

As we can see in Figure 12.10, the flattened version of zero-shot cost
models is significantly less accurate than our proposed transferable
graph-based representation. The reason is that the interactions of
physical operators in the plan can only be modeled approximately if
represented as a vector while our graph-based encoding allows the
neural model to capture such interactions more accurately. Second,
regarding cardinality estimates, we can see that data-driven cardinality
estimates improve the accuracy of zero-shot cost models compared to
models using optimizer cardinality estimates. However, the estimates
are still very accurate even if cardinality estimates are annotated from
simple cardinality estimation models that are used in DBMSs today.
This is especially useful for query types that data-driven models do
not support as of today and where the optimizer cardinality estimates
hence serve as a fallback.

query graph featurization. In addition, we also study the
impact of different featurizations of the query graph representations
used by zero-shot cost models. In particular, instead of training zero-
shot cost models using all the features introduced in Table 12.1, we will
gradually include more groups of features (e.g., all features related
to scanned tables). We then report the median Q-error achievable
with this set of features. As we can see in Figure 12.11, each group of
features individually improves the performance of the models. The
most significant improvement is due to features characterizing the
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tables as well as the data distribution (e.g., cardinalities) as these
features influence the runtime overhead of a query most significantly.
However, we can conclude that all features are worth incorporating
in zero-shot models as long as they are transferable as described in
Section 12.3. The rationale is to include as many aspects that could
impact the query runtime as possible in the query representation.

number of training databases . As described in Section 12.4.1,
in order to assess whether a zero-shot cost model has seen a sufficient
number of training databases and workloads, we estimate the expected
generalization error for a varying number of training databases. The
generalization error is estimated by computing the test error on an
unseen holdout database. If the model performance plateaus for a
certain number of training databases, we can conclude that the number
of training databases is sufficient.

In this experiment, we show how the generalization error develops
for a growing number of training databases (i.e., from just using one
up to all 19 databases). For estimating the generalization error, we use
the standard benchmark queries as defined on the IMDB dataset (i.e.,
we use the synthetic, scale and JOB-light [79] workloads). As we can
observe in Figure 12.12, as expected the generalization errors reduce
with a growing number of databases. This is the case because with an
increased number of databases the model can observe a larger variety
of different data characteristics and can thus more robustly predict the
runtimes for an unseen database, i.e., IMDB in this case. Interestingly,
we can already achieve a reasonably small generalization error after
just five different databases indicating that a moderate number of
databases can be sufficient for zero-shot learning. Moreover, we clearly
observe diminishing returns between 15 to 19 databases.

We can thus conclude that the number of training datasets from
the benchmark is indeed sufficient to allow a zero-shot model to
generalize robustly to unseen databases from the benchmark and that
further datasets will likely not improve the model performance.
workload & data drifts . While zero-shot cost models general-
ize to some extent under workload and data drifts as demonstrated
in Section 12.6.3, there is clearly a point where the evaluation work-
load differs too severely from any workload observed at training time
by the model and where the performance will degrade as discussed
Section 12.2.3. In a final ablation study, we thus want to investigate
further how quickly the performance degrades in such cases and thus
intentionally create evaluation workloads that differ largely from the
training workload (due to significantly more joins, group by attributes,
number of predicates, aggregations or larger dataset sizes). As we can
see in Figure 12.13, the more different the test database and workload
is from the training workload and data, the more the performance
degrades. However, while the zero-shot model can still predict costs
relatively accurately for cases close to training data examples (e.g., five
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Figure 12.13: Accuracy under Workload and Data Drifts. Training data cover-
age is shown in green (e.g., the training data contains 0-5-way
joins and we generalize up to 10-way joins). While zero-shot
cost models generalize reasonably well to unseen workload
and data characteristics, we see an increase in estimation errors
for more severe drifts as expected.

aggregates instead of one) the performance degrades as the charac-
teristics are further changed. Moreover, not all aspects have an equal
impact on the accuracy: for example, the number of joins seems to be
the most severe factor, which is expected, since more joins can result
in large intermediate join sizes the model has not experienced before.
Note, that in this experiment we report the results of zero-shot models
using cardinality estimates of the Postgres optimizer but we could
observe similar effects for the other methods as well.

12.7 related work

learned cost estimation. Closest to our work are workload-
driven approaches for cost estimation. Neural predictions models [113,
161] have been proposed for cost estimation by featurizing the physical
query plan as a tree. However, the models are workload-driven and
thus require thousands of query executions for an unseen database.
Recently, a framework has been proposed to efficiently gather this
training data [173]. In contrast, zero-shot learning completely alleviates
the need to run a representative workload for new databases. Moreover,
workload-driven models were extended by improving inference and
training performance [76] and to concurrent query latency prediction
[194]. These ideas are orthogonal and could potentially be applied
to zero-shot learning as well. An alternative to reduce the required
training queries for cost estimation is DBMS fitting [67] where the
idea is to model the operator complexity and adjust this basic model
by fitting the parameters using differentiable programming. However,
the operator complexity has to be modeled explicitly, which can be
impossible for complex queries.

Earlier work proposes to use statistical methods to predict the costs
of queries. For instance, it was proposed to learn models at a per-
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operator level [5, 96] to predict the overall query runtime. However,
since interactions of operators cannot be learned and the models are
thus too simplistic, the performance is inferior to workload-driven
approaches [113]. An alternative idea is to represent query plans as
flat vectors [49] to treat cost estimation using supervised regression,
which we have shown to be less accurate than zero-shot cost esti-
mation (cf. Section 12.6.1). In addition, it was suggested to leverage
query executions on smaller data samples [44, 172] or queries sharing
common subexpressions [155, 180] for cost estimation. In both cases,
the test workload needs to closely resemble the train workload for the
models to be effective.

learned dbms components and design advisors Machine
learning has been applied more broadly to optimize DBMS systems by
replacing traditional approaches for tasks such as query optimization
[85, 109, 110, 112] or query scheduling [107, 153]. In addition, it was
applied to knob tuning [192], materialized view selection [59, 99],
index selection [89] or partitioning [70]. Note that all these approaches
are workload-driven since query executions on the test database are
required to train the models.

12.8 conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have demonstrated that it is possible to accurately
and robustly predict query runtimes on entirely unseen databases, i.e.,
in a zero-shot setting. In addition, fine-tuning the zero-shot models
to obtain few-shot models can further improve the performance if
training queries are available on the new database. We enabled this
by deriving a transferable representation of queries that generalizes
across databases and a specialized model architecture.

As a future direction, we argue that zero-shot learning even has
a much broader applicability and could be applied to a large set of
learned DBMS components including design advisors etc. Further-
more, we believe that the underlying principles can be applied to an
even broader set of data systems (e.g., data streaming systems).
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